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DRAFT
Introduction

i Since passage of the Noise Control Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-574, 86

1234) Agency (EPA) been actively
Star. the Environmental Protection has

t concerned with abatement and control of noise from medium and heavy trucks.

i_ Section 18 of the Act directedthe Administratorto establishnoise emissionC

it

:_ regulationsfor motor carriers engagedin interstate commerce. In October of!.

C:

: 1974 the Agency promulgatedan InterstateMotor Carrier (IMC)noise regulation

_i (40 CFR 202). The regulation prescribed in-use operating noise limits,

effective October 15, 1975. for a11 vehicles with a Gross Vehicle Weight
:!

Rating (GVWR) or Gross CombinationWeight Rating (GCWR) in excess of 10,000

pounds. On September 8, 1975 the U.S. Department of Transportation(DOT),
(

" which has the Federal enforcement responsibility for the IMC regulation,
v_

issued a regulation (49 CFR 325) that prescribedtest proceduresfor deter-

mining compliancewith the (IMC)noise emission standards. The effectivedate

;_ i'_'_hof the DOT regulationalso was October15, 1975. A numberof states and local

il jurisdictionshave adopted and enforcethe "in-use"noise standardsof the IMC

_i regulationas part of their individualnoise control ordinances.

_:_ Subsequentto the IMC regulation,the Agency promulgateda regulation(40

CFR 205) under the authorityof Section6 of the Act, that establishednot-to-

_ exceed noise levels for medium and heavy trucks (MHT) manufactured after

Januaryl, lg7B.
it!

;_: Hhen the Agency promulgated the IMC regulation, it recognized that

[J certain adjustments to the noise limits would be required in the future
i

_ to ensure that the benefits anticipatedfrom any "new product" regulation

_ would be realizedthroughoutthe operatinglife of new trucks.

This document analyzes the potentialeffects of aligning the levels of

the "in-use" IMC regulationwith the not-to-exceedlevels of the "new-product"



MHT regulation. In such an alignment, the IMC noise levelsfor trucksmanu-

factured on or after January I, 1978 would be consistent with the noise

f'--_ emission standards of the MHT regulation. Trucks manufactured prior to

January I, 1978 would not be affected.

The analysis of the potential effects of aligning the IMC and MHT

standards is based on extensive field data on In-use truck noise ]eve]s,

supplementedby tire noise and vehicle noise degradationdata that were noC

available when the IMC regulation was promulgated in 1974. The analysis

:_ assesses the degree of compliancewith the IMC standardsby interstatemotor

! carrier vehicles. It Furtherevaluatesthe change in the in-usenoise levels

of trucks since promu]gationof the IMC regu]ationand the in-usenoise levels

of trucks manufacturedafter January 1. 1978. The analysis conc]udeswithan

assessment of the potentialcosts and benefits of an alignment of the IMC

3i regulationwith the MHT regulationfor post-1977trucks.

Background
'I

_:_ The Agency has addressedthe medium and heavy truck noise problem through

both "in-use" and "new product"controls. The "in-use"control was effected

through the promulgation of the Interstate Motor Carrier (IMC) regulation

,._ which specified not-to-exceednoise levels for vehicles in three operating

regimes:

o Low speed operation;passby speed of 35 MPH or less,with soft ground

surface betweenvehicleand microphone- 86 dB(A)

::i o High speed operation; passby speed over 35 MPH, with soft ground
Z ,

"_ surfacebetween vehicleand microphone - go dB(A)

, o Stationary run-up test; with hard ground surface betweenvehicle and
C,

microphone- 88 dBIA)



The IMC levels were determined on the basis of the actual distributionof

truck noise levelsin the early 1970's, The regulatorylevelswere intended

(f-._.primarily to control the noise From those vehicles that were exceptionally
.....' noisy - e.g., trucks operating with defective exhaust systems, without a

muffler, or with excessivelynoisy tires. The regulatorylevels effectively

set a "cap" on existing truck noise and required operators of exceptionally

noisy trucks to correct the causes of the excessive noise, bringing their

trucks into conformancewith the rest of the fleet. In addition,the regula-

tion provided an incentive for all operators to sustain the noise control

performanceof their vehiclesthroughpropermaintenance.

While the IMC regulation served to remove the especially noisy vehicles

("outliers")from the IMC fleet,it did not requireincorporationof new noise

control technologyin the fleet's vehicles. Consequently,the average noise

level of the fleet could not decrease below the average for properly main-

L__._ rained pre-lg78 vehicles. The MHT regulation,on the other hand, prescribed
lower noise limits for new trucks that required application of new noise

_, control technology, More effectiveexhaust and muffler systems,quieter air

intake systems, and ]imited engine shieldingwere the principalmethods used

to reduce vehicle noise. The intentwas to permit only "quieted"trucks to

;_ enter the fleet. Thus, over a periodof time, if the lower levelsof the MHT

vehicles were sustained,the average noise level of the fleet would decrease

' with time, as the quietedtrucks comprisedmore and more of the Fleet.

The MHT regulationwas promulgatedon April 13, 1976, and became effec-

tive January I, 1978. It establisheda not-to-exceednoise ]eve]of 83 dB(A)

For medium and heavy trucks manufacturedon and after January L, 1978. An 80

dB(A) level becomes effective in 1986. The MHT regulationspecifieda full-

....throttle passby test conducted on an acousticallyhard site. This Full-

throttle passby test is based on the SAE J366 test, Analyses(')are avail-

(*) Ref
-3-



able that relate levels from this test to the noise levels obtained in IMC

l low-speedpassby and stationary tests.

1 .... The IMC and MHT regulationstogether have led to a substantialdecrease

i in truck noise over the past decade, Other factors that also contributed to

the reduction in truck noise during this period included the introduction of

the B5 mph speed limit which served to reduce high speed tire noise (the

principalcontributorto truck noiseat speedsabove 3B mph) and the increased

emphasis on fuel economy which resulted in the widespread use of lower-speed

engines,turbo-chargedengines, and ribbed-treadradialtires.

_ Figure i shows the substantialdecrease in truck noise levels that has

occurred during recent years. In 1973, prior to the IMC regulation, the

averagenoise level of vehicles over 10,000 poundswas go dB(A)* under typical

high-speed(over 35 mph) highway operation*'. Average noise level dropped to

_ _) less than 86 dB(A) by the end of 1976, primarily as a result of the IMC

!_ regulation. The fleet average noise level has continuedto declinesince 1977

_i with the introductionof new trucks that are subject to the 83 dB(A) MHT

; regulation. This decline is expected to continue until the late 1990's as the

_/i pre-lgTBtrucks in the fleet are replacedby the quieterMHT-regulatedtrucks.

_ However, this depends on proper maintenanceof the vehiclesto ensure reten-

tion of their low noise characteristics.

Figure I further shows that the IMC regulation'shigh-speedcurrent noise

standard of 92 dB(A) is substantiallyabove the present in-use average truck

noise level, The effects of the MHT regulationare onlybeginningto be seen

in the in-use average because over one-half of the trucks now in the fleet

"-" "Note: All noise levels reported herein are adjusted ("normalized")to a

_ distance of 50 ft from the vehicle or highway lane centerlineand an assumed
acoustically"hard"surface between vehicle and microphone.

**A Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) voluntary standardwhich reflected
this average noise level had been in existence for severalyears.
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still are of pre-1978 manufacture. The typical lifespan of a medium or heavy

truck is about IB years. As the present NHT trucks age their noise levelsmay

increase in the absenceof aligned IMC noise standardsthat will induce proper

-_ maintenance.

Levels of Truck Noise

The current high-speed,]ow-speed,and stationaryIMD Noise level limits,

of g2, 88, and 88 dB(A) respectively,are based on actual fleet noise levels

of the early 1970's. They were selectedto eliminatethe worst-caseoffenders

from the highway. Table i summarizesthe "realworld" field measurementdata

and sources on which truck noise levels for the original IMC regu]ationwere

based. The fleet average for hlgh-speednoise was between8g and gO dB(A) in

the early 1970's. Low-speed levels averaged 86,7 dB(A) during that period,

while stationarytest levelsaveraged86.2 dB(A).

The relationship of the IMC regulatory levels to noise levels of the

._ early Ig70's truck fleet is shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. Figure 2 shows

_,._v that 75 to 80% of the truck fleet was at or below 92 dB(A). Hence, it was

anticipatedthat approximately20-25% of the fleet would exceed the 92 dB(A)

high-speedIMC noise level limit and thus would require correctiveaction to

provide some degree of quieting.

The percentage of trucks at or below differentlow-speednoise levels is

shown in Figure 3, The distributionin Figure 3 is derived from Table 9 in

the IMC Background Document _] and from additional informationin the MHT

BackgroundDocument [4], While this distributionwas not presentedin the IMC

BackgroundDocument, it representsthe distributionof actual ]ow-speedtruck

noise levelsduring the early ig70's,

The distributionpresented in Figure 4 shows that in 1972-1973approxi-

_.._ mately 75% of trucks did complywith the IMC stationarytest ]evel of 88dB(A),

This distribution is derived from low-speeddata presented in the MHT Back-



TABLE I. OBSERVEDTRUCK NOISE LEVELS -1972-1974.

IMC Operating Source and Year Measured Regulatory
Regime Average NoiseLevel

Noise Leve_ Limit

i (dB) (dB)(A) (A)

High Speed InterstateMotor Carrier Back- 89.0
ground Document _], 1965-1972

FloridaDepartmentof Environ- 89.2 92
mental Regulation [2],1974

New Jersey Turnpike Authority C3] 90.2
1973

Low Speed InterstateMotor Carrier Back-
groundDocument _], IBBS-1972

Medium and Heavy Truck Background 88
Document _4],1978-197B 86.7

C) -
Stationary InterstateMotor Carrier Back- 86.2 88
Test ground Document _i],1972-1974

- _The InterstateMotor CarrierBackground Documentpresents data from several
statesshowingthe percentageof vehicles complyingwith proposed IMC levels,
but it does not present averagenoise levels.

- 7 -
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ground Document. The distributionis correctedby an amount, shown in the IMC

Background Document, which relates stationary levels to low-speed passby

levels.

There is extensive information on the current level and distribution of

truck noise. The Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety (BMCS)of the U.S. Department

of Transportation has enforcement responsibilityfor the IMC regulation.

BMCS has made almost 10,000 noise measurements in the past B years in its

IMC enforcementactivities. These noise measurementsare obtained primarily

': with stationarytests.
5

EPA enforcement activities for the medium and heavy truck regulation

have generatedsubstantialinformationon the noise levels of trucks manufac-

tured since January l, 1978. Production verificationdata supplied to the

Agency are closely related to low-Speed IMC levels. Surveillancedata from

MHT enforcementactivities provide informationon both low-speedand
station-

ary test noise levels.

Table 2 presents a summary of recentmeasurementsof truck noise and the

sources of the measurements. The table is comparableto Table I except that

measurements are reported both for the entire truck fleet and for trucks

manufacturedsince January I, 1978.

Comparison of Table I and Table 2 shows that the average noise ]eve]

of the entire in-use fleet decreased significantlybetween the early 1970's

and 1977, and decreased further after 1978, as the post-lg77trucks entered

the fleet. The average high-speednoise level is now approximately85 dB(A),

compared with 89-90 dB(A) in the early ig70's. The average high.speedlevel

""_ of the MHT fleet is 83.4 dB(A), 1.3 dB below the correspondingBMCS entire
in-use fleet average and 9 dB below the current IMC high-speednoise ]imit.

- 11 -



..... TABLE 2. OBSERVED TRUCK NOI. EVELS.• - 1977-1981.

Entire In-UseFleet MIITIn-Use Fleet*

IMCOperating Measured Measured Regular
Regllue Sourceand Year Average Noise Sourceand Year Average Noise Noise Leve

Level (dB)(A) Level (dB)(A) Limit (dB)

IIighSpeed Bureau of Motor Carrier 84.7 Bureau of Motor Carrier 83.4
Safety[5],1980 Safety[6],1980-1981 92

Florida Departmentof 85.9
Environmental Regul-
latlon [2], 1977

Low Speed SuFficientDataNot Available EPA ProductVerification 80.6
Data[7],1978 88
noise contribution

EPA SurveillanceData 80.2

[8], 1978

Stationary Bureau of Motor Carrier Bureau ef Motor Carrier 79.2
Safety [5]; Safety [5], 1980-198] 88
1979 82.0 EPA SurveillanceData 77.9
1981 79.9 [8], 1978

. *Trucks manufacturedafter Janaury 1, 1978.



Stationary test data show a similar decline in vehicle noise from pre-

regulatory levels. The in-use fleet has an average stationarytest noise

.--_ level of B0-82 dB(A), and the MHT fleethas average levelsof 77-78dB(A), or

......" 10 dB below the current standard.

The average low-speednoise level of the MHT fleet is approximately80

dB(A) or about 8 dB(A) below the current IMC level. However, the BMCS has

conducted low-speed measurements for only 60 trucks, an insufficient sample

for the prupose of this analysis.

Figures 5, 5, and 7 present the distributions of high-speed, low-speed,

and stationary test truck noise levels upon which the average entries in Table

2 are based. Together, these figures show the high degree of compliance with

the current IMC noise levels, particularly for trucks manufactured since

January i, 1978. Figure 5 shows that in 1980, 99% of the entire in-usefleet

: _ was at or below the IMC high-speednoise level limit of 92 dB(A). In addi-

f_ tion, Figure 5 shows that virtually the entire MHT in-use fleet is in compli-

[i ance with the current high-speedstandards.
{i

!! The distributionsof low-speedtruck noise shown in Figure B are exclu-

sively for the MHT fleet. Both distributionsshow that the MHT f]eetis well

below the current low-speednoise leve] limit of 88 dB(A).

The impact of the MHT regulation is evident from the distributionsin

Figure 7. The distributions for the overall fleet show the decrease in

noise levels between 1979 and 1981 as trucks in compliance with the MHT

regu]ationbecome a largerproportionof the fleet. The dashedline in Figure

7 is the BMCS distribution for trucks manufactured since January I, 1978.

Again, virtua]lyel] these vehiclesare at or below the currentIMC stationary

t_.__ test noise level limit.

-13-
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The data presented in Figures 5, 6, and 7 represent the (real world)

truck noise informationbase upon which to develop IMC noise emlssionstart-

.j, dards that are aligned with those in the MHT regulation. The Agency has

recently conducted an analysis of vehicle noise degradation. The noise

levels of 26 medium and heavy trucks were monitoredduring 1978 and 1979 to

attain data on acoustical degradation. Eight of the trucks were manufactured

after January l, Ig78 and complied with the MHT regulation. The resultsof

the analysis are summarizedin Figure 8. In general, the resultsare incon-

clusive. Some vehicles became as much as 4 dB noisier during the period,

while other vehicles becameas much as 4 dB quieter. (Oneanomalousobserva-

tion was elimlnated.) On average, there was no degradation- the increases

were offset by decreases. Of the 8 vehicles that compliedwith the 83 dB(A)

regulation. B became quieter and 3 became noisier. These observationsare

shown with the diagonalmarkings in Figure8.

Q

" ti

-17-
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Aligned Levels and Projected Compliance

The original low-speed IMC standard was developed to address drive

train noise_ e.g., engine, transmission, and exhaust system. Drive train

noise is exactly what the MHT regulationhas reduced. The 4 dB difference

between the IMC low-speedand high-speednoise llmlbswas to account for tire

noise at higher speeds.* That differentialwas intendedto eliminateexces-

sively noisy tire designs. The stationarytest was includedin the original

IMC regulation in order to facilitate measurements at weigh stations. Note

that while the high-speed and low-speed levels are specified for a "soft"

site, the stationarytest level is specifiedfor a "hard"site,

There were two underlying principles upon which the IMC levels were [

originallyselected: 1

o The levelswere based on the actual noise level of the truck fleet. !

0 '
r o The levels were designed to reduce the noise of the very noisiest

trucks,as opposedto that of the averagetruck.

These same principles have been relied on to project reasonablenoise

limits for an aligned IMC regulation. Informationon the leveland distribu-

tion of truck noise for vehicles manufacturedsince January l, 1978 has been

extensivelyreviewed. Recommendednoise limitsfor an aligned IMC regulation

based on this revieware presentedin Table 3. Consistentwith the other data

presentedherein, the levels are "normalized"to hard-sitevalues.

"The 4 dB differential between the low-speed and high-speed levels still
appears valid. Speed limits at the time of the originalIMC regulationwere

, 65 mph and above, while the current speed limit is 55 mph. This speed reduc-
........" tion reduces the contributionof tire noise in the high-speedtest. A reduc-

k_..> tion in speed from 65 to 55 mph reducesthe noise of a typicaltire by approx-
imately2.5dB.

.]g.



TABLE 3. ALIGNED IMC NOISE LEVEL LIMITS

"-"I Noise Level Limit (dB)(A)
....... Operating

Regime Original Aligned

HighSpeed 92 87

LowSpeed 88 83

StationaryTest 88 83

The aligned noise level Imits for all operational modes are below

current limlts. This represents a 70 percent decrease in sound power,

equivalentto reductionof the size of the fleet by lO percent.

The anticipated compliance of the affected vehicles with the aligned

levels is presented in Figures 9, lO, and If, The distributions in the

_._._ figures are based on actual field measurements of noise from trucksmanufac-

" l j tured after January l, 1978, The distributionscan be interpretedas showing

the probabilitythat any MHT truck will comply with a regulatorylimit equal

to the indicatednoise le.vel. Approximatelygo percent of vehiclesaffected

by this alignment already comply with the aligned noise limits. Thus, the

aligned limits are consistent with the principles upon which the original

limits were based and affect only the very noisiestvehicles, Table 4 summa-

rizes informationfrom the three figures by showing the percentageof trucks

at or below alternative hlgh-speed, low-speed and stationary test noise

limits.

As is shown in Figure 9, 90 percent of the MHT fleet is in compliance

with an IMC high-speed noise level limit of 87 dB(A), In contrast,approxi-

......merely 20-ZB% of the fleet exceeded the original IMC high-speed noise level

kJ limit.

-20-



FI6o 9. ESTIMATEDPROBABILITY OF POST-1978 MEDIUMAND HEAVY TRUCX
COPPLIANCEAS A.FUNCTIONOF HIGH-SPEEDNOISE LEVEL*.

.....The distribution is based on 121 Field measurements conducted during Bureau

_j Motor Carrier Safety enforcementactivities in the 1980-1981 period.
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. _ Similarly, 90 percent of the MHT fleet is in compliancewith an IMC

....." ]ow-speed noise level limit of 83 dB(A). This is shown in Figure IO. The

anticipated compliancewith the aligned stationarytest level is presentedin

Figure II. Approximately 90% of the MHT fleet is in compliance with the

aligned limit.

TABLE 4. PERCENTAGEOF TRUCKSAT OR BELOW
NOISE LEVELS IN IMC TEST MODES

• I, !
High Speed Low Speed I Stationary

Level -'-r.......

(dS_' % .% %

80 36 80 66

,_'_'_ 81 I 49 89 76

_'_" 82 [ 62 94 85

83 _ 74 g8 90
i

....: 84 84" 99 94

85 gl 96

86 95 98

87 98 99

, 88 99

89

9O

1,274,000 MHT RegulatedTrucksas of 1/I/82.
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Trucks complying with the 83 dB(A) MHT regulation are subtantially

quieter than older, pre-regulatory trucks. Continued realization of the

benefits of the low noise emissions of these trucks requires that their noise

control treatments be properly maintained, The cost of this maintenanceis

part of annual operating costs and these costs were accounted for in the

estimatedcost of compliancefor the 83 dB(A) MHT regulation,

The composition of the U.S. medium and heavy truck fleet constantly

changes over time as new, quieter vehicles enter the f)eet and older, pre-

regu3atoryvehicles retire from service. Trucks typicallyremain in service

for I0-15 years, and some are in service even longer. Therefore,change in

vehicle noise has a gradual impact on the overa_1 level of fleet noise.

Table 5 presents a projection of the annual sales of medium and heavy

trucks from 1980 and 1996 _0]. This projectionwas preparedby Chase Econo-

_ metrics and was the baseline forecast in the recent analysisin support of the
, '_-J deferral of the 80 dB(A) medium and heavy truck regulation. The forecast

shows a modest upward sales trend over the forecastperiod,

Table 6 presents survival rates for trucks. These ratesshow the percen-

tage of the fleet that "survives"from one year to the next. For example,g7%

of B-year-old trucks will survive to become 6-year-oldtrucks. The survival

rate drops below 50% in year 12.

Table 7 presents the impact of the projectedtruck sales in Table 5 and

o? the truck survival rates in Table 6 on the composition of the fleet.

Regulatedtrucks, i.e., those manufacturedafter January ], 1978,will account

for more than half the fleet by 1987 and the percentageof thesetrucks in the

fleet will continue to increase as pre-19_8 trucks leave service at an

.j increasing rate beyond 1990.

-25-



Revie_ of the data presented in Figures. g, ]0, and II, and in Table 4,

shows that the aligned levels are consistent with the philosophy of the

original IMC regulation. Each of the aligned limits is well above the noise

...., levels of the averagetruck. Only the very noisiest truckswould have diffi-

culty complying. These very noisy trucks were the focus of the original IMC

levels and continue to be the focus in this alignment process. Non-complying

trucks,could easi)y be brought into compliance through proper maintenance.

The post-1977 (IMHT)trucks have been manufacturedto meet an 83 dB(A) _oise

level limit in a low speed acceleration test (with a design target level of B1

dB(A) to account for reduction variability). The alignment of the IMC regula-

tory levelswith the MHT standard is intended to assure that the quiet charac-

teristics of the trucks are maintained.

©
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PROJECTED ANNUAL SALES OF MEDIUM AND
HEAVY TRUCKS. 1980-1996.

Total
'Year (1,O00's)

1980 250
IgBl 248
1982 246
1983 282
1984 318
1985 322
1988 328
1987 328
1988 329
1989 334
1990 340
1991 338
1992 336
1993 338
1994 340
1995 357
1996 375

Econometrics.
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TABLE 6, PROJECTED SURVIVAL RATES,

Total
Year (I,oOg's)

1 100.0

2 100.0 !
I

3 99.98 I

4 99.27

5 97.11

6 93.29

7 87.83

8 80.89

9 72.72

10 83.5411 54.02

12 44.24

13 34.59

14 25.76

15 17.80

15 11.13

17 5.98

18 2.48

19 0.52

20 0.13

RoadwayTraffic Noise Exposure
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency.
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TABLE 7. ESTIMATEDFLEETCOMPOSITION.

To_al Truck Post-1977 Pre-1978

Year Population Trucks Trucks

(Io00's) (lO00's) (lOOO's)

1980 4,620 1,170 3,450

198l 4,790 1,418 3,372

1982 4,960 ],660 3,300

1983 5,110 1,928 3,102

]984 5,270 2,2]7 3,053

1985 5,400 2,488 2,912
f_

_,_ 1986 5,550 2,740 2,810
]987 5,660 2,968 2,692

1988 5,790 3,159 2,621

1989 5,910 3,346 2,564

1990 6,030 3,499 2,53]

1991 6,150 3,523 2,527
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HEALTH AND WELFARE BENEFITS

._ In 1973, pursuant to a directive from Congress _i] and based on a large

- body of evidence, the Agency determined _2] that a day-night sound level

(Ldn) value of 55 dB represents the lower threshold of noise that can

jeopardize the health and welfare of people. Above this level, noise may

cause adverse physiological and phycho]ogica] effects. These effects also

often result in personal annoyance and community reaction. Above an Ldn

value of 75 dB, noise can cause hearing loss. Exposure to noise levels

above an Ldn of 75 dB is considered to be severe by the Federal Interagency

Urban Noise Guidelinesand land with such noise levels is consideredunaccept-

able for housing _3].

In order to assess the potential impacts and benefits of possib]e noise

emission regulations,the agency computes the number of peop]e that will be

affected at various values of Ldn in future years. It also employs the

Level-WeightedPopulation (LWP)descriptoras a measureof noise impacts. LWP

expresses in a single number both the extent and severitx of noise impact.

The extent of impact refers to the number of people who are adversely af-

fected, while the severity represents the degree to which each person is

affected. Therefore, LWP provides a simple method to compare benefits of

different noise reduction options. This method is recommended by the National

Academyof Sciences for use in noise impactassessments_4].

Computation of the LWP is based on combining the number of people exposed

to noise levels above Ldn of 55 dB with the degree of impact at different

noise levels. For day-night sound levels below 55 dB, it is assumed that no

adverse impact occurs. "Full" impact is assumed to occur at a 75 dB day-

_) night sound level. Figure 11 is a pictorial representationof the LWP prin-

ciple. The circle represents a source which emits noise to a populated area
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representedby the figures, The partial shading representsdegreesof partial

impact from the noise source. Those people closest to the noise source are

more severely impactedthan those at greaterdistances, The partial impacts,. "

are then summedto give the equivalentpopulationthat is fully impactedby

noise. In this example, six real people are adversely affectedto varying

degrees (partiallyshaded)by the noise. The sum of these partial impacts is

equated to a Level-Weighted Population that is represented by the two totally

shaded figures, A more detailed description of this method of assessing

impacts and benefits may be found in Appendix A,

The Agency, in cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration, has

developed a computer modelwhich can be used to estimate the numberof people

in the U,S. exposed to traffic noise at various values of Ldn , and to

calculate LWP [15]. It accounts for all of the nation's roads and streets,

_.---,their associateddewellingunits and populationand the amountof traffic,mix

'_-J of vehicletype and mode of operationon each roadwaytype and speed range.

It enables annual updates to the vehicle population taking into account the

introduction of quieter newly-manufactured vehicles and retirement of old

worn-out vehicles.

Prior to the promulgationof the Federalmedium and heavy truck noise

emission regulationin January 1976, the Agency used an early version of this

model to estimate the population that is adversely affected by medium and

heavy truck noise [4], This analysiswas redonewith an updatedmodel in 1980

[10] and provides the basis for this assessmentof the benefitsassociated

with the proposed alignment of the IMC and MHT noise regulations.

In the absence of noise emission regulationsto controlsurfacetranspor-

,_ ration noise, the number of people exposed to day-night sound levels above

Ldn of 55 dB would be expectedto increase by 65% over those similarly
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exposed in 1980; the corresponding increase in LWP would be 73.1%. Thus,

-.. withoutcontrols on the noiseemission of vehicles or increasedapplication
\

of noise attenuating devices, i.e., highway noise barriers and improved noise

insulationof personaldwelllngs,it is clearly evidentthat the surface

transportationnoise impactwould continuallyworsen.

Withinthe fleet of vehiclesoperatingon the Nation's roadways,medium

and heavy trucks (trucksover i0,000 lbs. Gross VehicleWeightRating, GVWR)

constitutethe primary sourceof trafficnoise. Today,noise impactsfrom

trucks account for approximately 73 percent of those people exposed to day-

night sound levels above 55 dB. The large contributionthat trucksmake to

the nationalnoise impact resultsfrom their high noise emissionscomparedto

those of other vehicles.For example,Federal Highway Administrationdata _5]

show that, under cruisingconditions,a medium truck is equivalentin noise

_'-_, intensityto approximately10 automobiles,while a heavy truck is equivalent

to roughly32 automobiles. Under low speed accelerationconditions,a

mediumtruck can be equivalentin noise intensityto 35 automobiles,while a

heavy truck can be equivalentto 200 automobiles.

We estimate that in the year 2000, 157.5 million peoplewould have been

exposedto day-nlghtaveragesound levels (Ldn) above 55 decibels in the

absenceof the MHT regulation. The 83 dB MHT regulationis expectedto reduce

the numberof people so impactedby 21.6million, to 135.9million. However,

much, if not all, of this reductioncould be lost if the IMC regulationis not

alignedwith the MHT regulation.

Table8 summarizesthe estimatednumbers of people impactedat three

.......intervalsof noise expsoure,the total number of people exposedto Ldn in

excessof 55 dB and the correspondingLevel-WeightedPopulation. The potential
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for increasedimpact from traflc noise is significant,particularlyin areas

of _ne most severe impact_ where the potentialincrease is approximatelyone
f_

million peoplo, or 48%. The potential increase in Level-Weighted Population

in _ne year 2000 is estimatedto be from 42 to 58 million, an increaseof 24%.

The benefit of this proposed alignment of the IMC regulationwith the MHT

regulationis the preventionof these increasedimpacts.

I©

.4
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Table 8

Summary of PotentialImpactsand Benefits
for People Exposed to Traffic N)i_

_otentialIncrease
in 2000 if the
IMC and MHT

Regulationsare
Numberof_eop1e in Millions .....Not Aligned

Potential

L,.(dB) Noise Year 2000 Year 2000
I_erva] Exposure Current With A]igned Without Aligned No. of
in dB Class (13) (1980) IMC Reg. IMC Reg. People %

55-65 Moderate 76.1 107.7 124._ 16.7 15
Exposure

65-75 Significant 17.8 26.1 30.0 3.9 15
Exposure

;_ 75-85 Severe i.I 2.1 3.1 1.0 48Exposure '

Total Number
Exposed to
Greater than

Ldn 55 dB 95.0 135.9 157.5 21.6 16

Level-Welghted 30 42 52 IO 24
Population
Hillions
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FIGURE Ii. LEVEL-WEIGHTEDPOPULATION: A METHOD TO ACCOUNT
,,_J FOR EXTENTAND SEVERITYOF NOISE IMPACT
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APPENDIX A

§ 202,10 Title 40--Prot.ction .f Environment

/_ be'positioned on a line perpendicular PART 202--MOTOR CARRIERS EN-
i ' to the track 100 feet from the trnck GAGED IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE

center))he,
(2l Rail car noise measurements SubpoMA_Geneta] Ptvvl_(on$

shall be made when the locomotives
have passed a distance of 500 feet or See.202.10 Def_nttton_,
I0 rollcarsbeyond the pointat the in- 2o2,11Effectivedate. '
tersectlonof the track and the llne 202.12Appllcabillty•
which extends perpendicularly from
the track to the microphone location, SubpaHO--Inlarslatl Molot el.lit Opit_lJofl| _, •

provldiflg any other locomotives are Slgndardt
also at least 500 feel or I0 rail car 202.20 Standards for hlghwayoperatlons.
lengths away from the mea_uring 2o=.2t Standard for operation under sta.
point. The maximum sound level oh. tmnarYtest.

202,22 Vlsu_lexhaustsystemInspection.
served in this manner which exceeds ,,_.0...3 VL_un/tire inspection,the noise levels specified in § 201,13
shall be utilized for complisnce put- Avr_on_Tv: Section 18. 36 Sta_ 1249.42U.S.C. 4917(_),
poses•

(3) Me_suremen_ shall be taken on So,race 39 _ 38215,Oct. 29, t974, tulles=
rea=onably well maintained tracks, o,.herwLqenoted.
(4)Noiselevelsshallnot be recorded

If brake squeal is present during the Subimrt A--Genoral Provisions
testrnen_urement.
(d) Locomotiue paa_.bpfe#L(1)For 6262,1gDefinition=.

locomotive pass.by tests,the micro- As ttsedfitthispar_,allterms not de,
phone shall be positioned on a llne fined herein shall have the meaning
perpendicular to the track at a point given them in the Act:
100 feetfrom the trackcenterline. (a) "Act" means the Noise Control

(=)The noise level shall be measured Act of 19V2' (Pob.L. 92-6"/4, 86 SLat.
tm the locomotive approaches and 1234)(b) "Common carrier by motor vehi-
pa_se$ by the microphone location, cle" means any person who holds htm-

"-_ The maximum 'noise levelobserved self out to the general public toduringthisperiodshallbe utilisedfor engage In the transportationby motor
_ compliance purposes, vehicle in mterstste or foreign com.

(3lMeasurements shallbe taken on meres of passengers or property or
reasonablywellmaintainedtracks, any cl_s or classesthereof for corn*

pensatlon,whether over regularor it.
regularroutes.
to)"Contract carrierby motor vehi-

__ cle"me_ns any personwho engages in

transportation by motor vehicle of
passengers or property in interstate or
foreign commerce for compensation
(other than trarmportatlon referred to

in paragraph (b) of this section) under

continuingcontractswith one person
' or a limitednumber of persons either

• (1) for the furnishing of transports.
tlon servicesthrough the assigurnent
of motor vehicles for a continuing
period of time to the exclusive use of
each person served or (2l for the fur-
nishing of transportation services de.
sidled to meet the distinct need of
each individual customer,

'_"" _"_--,,.""'_"'--,...--._'"--*----,.". (d) "Cntout or by-pass or similar de-
''_"_"'=''"_'" vices"means devices whish vary the
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...... Chapter l--Environmental Protection Agency § 202A2

exhaust system gas flow so _ to dis, the Tnterstate Commerce Act [49 --
charge the exizausr, g_ and acoustic U.S.C. 3O3(a)L
energy to the atmosphere without ira) "+Motor vehicle" means any vehi-
pad.sing through the entire length of tie, machine, tractor, trailer, or semi.
the exhaust system, including all ex. trailer propelled or drawn by meehani-
haust system sound attenuation corn- cal power and used upon the highways
ponents, in the trsr_sportation of passengers or

re) "dBiA) means the standard ab- property, or any com_inaflon thereof,
breviation for A-weighted sound level but does not include any vehicle. Iota+
indecibels, motive, or car operated exclusively on

if) "Exhaust system" means the a tall or rails,
system comprised of a combination of (hi "Muffler" means a device for
components which provides for en. abating the sound of escaping gases of
closed flow of exhaust gas from engine an internal combustion engine.
parts to the atmosphere, lo) "Open site" means an area that

tg) "Fast lzteter response" meoJl_ ks es.sentiaily lree of largesound-re-
thaS the fast dynamic response of the flectlng object, such as barriers, walls,
sound level meter shall be used. The board fences, signboards, parked vehl-
fast dynamic respor_e shall comply cles,bridges,orbuildings.

(p) +'Private carrier of property by
with the meter dynamic characteris, motor vehicle" means any person not
tics In paragraph 5.3 of the American included in terms "common carrier by
National Standard Specificationfor motor vehicle"or "contractcarrierby
Sound Level Meters, ANSI SL 4-1971. motor vehicle", who or which trans-
This publicationIsavailable from the ports in interstate or forelgn corn-
American National Standards Instl- merce by reeler vehicle property of
tare, Inc,, 1420 Broadway. New York, which such person is the owner, lessee,
New York 10018. or bailee, when such transportationis

_'_ (hi "Gross Vehicle Weight Rating" forsale,lease,rent or bailment,or In
_jj (GV'WR) means the value specified by furtherance of any commercial enter.the manufacturer _.s the loaded welght prise.

of a single vehicle. (ct) "Sou _ndAevel" means the quantl-
{l) "Gross Combination Weight ty in decil_F_s me_ured by a sound

Rating" (OCWR) means the value levelmeter satisfyingthe require.
specified by the manufacturer as the meats of American National Stand.
loaded weight of a combination vehI- ards Speciflcatlon for Sound Level
tie. Meters $t,4-1071. This publication is

i J) "Highway" means the streets, available from the Amerlsan National
roads, and public Ways inany State. Standards Institute,Inc,,1430Broad+

tk) "Interstate commerce" means wayr New York, New York lO0tB.
the commerce between any place in a Sound level Is the frequency-welghted
State and any place LOanother State sound pressure level obtained with the
or between places in the same State standardized dynamle characteristic
through another State, whether such "fa_t" or "slow" and weighting A, B, or
corrullerce moves wholly by motor re- C_ unless indicated otherwise, the Ao
hlele or partly by motor vehicle and welghtingls understood.
partlyby rail, express, water or air.
Thks definitionof "interstatecorn- 0202,11 Effeetlvedate.
meres" for purposes of these regula- The provlsinas of Bubpart B shall
tion_ Is the same as the definition of become effective October 15, 1975.
"interstate commerce" In section
003(a) of the Znterstate Commerce 0202.12 Applicability.
Act. 149 U.B.C. Section 303tall iai The provisions of Subpart B

(l) "Motof'carrinr" means a eomfnon apply to all motor carriers engaged in
carrier by m6tor vehicle, a contract interstate commerce.
carrier by motor vehicle, or a private (bi The provisions of Subpart B
carrier of property by motor vehicle n_ apply only to tllose motor vehlcles of
those terms are defined by paragraphs such motor carriers which have a
(14),(10),and (17)of section203(a)of grossvehicle weight ratingor gross
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..... § 202.20 Title 4O--ProtocHon of Environment

combination weight rating In excess of vehin]e of a type to which this regale.
..... 10,000 pounds, and only when such tion is applicable which generates a

motor vehlc]es are operating _nder sound lev_ la ex._e._ of 8R .dBtA)

the conditions specified in Subpart B. m_a_tlr_d_ oQ. a_..qpeq _ite. with fa.?_,
(el Except as provided in paragraphs md1_r response _ 50" Te_'[ _ 'the

(d) and tel of this section, the provio _dJ_a'1 centerline of the vehicle,
slons of Subpart. B apply to the total when its engine is accelerated /rein
sotmd produced by such motor vehl, Idle With wide open throttle to gov-
cles when operating t_lder such eondl- enled speed with the vehicle stotton-
fleas, including the sound produced by ary. transmission in" neutral, • and
auxiliary equipment mounted on such clutch engaged, This § 202.21 shah not
motor vehleles, apply to any vehicle which is not

.(d) The provisinrts of Subpart B do equipped with an engine speed gover-
nor apply to auxiliary equipment nor.

which is norTnally operated only when _ 202.22 Visual exhaustsystem In_peelion.
the transporting vehicle is stationary
or is moving at a speed of 5 miles per No motor carrier subject to these
hour or ]e_. Examples of such equip, reg_lattons shall operate any motor
meat include, hut are not lh_ltod to, vehicle of a type to which this regula-
cranes, e.sph_Itspreader, ditch dig- tion ts applicable _vJess the exhaust
gets, llquJd or slurry pLmlps, air ecru- system of such vehicle is (_t) _ree from
pressers, welderS. _d trcsh carapace defects which affect sound reduction:
to_. (b) equipped With a ntofner or other

(el The provisio_s of Subp_ B do no_e dissipative device; and (el not
uot apply to w_rning devices, such ¢s equipped With any out-out, bypass, or
horns _.nd sirens: or to emergency similar device,
equipment and vehicles such _ fire
enghles, umbul_ces, police v_, end g 20_.23 Visual tire inspection.
rescue v_J, when responding to emer- NO motor carrier subject to these
gency caLLs;or to snow plows when in regulations shall at amy tLme operate
operation, a_ly motor vehicle of a type to which

_'_ this regulation is _pp]leahle on a tire

I_ Subpo_ U--Interstate Motor Carder or tires having a tread pattern which
Operations Standards as origlnally manufactured, or asnewly retreaded, is composed pr_ar-

lly or cavities in the tread (excluding
_.o...0 Standards for higitway oper. slpe_ and local chu_ing) which are

atlanta, not vented by cleaves to the tire
No motor carrier subject to these shoulder or circumferentlalJyto each

regulationsshall operate _y motor other around the tire.This § 202,23
vehicle of a Wpe to width this re_ula- .shall not apply to any motor vehicle
Lion is applicable which at _my time oe w_h is demonstrated by the motor
under any conditionof highway trade, c_a-rjerwhich operatesitto be in corn-
load,accelerationor deceleratlongen- plio_eeWith the noiseemissionsta.nd°
erates a sound level in excess of ard specified for operations on high-
8_cLBtAI me "on an open site ways With speedllmltsof more thRn 35
_espoj1_c_at 50 feet MPH in § 202,20 of this Subpart B, if
from-the centerline of lane of travel the demonstration is conducted at the
on highways with speed 1_1_ of 35 highway speed li_nlt in effect at the In-
M_H or leSS;or 90 d_IA) me_.su_ed on spectlon location, or, If speed is unl_m.
• a open site :_._ _= mc_c= re=po_--'_, lted, the demonstration is conducted
at 50 feet from the oenterllne o] Jane at a speed of 65 _V£PH,
of travel on highways with speed
lintl_of more than 35 MPH.. PART 203--LOW-NOISE-EMISSION

0202,_1 Standard for operation under _ta- PRODUCTS
tionnry test Sec.

NO nlotor e4L,Tior sgbJeqt ILO these 203.1 Definitions,
regu]atlo_ shall operate.,_ny motor :03.=AnpHcationfor certification.
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APPENDIXB

-_', Chaplet I--Envlronmsntal Protection Agency § 205,50

. lcl For purposes of sectionIlid)of urea to assure that the terms of the
theNoiseControlAct,the Admlnistra- exemption are met,and adviseEPA of
totmay considerany export exemp- the terminardonof theactivityand the
lionunder Section 10(b)(2l_ voldab ultimate disposithanof the products.
inishawith respectto each new prod- EpA may Hmit the scope of any ex-
uctIntendedsolelyfor.exportwhich Is emptinn by placing restrlctinnson
distributedincommerce foruse inany tlme,Iocatlonand duration.
State. (b)Any exemption granted pursuant
(d)In decidingwhether to institute to paragraph (a)of thlssection,shall

proceedingsagainst a manufacturer be deemed to cover any subjectprod-
pursuant to section ll(d)(llof the Act uct only to the extent that the speci-
Withrespectto _ny product origlnally findterm._and condltionsare complied
I_tsndedsolelyfor exportbut dlstrJb, with,A breach of any term or condi.
uLedincoromeroe foruse In any state, tlonshallcause the exemPtiOn to be
hae AdmlBistrator will consider: void ab in_tfo for purposes of section

(i) Whether the m_tnufacturer had 11td) of the Act and may glee rise to
knowledge that such product would be an order by the Administrator with re-
distrlbutedin commerce for use ha any spect to any product subject to such
state; and exemption, whether dlstr[huted before
(2)Whether the manufacturer made or after such breach. The Admlnlstra-

reasonable efforts to ensure that such tot may also, upon online and opportu.
product would not be dtstrlbutsd ha nisy for a hearing, withdraw the ex-
commerce for use In _tny state. Such emptinn at any time If he determines
reasonable efforts would Include con- that the public health or welfare is en-
sider_tlon of prior dealings with any dangered.

person which resulted In hatroductinn 14l FR 15544.Apr. 13, 1076,o.s_mendedat
into commerce of • product mBnufac- 42 FR 6t457. Dee, 5. 1977]
tared for export only. investigation of
prior instnnces kzlown to the manufae, g 205.5-7 Submission of exemption re.
lurer of introduction Into commerce of quest.

.._..._ _ product manufactured for export Requests for exemption or furtheronly, and contract prnvls one which Information concerning exemptions
_._ minimize the probability of lntroduc, and/or the exemption request review

lion into commerce of a product man- procedure should be addressed teluIactured forexportonly,
Director. Noise Enrorcemexxt Division

[41 PR 15544, Apt, tJ, IS70, gs amended at (EN389). U,S, Environmental Proteci/on
42FR 61457, Dec. 5, t977] Agency.40t N_ Street SW.. W_hlngton,

D,C. 204S0,
_ 20G.5-6 Grantlno"of exemptions.

t4t FrR 15_44, Apr. 13, 1976, tm amendedat
(a)If upon eompletlonof the review 43FqR,12326,Mar.24,19'/S]

of an exemption request, the gr_nting

of _m exemption Is deemed ztppropri. _ubpart B_Modlum and Heavyate, a memorandunl of exemptinn will
be prepared and submitted to the Trutk$
manufacturer requesting the e.,cemp.
tinn. The memorandum will set forth No:z: Effective January 1, 1978, the provi._ions of 40 CI'_ 20_,50-205,59 shall not
the b_*sia for the exemption, its scope, apply with respect to _ly tire apparatus.
and _tlch ter111_ arid conditions a._ are ThL_ action is a stay pending reconsider-
deemed necessary to protect the alien of the regulation, and shall continue
pLlblin hea'lt h and welfare, Such terms until 90 days following ptibi/c_t(on of notice
_td conditions will generally iBchade, in the _L RtOtsTzaX,a_ to EPA's final
but are not limited to, agreements by decisionof the petition of the Truck Body
the applicant to conduct the exempt and f_quipment .-_.soc/_tlondated July 29.
v.cifvity In the m_mler described to 1977. (_ee 43 PR 1796, J_n. t2. t978.]
_:PA, create and m#thataha adequate re.
cordsaccessible to EPA at reasonable _205,50 Applicability.
times,employ labelsfor the exempt (a} Except o,sotherwiseprovidedfor
Products setting forth the nature of in these regulations the provisions of
the exemption, take appropriate mess. this subpart apply to any vehicle
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_'" Chapter I--Environmental Protection Agency § 20_53

• specified by the manufacturer n.s the (26) "Tampering" means those acts
loaded weight of a combination vehl- prohibited by section 10(a)(2l of the
tie. Act.

I15) "Gross Vehicle Welght R_tting" 121) "Test sample size" means the
{OVWR) means the valuespecifiedby number of vehlc[esofthe same catego-
themanufacturer a_ the loaded weight rY orconflguratlonIna testsample.
of a s_gle vehicle. (28l "Test Vehicle" means a vehicle

(16} "_nspeet[on Criteria" means the in a test sample or a production verlfi-
rejection and acceptance numbers as. c_tlon vehicle.(29) "Vehicle" means any motor ve-
soclated with a particular sampling hlcle, machine or tractor, which is pro-
pt_-P., polled by mechanical power and cape-

(X71 "Model year" means the menu- ble of transportation of property on a
lecturer's annual production period street or highway and which has a
whlch includesJanuary I of such eel- grossvehiclewe/phi ratingIn excessof
endar year: Provided, that if the man. I0,000 pounds and a partially or fully
ufacturerhIt_ no artnualproduction enclosedoperator'scompartment,
period, the term "model year" shall
mean the calendar year. [dt PR 15544, Apr. 13, 19'/8, aa amended at

(iS) "Noise Control System" In- 42 PRslqss, aZ4_8,Dee, 5. 1977]
eludes any vehicle part, component or _ 20,5.52 Vehicle noise end._slon standard_. "_
system the primary purpose of which
is to control or cause the reduction of (el Low Speed Sound Emission
noise emitted from a vehicle. Standard. Vehicles which are manu-

factured after the following effective
{19) "Noise emission test" means a dates, shall be designed, built and

test conducted pursuant to the meg- equipped so that they will not produce .
surement methodology specified in sound emlsslons in excess of the levels
this subpart. L_dlcated.

120) "Production verification vehi-
cle+, means nny vehicle selected for e#=c_._r, t#../

, _'--_ testhlg, tested or verified pursuant to ¢,1Jan,1.t978.............................. 83¢_BA.(4) Jan. L 1983 ............................ B0¢_BA,
the production verlficatlon require- f_) Jan, 1, tsss ............................. [Re.mrs,,d]

_;_'_J manta of thissubpart.
(21) "Rejection of a hatch" means (bl The standards set forth in pare.

the number of noncomplying vehicles graph lal of this section refer tO thee"
in the batch sample is greater than or sound emissions _ measured In •cordance with the procedures pro-
equal to the rejectionnumber as de- scrlbedin _205.f14-t,2.
retrained by the appropriate sampling it) Every manufacturer of a new
plan. motor vehicle subject to the standards

(22) "Shift" means the regular pro- prescribed in this paragraph shall,
duct[onwork perlodfor one group of priorto takingany of the actionsspec-
worRers. Iflddin sectlon 10(ai(llof the Act,

(231"Test sample" means the celled- comply with the other provisions of
tlon of vehicles from tile same catego- this subpart or Subpart A, ¢s appllca-
ry, configuration or subgroup thereof ble.
which [s drawn from the batch sample (d) In-Use Standard. iReserved]
and which will receive noise emissions (el Low Noise Emission Product.
test_. (Reserved]

124) "Falling vehicle" means that (Set. S. PUb, L. 92-574, Bfl Star, t23'/ (42
the measured emissions of the vehicle, U.S.C.4906))
when rB@_ured In accordance with the (41 FR 15544, Apt. 13.' 197_],as amended at _
applicable procedure, exceeds the ap- 42 FR 61456,[Dec. 5, 197'/;46 F'R 8504, Jan.
pllcable standard. 27, tgsl_

125l "Acceptance of a vehicle" means
I that the'measured emissions of the ve- _ 205.53 Maintenance of records: Submit°

hiclewhen measured in accordance tel oflnformation.
with the applicable procedure, con- (a) Except _-sotherwise provided for
forms to the applicable standard, in this reguIation the manufacturer of
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.._. any new vehicle subject to any of the (b) The manufacturer shall, pursu.
btandards or procedures prescribed in ant to a request made by the Adminls.
this subpart shah establish, maintain trator, submit to the Administrator
and retain the following adequately the following information with regard
organized and indexed records: to new vehicle production:

{1) General records: (D Identlflca. Ill Number of vehicles, by category
tlon and description by category and or conflguratlon, scheduled for pro.
configuration parameters of all vehi- duction for the time period designated
eles composing the manufacturer's in the request, t
product llne Including the identiflca- (2) Number of vehis]es, by category
tion and description of all devices In- or configuration, produced during the
corporated into the vehicle for the time period designated in the refluest,
l_urpose of noise control and attenu- 14tFR 15544, Apt. 13. 1976, a_ amended at
at{on, 4S _ 61458, Dec. 5, 197'/]

Ill) A description of any procedures
other than those contained in these 8205,54 Test procedures.
regulations used to perform noise tests The procedures described in this and
on any testvehicle, subsequent sections willbe the test
{tiltA record of the calibrationof program todeterm_e the conformity

the acousticalinstrumentationas Isre- of vehicles with the standards set
quired by § 205.54. forth in § 205,52.

(2l Individual records for test vehi-
CIc_: (1) A complete record of all noise g 205.54-1 Low speed sound emission test
embsion tests performed (except tests procedures.
performedby EPA directly),including (at .rn.strumentalfomThe following
MI individual worksheets _Lnd/or other instrumentation shall be used, where
documentation relatingto each test, applicable.
or exact copies thereof. (1) A sound level meter which meets

(ill A record and description of all the Type I requirements of ANSI
repairs, maintenance and other serviz. SI.4-1971; Specification for Sound

-._"_, ingwhich were performed beforesuc- Level Meters, or a sound levelmeter
ce_ful testing of the vehicle pursuant may be used with a maguetlc tape re-

_-._._/ to these regulations and which could corder and/or a graphic level recorder
affectthe noiseem[ssinrtsof the prod. or indicatingmeter, providing the
uct, giving the date and time of the system meets the requirements of
maintenance or service, the reason for § 205.54-2.
It, the person authorizing It, and the t2) A sound level calibrator, The call.
names of supervisory persormel re- bratorshall produce a sound pressure
sponsible for the conduct of the main- level, at the microphone diaphragm,
tenance or service, that Is k_own to within an accuracy of

(3) A properly filed production vet- =0.5 dB. The calibrator shall be
lficatiznreport followingthe format checked annually to verifythat its
prescribedhy the Administrator ful- output has not changed.
fills the requirements of paragraph (3) An engine.speed tachometer
(el{l) (l), (lit, (lid and (a)(2)(I) of this which is accuratewithin --_2 percent of
section, meter reading.
t4)Allrecordsrequiredto be main- (4) An anemometer or other device.

rained under this part shall be re. for measurement of anlbient wind
rained by the manufacturer for a speed accuratewithln=lOpercent.
period of three (3) years from the pro. (5) A thermometer for measurement
duction verification date, Records may of ambient temperature accurate
be retained as hard copy or alterna, within =1 C,
tively reduced to microfilm, punch t6) A barometer for measurement of
cards, etc., depending on the record re. ambient pressure accurate within -_l
tentlon procedures of the manufactur, percent,
or; however, all of the informatisn tb) (l) The test site shall be such
contained in the hard copy shall be re- that the truck radiates sound into a
rained in the alternative method If free field over a reflecting plane. This
this method is used, condition may be considered fulfilled
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if the testsltecon_L_tso£ an open 18)The plane containingthe vehicle
space free of large reflecting surfaces, path and the microphone location
such a.s parked vehicles, signboards, Iplane ABCDE in Figure 1) shall be
buildings or hillsides, located within fiat within -_2 Inches (,05 meters).
100 feet (5G.4 meters) of =Ither the ve- 19t Measurements shall not be made
hlcle path or the microphone, when the road surface Is wet, covered

(2) The microphone shall be located with snow. or during precipitation.
50 feet --4 in. (15,2"-0,1 meter) from (10} Bystanders have an _ppreciable
the centerline of truck travel and 4 influence on sound level meter read.
feet, --4 in. (1.2=0.1 meters) above the ings when they are in the vicinity of
ground plane, The m/crophone point the vehicle or microphone; therefore
L_ defined as the point of intersection not more than one person, other than
of the vehicle path and the normal to the observer reading the meter, shall
the vehicle path drawn from the mi. be within 50 feet lt5,2 meters) of the
crophone. The microphone shall be vehicle path or instrument and the
oriented in a fixed positinn to mini- person shall be directly behind the ob-
mize the deviation from the flattest server reading the meter, on a line
system response over the frequency through the microphone a.nd observer.
r_nge 10o Hz to 10 kHz for a vehicle To minim/ze the effect of the observer
tr'Aversingfrom the accelerationpolar and the coutaLnerot the sound level

, through the end zone. meter electronics on the races-
The microphone shall be oriented uremenLs, cable should be used be-
with respect to the source so that the tween the microphone _tnd the sound
sound strikes the diaphragm at the level meter. No observer shall be local- !
anglo for which the microphone was ed within I m Ln any direction of the
calibrated tohave the flattest, frequen, microphone loeRtlon,
cy responsecharacteristicover the fre- (11)The maximum A-weighted fas_ I
quenoy range 100 HZ to 10 IcHz. response sound level observed at the

(3) An acceleration point shah be es- test site ln'Lmediately before and after i

_._ tablL_hed on the vehicle path 50 feet the test, shall be nt least l0 dB below !
# t15 m) before the microphone point, the regulated level,

(4) An end point shall be established (12) The r0_d surface withln thetest
on the vehicle path 100 feet (30 rnl site upon which the vehicle travels,
from the acceleration point and 50 and, at a minimum, the me_.surements
feet, (15 m) from the microphone area (BCD in figure 205.1i shall be
point, smooth concrete or smooth sealed n_*
i5)The end zone Isthe in.st 40 feet phalt, free of extraneous rnatgrlai

(12 m) of vehicle path prior to the end such as gravel.
point, i1_) Veincles with diesel engines
(6) The rnemsurementarea shallbe sh_,llbe testedusing Number ID or

the triangular paved (concrete or Number 2D diesel fuel possessing a
sealed asphalt) area formed by the ac- cetaee rating from 42 to 50 Inclusive.
celeratlonpoint.Che end point, and (14)Vehicles with ga,soline engines
the microphone location, shall use the grade of gasoline recorn-

('/) The referende point on the vehl- mended by the manufacturer for use
tie,to indicate when the vehicle L_at by the purchaser.
any of the points on the vehicle path, (15) Vehicles equipped with thor-
shall be the front of the vehicle except mostatlcally controlled radiator fans
as follows: may be tested with the fan not operat.

(I) If the horizontal distance from ing.
the front of the vehicle to the exhaust tel Procedure--(l) Vehicle operation
OUtlet is more than 300 Inches {5.1 ./'or vehicles with #tandanI _raasmia. '
rnetersr,testsshallhe run using both _ion#.Full throttleaccelerationand
the front and rear of the vehicle as closed thrott,le deceleration tests are
reference points, to be used. A beginning engine speed

tlii If the engine is located rearward and proper gear ratio must be deter.
to the center of the chassis, the rear mined for use during measurements.
of the veh[cle shall be used a.s the red Closed throttledeceleration tests are
erenee point,
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required only for those vehicles beyond the end zone, select [he next
equipped with t.n engine brake, lower gear until maximum rated or

ill Select the highest rear axJe and/ governed rpm is attained within the
or transmission gear ("highest gear" is end zone.
used in tile usual sense; it is sYnony, i3) Should the lowest gear still
mous to the lowest numerical ratio) result in reaching maximum rated or
and a_ Initial vehlel_ speed such that governed rpm beyond the permissible
at wide-open throttle the vehlcin will end zone, unJoad the vehicle and/or
accelerate from the acceleration point, increcse the approach rpm in I00 i:pm

[el Starting at no more than two- increments until the maximum rated
thlrd_ (88 percent) of maximum rated or governed rpm Is reached within the
or of governed en_ne speed, end zone.

(b) Reaching maximum rated or gov- (Jl) For the acceleration lest, ap-
erned engine speed within the end preach the acceJeratlon point using
zone, the engine speed and gear ratio select.

(el Without exceeding 38 mph (56 k/ ed in paragraph (cl(l) of thls section
hl before reaching the end point, mid at the acee]eratinn point rapld]y

(]l Should maximu-m rated or gov- establish wide.open throttle, The vehi-
cle reference shall be _ indleated Inerned rpm be attained before re_hing

the end zone. decrecse the appro_h paracraph _b)(?) of this seeHon. Aecel-
erution shall continue until maximumr_m in 100 rpm Lnerement.s untLl maxi-

mum rated or governed rDm Is at- ra_ed or governed engine speed is
rained within the end zone. reached.

(2) Should maximum rated or gov. (ill)Wheel slip which affect_ maxl-
erned rpm not be attained L_tfl mum sound level mu_t be avoided.
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(2) Vehicle oper_ttor_ /or vehicles 1O feet. closer to the beginn}ng of the
w_th automatic transmts_tonB. I_ll end zone,
throttle acceleration and closed throt- (5) Should the maxinlum rated or
tie deceleration tests are to be used. governed rprn still be attained before
C[o_ed throttle deceleralion tests are entering the end zone, repeat the
required only for those vehicles Instrucclons in paragraph
equipped w/than engine brake. (c){2)(])(c}{4) of this section until

(t) Select the highest gear axle and/ maximum rated or governed rpm is at-
or transmission gear (highest gear is t_lned within the end zone.
used In the usuaJ sense; It LS$ynony- (Ill For the acceleration test, ap.
incus to the lowest numerical ratio) In proo.eh the acceleration point using
which no up or down shifting will the engine speed and gear ratio select-
occur under any operational condl, ed in paragraph Co)(2)(l) of this section
finns of the vehicle during the test and at the acceleration point rapidly
run. Also, select an Initial vehicle establish wide.open throttle. The vehJ.
speed such that at wide-open throttle ele reference shall be as indicated In
the vehicle will accelerats from the ac. paragraph (b)('/) of this section, Accel.
celeration point, oration shall continue until maximum

(a) St_rting at two,thirds (65 per- rated or governed engine speed is
eentl of m_xlmurn r_,ted or of gov. reached.
erned engine speed, till) Wheel slip which affects maxl-

(b) Reaching maximum rated or gov. mum sound level must be ,_volded,(3) Measurements. ([) The meter
erned engine speed withln the end shall be set for "fa.sc response" and
zone, the A-weightsd _letwork.
{c}WIt_houC exceeding 35 mph (56 k/ (ll]The meter shall be observed

h) before reaching the end point, during the period while the vehicle is
(1] Should maximum rated or gov- accelerating or decelerating, The ap.

erned rpm be attained before reaching plleable rending shall be the highest

the end zone, decrease the approach sound level obtained for the run. The
_rn In 10O rpm increments until maxl- observer is cautioned to rerun the test

i, mum ratsd or governed rpm is at. ifunrelated peaks should occur due to
rained within the end zone. extraneous ambient noises. Readings

{2) Should maximum rated or gov, shall be taken on both side of the re,
erned rpm not be attained until hlole.
beyond the end zone, select the next (lIDThe sound level associated with
lower gear until maximum rated or a side shall be the average of the first
governed rpm Is attained wlthfn the two p_s-by measurements for that
end zone. side, if they are within 2 dB(At of each

(3) Should the lowest gear still other, Average of me_urements on
result in reaching maximum rated or each slde shall be computed separate-
governed rpm beyond the permissible IF, If the first two mecsurements for a
end zone, unload the vehicle and/or given side differ by more than 2
increase the approach rpm in 100 rpm dB¢AL two additional measurements
Increments until the maximum rated shall be made on each side, and the
or governed rpm is reached within the average of the two highest races-
end zone, notwithstanding that ap. urements on each side, within 2 dB(A)
Preach engine speed may now exceed of each other, shall be taken as the.
two,thirds..of maximum rated or of me_ured vehicle sound level for that
full load governed engine speed, side. The reported vehicle sound level

(4) Should the maximum rated or shall be the higher of the two aver-
gOVerned rpm still be attained before ages.
entering the end zone, and the engine (d) General fequlremenfs, (i) Me_.
rPm durlng approach cannot be fur. urements shall be made only when
ther lowered, begin acceleration at a wind velocity is below 12 mph (19 kin/
Point 1O feet closer to the begJnnlnz of hr).
the end zone. The approach rpm to be 12) Proper usage of all test Instru-
Used is to be that rpm used prior to mentation is essential to obtain valid
the moving of the acceleration point measurements, Operating manuals or
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other literaturefurnished by the in- use in determining compliance with
strum@at manufacturer $h_l] be re- thisregulationby meeting the require.
ferred to for both recommended oper- ments of this section (§205.54-2(b)),
ation of the instrument and preeau. This sound data acquisition system
tlons to be observed. Specific items to quallficatinn procedure is based pri.
be adequately considered are: marlly on ANSI $6.1-1973. ;

(l) The effec_ of ambient weather (I) Performance requlrements_(ll
conditions on the performance of the System /requencp response. It is re.

• instruments lfor example, tempera- qu[red that the overall steady-state
ture. humidity, and barometric pres. frequency response of the data aequi.
surel, sltlon system shall be w[thln the toler.

(ill Proper signal levels, terminating ances prescribed in Table 205.1 when
impedances, and cable lengths on measured in accordance with section
multl.lnstrument measurement sys. (2l.The tolerancesin Table 205.tare
terns, applicableto eitherfiator A-weighted

fill) Proper acotmt|cal callbratlon response. (See paragraph (31(ill) of
procedure to include the influence of this section.
extensioncables,et_.Fieldcalibration lIDDelectorresponse,To ensure that
shall be made Immedle.tely before n_ld n (true) rrns indication Is provided, the
after each test sequence. Internal call- difference between the level indicated
bratlon means is acceptable for field for a 1000 HZ sinusoldal signal equlva.
use, provided that external eMihratlon lent to a sound level of 86 dB (rrns)
Is accomplished Jmmedlately before or and the level [ndlcated for an octave
afterfielduse. band of random noiseof equal energy

(3l (I) A complete calibration of the as the sinusoldal slgual centered at
instrumentatlonand externalacoustt. I000Hz shallbe no greater than 0,5
calcalibratoroverthe entirefrequen- riB,A truerrnsvoltmetershallbe used
cy range ofinterestshallbe performed to determineequivalenceof two input

'_'_x at ]en_tannuallyand ns frequentlyn_ signals,
• necessaryduringthe yearlyperiod to fllDIndicatingmeter.If an indlcat-

!k'_oc_J insurecorttplizncewith the standards [ng meter Is used to obtaln sound
citedin American National Standard levelsOr band pressurelevels,itmust
SI.4-1991 "SpecJflcatinnsfor Sound meet the requirements of paragraph
LevelMelers" fora Tyl_e1 instrument Ialll)(flland lal(II(vll(B)of thissec-
over the frequency range 50 HZ-IO,O00 tion and tho following.
Hz.

(ll) If callbraUon devices are utilized TAeL_2O5.1,-Sysrom,esponse#ate
which are not independent of ambient
pressure ie.g., a piston-phone) correc. Fr.q A-.=,Qnt_ Tol.r_nct(#ec_b_,=l
tionsmust be made for barometric or i,_zl ,._.-
altimetrie changes according to the ine._OOOHz,as} Ptu_- u,nuP-
recommendation of the Instrument
manufacturer. _I._ -_, _.s _s

400 -=4,6 1,S 15
(4) The truck shall be brought to a so.o -_oa . ,.o _.o

temperature within itsnormal operat- _o -2o= 1,0 1o
_,0 -22.5 10 I0

ing temperature range priorto com. _0o0 -,0._ _o ._,0
mencement of testing.During testing _2_o -_,_ _o _o
appropriate cautionshallbe taken to _oo -_ _o _.o
maintain the engine temperatures _oa -_o.s _o _o2_0,0 --88 1,0 1,{]
within such normal operatingrange. _s.o -ss _o _.o

4_0 -4.8 1*0 t,O
[41FR IS_44,Apr. 13.1976.a_amended at _.o -0.2 _0 10
42 _ 11838,Mar, 1, 1977:42 FR 61456. Dec. _I00 -to Io lo
5, 197_] e_o.o - s to _0

1,000,0 D t 0 10

_205.5t-2 Sound dam acquisition system. _._soo ._ _o _,o
1,6C0.0 10 1,0 10

(_] Systems employing tape record- 2,moo _ _.o _,0
er_ IL'ldgraphic level recordel'_ may be z,soo,o I,= t,o _,o
established ¢s equivalent, to a "PyDe I-- _._oo _.a _o _o4,_0,0 1.0 I 0 10
ANSI $1.4-1971 sound level meter for s,ooo,o s _.s _o
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TAeLEeOS.1.--$ys/emtesponse#ata--Canlinueci er, dlfI'erent settings may be selected

on the ba.s_sof the above requirement.
Frl¢I, A,_ll_[_,_ Tollffl_ll (¢1l¢1_¢111) tO) [_se a pen _'rltlng speed of nO_l-
lh*.=l _,_on,. natty60-I00dB/sec. Ifadjustable,low

tRl.100OHz, aBb P_ M_nu_ frequency response should be [inlited
toabout 20 Hz,

6.30_,0 -I 1,5 2.0
_,_o -_._ i.s _o IB) Indicated overshoot for a sud-

m,_o -zs z.o 40 denly applied Z000 _z sinusoldat signal
iz.sc_o -4a _o _a equivalent to 86 dB sound level shall

be no more than 1.1 dB and no less
• IA) The scale shall be graduated In 1 than 0,1 dB,

&B steps. (2) 2requency response qualification
(B) No scale ind(c_ttlon shall be more procein_re. (i) Typical noise measure.

than 0.2 dB different from the true ment and analysis configurations are
value of the signal when an input shown in Figures 205.2 through 205,4.
signal equivalent to 88 d_ sound level The qualification procedure described
indic=ties correctly, herein duplicates these configurations,

tel Maxlmam indication for ah but with the microphone replaced by
input signal of log0 Hz tone burst of an electronic sinew_ve oscillator. Cau-
0.2 see duration shall be within the tion should be exercised when con-
range of -2 to O dB with respect to nectlngan osc((lator to the inputof a
the steady-state lndicatinn for a 100O sound level meter to ensure, perhaps
HZ tone equivalent to 86 dB sound by using a resistive voltage divider net-
level, work. that the Input Is not overloaded

tic) Microphone, If microphone L_ (see § 205.54-2ta}t21((ilL
used which ha_ not been provided as a
componeflt of a precision sound level
meter, itmust be determined to meet
the microphone character(sties de,
scribed_ IEC PUblication179, Preci.

,_,_ slon _ound Level Meters.
iv) Mapaetfc tape recorders. No re-

quirements are described in this docu-
ment pertaining to tape recorders,
except for frequency response, Oener-
ally, recorders of adequate quality to
Provide the frequency response per- rt_ =0_.z_L= r=_um
formance required willalso meet other
minimum requiremen_ for distortion.
signet.to.nolle ratio,etc.

(el) Oraph_c level recorder dynamic [¢===_=t_L..._ ,m=zLti=c [ Jc_=._,_L ]
response. When usintr a graphic level
recorder, it is nece_ary to selectpen
resporme settings such that the read.
[ngsobtained are st_tisticqllyequiva-
lent to those obtained by directly
reading a meter which meets the
"f_.st" dynamic requirement of a precl, r_, :os.= _, _tv,u_ _¢ _,_,
_lon sound level meter Indicating
meter syatem for the range of vehlc(es
to be tested. To ensure statisticalr'----'----=_r---T------'--_r------=---_
equivalence,at least 30 comparatlve
observations of real test data shall be
made and _he average of the absointe
Value of the differences observed shall
be less than 0.5 dB. The settings de-
scribedIn this paragraph likely a_sure r_ :os._ _===r,_
appropriate dynamic response; hewer,
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(ll) Calibrate the osclllator to be of the system except for the micro.
used by measuring its output relative phone.
to the voltage which is equivalent to Col) To obtain the overall system ire.
86 dB sound level at each of the 27 fro- queney response, add the manufactur.
quencies listed in Table 205.1 using an er's microphone calibration data to
electronic vo]tmeter of known callbra, the response Just obtained. This may
tlon. Record the result in voltage level be the frequency response for the spa.
in cLB re voltage corresponding to 86 cilia microphone to be used, including
dB sound level at I000 Hz. This will calibration tolerances, Alternatively,
describe the frequency response char- use the manufacturer's "typicaly n_l.
a,cteristics of the oscillator, crophone response plus and minus the

(ill) If a graphic level recorder is to maximum deviation expected from
be used, connect it to the oscillator "typical" including calibration toler.
output, If the oscillator and graphic ances. Use the microphone response
level recorder can be synchronised, curve Which corresponds to the
slowly sweep the frequency over the manner in which it is used in the field.
range of 31.5 to 12,500 I_, recording It may be required to add a correction
the oscillator output. If they camtot to the response curves provided to
be synchronised, record oscillator obtain fieldresponse; refer to the
output for signalsat the 27 frequen- manufacturer'smanual.
ciss given in Table 205.L The differ. (oil) Adjustment or repair of equip-
eneea between the combined response ment may be required to obtain re-
thus obtained and the oscillator re- sponge within the requirements of
sponge obtained previously will de- paragraph in) of this section. After
scribethe frequency response of the any adjustments,the system shallbe
graphic level recorder, requalifled according to paragraph (h)

(iv) If visual observation of an indl. of this section,
coting meter is to be treed for obtain. {3) General comments. (l) Calibrate

._"*--,, ing data, the oscillator should be con. tape recorders using the brmld and
I I neeted to the indicating meter input type of magnetic tape used for actual
_._J (such a_ the microphone input of a data acquisition. Differences in tape

sound level meter) and the meter read- can cause an appreciable variation in
ing observed for a fixed oscillator the recorder/reproduce frequency re.
output voltagesettingfor slCaalsat sponge characteristicsof tape record.
the 27 frequencies given in Table er.
205,1, (ill It shall be en_ured that the in-
(v)To checka taperecorder,connect strumenintisn used will perform

the Instruments as shown in Figure within speclftsatJons and applicab]e to-
205+4.U.qinga i000 _ tone,adjustthe lerancesoverthe tPmp_ratl,rp,htlmld-
oscillator output level to obtain a read. Ity, and other en_qrorLmenta] varistion
ing 15 dB below maxlmum record ranges which may be encountered in
level, If' the synchronized oscillator/ vehicle noise measurement works,
graphic level recorder system is to be (Iiil Qualification tests shall be per-
used for analysts, record an oscillator formed using equipment lincluding
sweep over the range of 31.5to t2,500 cables} _J1d recording and playback
Hz, using an appropriate tape recorder techniques identical wltb those used
input attenuator setting. Alternative- while recording vehicle noise, For ex-
ly, tape-record frequency tones at the ample, if weighted sound ]eve] data
27 frequencies given in Table 205,1, are normally recorded use similar
Replay the tape recordings using the weighting and apply the tolerances of
setup shown in FigUre 205,3. Record Table 205.1 to the weighting curve for
the data on a gYaphlc level recorder or comparison with record.playback
through visual observation of the lndl. curves, Precautions should also be
coting meter. Subtract the oscillatortaken to ensure that source and load
frequency response in paragraph L.npedances are appropriate to the
(b)(2) of this section from the re- device being tested, Other data acqui-
sponge obtained through the record, sitionsystems may use any combine-
playback sequence to obtain the tJon of microphones, sound level
record/reproduce frequency response meters, amplifiers, tape recorders,
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gr3phic level recorders, or indicating have already been complied with by a
meters. The same approach to qu_Hfy- prior manufacturer,

Ingsuchasystemsha]Ibetakena.sde- {41FR 15544. Apr, t3, t976. a_ amended at
scribed in this document for the sys- 42 _ 51456,Dec,5, 1977]
tems depicted [n Figures 205•2. 205.3
_,nd205.4. Q205.5_-2 Producdnn verificadnn: Cam.

(b) Systems other than those specl- pHance with slandards.
fled in §§ 205.54-1(a) _nd 205,54-2(a)
may be used for establishLng eompH- (_)(1) Prior todistribution into rom-
ance with this regulation. In each case merce of vehicles of a specifis conflgu-
the system must yield sound levels ration, the first manufacturer of such
which are equivalent to those pro- vehicles shall verify such conflgura-
duced by a sound level meter Type i tion in accordance with this subpart.
_SI $1.4~197L The manufacturer 12l Notwithstanding paragraph (el
bears the burden of demonstrating (I) of thls section, the manufacturer
such equivalence. The manttfacturer may distribute In comcaerce vehicles
shall notl.ty the Administrator pursu- of that con-figuration for up to 90 days
ant to §§ 205.55-4(b)(5) _nd 205.57- if weather or other conditions beyond

the control of the manufacturer make5(c)(4l of the use of such a sound data
acquisition system, production verification of a configura-tion impossible, provided that the f01-
[41 FR 15544. Apr. 13, t078, as amended at lowing conditions are met:
42 PR 61458, Dec, 5, 1977] ([i The manufacturer shall perform

5205.55 Production verification• the tests required under paragraph (b)
or to) of this section on such eonfigu-

g205.55-I General requirements, ration n.ssoon as conditions permit;
(a) Every new vehicle manufactured (li}The manufacturer shall maintain •

for distribution in commerce in the records of the conditions which make
Unlted States whlch is subject to the production verlflcatinn impossible;

"_'_, standards proscribed in thls subpn_t (lid If on the 45th day following dis-

! )_ and not exempted in accordance with trihution in commerce of vehicles of a| 205.5: con.figuratlon the manufacturer has
(1) Shall be verified In accordance not performed the tests required by

with the production verification proce- paragraph (b) or (c) of this section.
dures described In this subpart; the mn.nufacturer shall within 5 days

(_-) Shall be represented in a product notify the Administrator in writing
verification report, na required by that such vehicles have been dlstribut-
§ 205.58-4 or this subpart; ed in commerce and shall provide to

(3) Shall be l_beled in _ccordanee the Administrator documentation of
with the requirements of § 205.55-12 of the conditions which have made pro-
tide subpart; and duct[on verification impossible,
(4)ShMl conform to the applicable (3) At any time followingreceiptof

noise emission standard established in notice under paragraph (ai(2)[Iil) of
| 205.52 of this regulation, thissection with respect to a configu-

(b) The requirements of paragraph ration, the Administrator may require
in) apply to new products which con- that the manufacturer ship test vehl-
form to the definition of vehicles in cles to the EPA test facility in order
these regulations and at the time such for the Administrator to perform the
new products are assembled to that tests required for production verlflca-
state of completeness in which the flea.
manufacturer distributes them in com. (b) The production verification re.
metre, qulrements with regard to each vchi.

(c).St_bsequent manufacturers of a cle configuration consist of:
new.product which, conform_ to the (i.)..Testing in accordance with
definitionof vehicle,irtthese regula. § 205.54of a vehicleselectedInaccord-
tlons when received _y them from a ante with § 205.55-5;
prior manufacturer, need not fulfill.. 12) Compliance of the testvehicle
the requirements of paragraph (el(1). with the appl[cable standards when
(2) or C3l where such requ{rements tested in accordance with § 205.54; and
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(3) Submission of a production veT- all other requirements of paragraph
ifleatfon report pursu_J_t to _205,55-4. Cc)(ll of this section are complied

(el (1) In lieu of testing vehicles of with, all those configurations con-
every configuration as described in rained within that category which are
paragraph (b) of this section, the man- determined to have sound pressure
ufacturer may elect to verify the con- levels no greater than the tested vehl-
figuration based on representative tie are considered to be represented by
testing, the requirements of which the tested vehicle and are considered
c*onsistof; to be production verified however a

It) Grouping configurations Into a manufacturer must production'verify
category where each category will be according to the requirements of para.
determined by a separate combination graph (bl(l) and/or (c)(I) of this see.
of at lea.st the following parameters (a tton any configurations in the subject
manufacturer may use more param- category which have a higher sound
eters): presaure level than the vehicle con-

(a) En_ne type. figuration tested.
(Z) Gv.soline--two stroke cycle, (dl A mannfacturer may elect to pro-
t2) Gnaoline--four stroke cycle, duction verLfy using representative
(3) Diesel--two stroke cycle, testing pursuant to paragraph (c) of
(4) Diesel--four stroke cycle, this section, all or part of his product
(S) Rotaxy--wankel. line.
(6)Turhlne. (el The m_-nufacturer may, at his

• (7l Other. option, proceed with e.nyof the follow.
tb) Engine manufacturer, ing alternatives With respect to any re.
Ic) Engine d_Jplace'menL hlcle determined not in compliance
(d) En_ne configuration (e.g,, L-6, wlth applicable standards,

V-8, ete.), ttl Delete that configurationfrom
(el Set/ca tLe. cab desigi1) including the productinn verification report.

but not II/nlted to conventional, cab Conflg_tration_ so deleted may be in.
_*_ over engine, and cab forward, eluded in a later report under § 205,55-

..) ill) Identifying the configuration 4, However, in the case of representa.I
within each category which emits the five testing a new test vehicle from an.
highest sound pressure level (dBA} other cor_lguratlon must be selected

•baaed on his best technical Judgment and production verified according to
and/oremission test data; the requirements of paragraph (el of ;

(fill Testing in accordance with this section, in order to production
§ 205.54 of a vehicle selected in accord- verify the configurations represented i
ante with §205.55-5 which must be a by thenon.complisntvehicle, i
vehicle of the configuration which is t2) Modtfy the test vehicle and dem.
identified pursuant to paragraph castrate by testing that it meets appll. J
Cclflltli) of this section n.s having the cable standards. All modifications and
highestsound pressurelevelCestimat- testresultsmust be reported in the
ed oractual)withinthe category; production verlfisatlonreport. The "
Clv)Compliance of the testvehicle manufacturer must modify allproduc.

with applicable standards when tested tlon vehicles of the same configuration
in accordance with § 205,54: and in the same manner as the test vehicle

to) Subrnissinnof a production ver- before distribution into conunerce.
lfication report pursuant to | 205.55-4. if) Upon request, by Director, Noise

(2) Where the requirements of para- Enforcement Division, the manufac.
graph (c)(1) of this section are corn- turer shall notify such Director of any
plied with. all those configurations production verification testing sched.
contained Within a category are con- uled by the manufacturer pursuant to
sidered represented by the tested vehl. this section so that EPA Enforcement
vie and are considered to be produc- Officers may be present and observe
tlorJ verified, such testing or conduct the testing in

tal Where the manufacturer tests a lieu of the manufacturer.
vehicle configuration which has not t41 _R 15544,Apr, 13.1976,a_ amendedat
been detor_nined as having the highest 42 F'R6145g,Dec.5, 1977;43I'_R12326,Mar.
sound pressure levelof a category,but 24,1978]
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.... Chapter I_Environmental Protection Agency § 205.55-4

205.55-3 Configurmion [dentineaHon. the purpose of noise control i_Jld at,
(a) A separate vehicle conflguratinn tenuation including the following In-

shall be determined by each comblna- formation for each configuration:
finn of the foUowing parameters: ID Muffler texhaust), ca) Manufac-

(ll Ezhaz_t s_stem con/tguratio_, ti) turer,
Singlevertical, (b)Manufaetttrerpartnumber,
(lllDual vertical. (ii) Air inductlonsystem (enginel.
(ill) Single horizontal, la} Muffler manufacturer name.
(iv) Dual horizontal. (b) Muffler manufacturer p_r_
t2) Air _nductlon spstem (en_ne). (i) number.

Natural. (lid Oovemed or maximum rated
¢ii) "rurbocharged, rpm,
(2) Fan. (i) Diameter, (iv) Any device which affects noise
tli) Drive. emissions £rom the vehlcle azld does
{elDirect. not operate duringthe normal operat-
(blThermdstatis. ing modes of the vehicle (e,g..over
HillMax fan rpm. temperature protect/on),

idl En_'hl@ mantt[acturer's horsepo_. The manufacturer mg.y satisfy the ve-er ratfn¢.
(5) Cab eharacteriatlc, ill Sleeper. hinle configuration description re-
rid Non sleeper, • quirements of thisbarasTaph by sub-
(8) Category parameters ilsled in mitring _s part of the production ver-

205.55-2. fflcation report a copy of his sales data
literaturewhich describeshis product

205.55-4 Production verification report; line including options: Provided, that
required data. this literatureis supplemented with

telThe manufacturer shallsubmit a any additional[nformatinn to fulfill
Production verificationreport to the the requirements of thissection.If a

.f"_ Director.Norse Enforcement Divininn manufacturer, elects to production
i (EN-387l. U.S. Envirorumental Protec- verify purstlant to § 205.55-2(c) the
_-_ tlonAgency, 401 M, St.,S.W,,Wash- confIguratlon,within each category,

ington, D,C, 20460. A manufacturer which isestimatedto have the highest
may choose tosubmit separateproduc- sound pressure level(RBA) shall be

_' tlonverificationreports for different Identified,Tl_emanufacturer may esti-
Parts of his product llne, mate the sound pressure level based

(b) The report shall be signed by an on his best technical Judgment and/or
_utborized representative of tile man- data. The criteria used to estimate
ufacturer and sball include the follow- each sound pressure level shall be
ing: stated with the estimates.
(I) The name, locationand deserlp- (4) The followingtnformatlon for

t[on of the manafactuxer's noise emis- each noise emission test conducted:
slon test facilitieswhich meet the illThe completed individualrecord
sgecificatinn of § 205.54 and have been for the test vehicle required by
utilizedto conduct testingpursuant to |205.53taX2) forallofficialtests.
thi_subpart b: except,that a testfa- (HI A complete descriptionof any
eilltythathn_ been describedina pre- breparatinn,maintenance or testing
vines submis_lon Under thissuhpart which could affectthe noiseemissions
need not again he described but must of the vehicle, and which was per-
be identified n_ such. formed on the test vehicle hut will not

(2l A description of normal predeli- be performed on all other production
very maintenance procedure, vehicles,

t3) A description of all vehicle con- (lid The reason for replacement
figurations_ determined In accord, where a replacement vehiclewas nec-
ante with _ 205.55-3,to be distributed essary,and testresults,ifany, for re-
in commerce by the manufacturer in. placed vehicle,
eluding allst identifying or defining (5) A complete description of the
any device or element of design (in. soUnd data acquis[tlon system if other
eluding its location and method of op- than those specifiedIn § 205.54-1(a}
eratisnlincorporated Intoveh(clesfor and § 205.54-2(al.
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(6) The fol]owing statement arid en. §205,S,5-6 Test vehiclu preJ]_ratinn.

dorsement: (a) _rior to the official test, the test
This report Is submitted pursuant to _ec- vehicle selected in accordance with

tlon 6 and section 13 of the Noise Control §205.55-5 shall not be prepared.
Act of 1972. To the best of tested, modified, adjusted, or main.
(company n_e) knowledee, all testing for rained in any manner unless such ad.
which data Is reported here{n wl_sconduct- Justrnents, prep_ratisn, modification
ed In strict conformance with applicable azld/or tests are part of the manufac.ref,'utstlons under 40 CFR 405,1 et seq., all
the dam reported herein are a true and ao turer's prescribed manufacturing, and
ciliate representation of such testing and all isspeotton procedures, and are dote-
other information reported herein is true mented in the manufacturer's internal
_Jld accurate. I t.m aware of the penalties vehicle assembly and Inspection proce.
_=ssociatedwith violations of the NoiseCon- dures or unless such adjustments and/
trolAct of 19"/2and the regulationsthere, or tests are required or permitted
under, under thissubpart or areapproved in

advance by the Administrator. For

(author_ed representaUve} purposes of this section and § 205.55-5,preserlbed manufacturing and Inspee.
(el Where a manufacturer elects to tlon procedures lnclulde quality control

submit separate production verifica- testing and assembly procedures nor.
tlon report_ for portions of hls product mMly performed by the manufacturer
line ms proVided for in paragraph (el of on like products during early prude4.
this section,information provided in tlonso long _ the resultingtestingIs
previous reports need not he resubmit- not bimsed by this procedure. In the
tad. Except, that information neces, cue of Imported prodtmLs, the mann.
sary to update or make current previ- lecturer may perform adjustment_,
ously submitted information must be preparations, modlfiealksn andor

submitted, tests normally performed Rt the port
(d) Any change with respectto any of entry by the manufacturer to pre.

_. j information reported pursuant to this' pare the vehicle for delivery to a
subpart shall be reported _s soon a_ dealer or customer.
the information becomes available, (b) Equipment or fixturesnecessary

to conduct the test may be installed on
141 FR 15544, Apr, 13, 1976, _s amended at the vehicle: Provided, That such
42 _ 81454, 61444. Dec. _. 1997:43 _ equipment or fixtures shall have no
12s2o, Mar. 24, iS?el effect on the noise emisslons of the re.

hicl4, a_ detern_Ined by measurement
t_205.5_-5 Test vehicle sample selection, methodology.

(a) Test vehicles of a configuration it) In the event of vehl_le malfunc.
for which productionverLficationtest- tlon(i.e., failureto start,misfiringcy].
ing is required by § 205.55.2 shall be a inder, etc,) the manufacturer n1_.y per.
vehicle of the subject configuration form the maintenance that is nec4_.
which has been rLssembisd using the sary to enable the vehicle to operate
manufacturer's normal production in a normal manne_ Provided, That
processes and will be sold or offered such maintenance ks documented and
for sais in commerce, reported in the final report prepared

(b] Should a sltu_tisn arise in whicit mad submitted in _.ceordance With this
the cohfl_ration to be tested consists subpart,
of only vehicleswith automatic trans- (dl NO qualitycontrol,testing,_-
missions, they shall be tested in ac- sembly or selection procedures shall
cordanse with § 205.54-1(c)(2l. be used on the completed vehicle or
(c)If the conflgurat/onto be tested any portion thereof,including paris

consists of both automatic transmls- and suba-_semblles, that will not nor.
sion and standard trat_mission vehi- malty be used during the production
ties, the testvehicle shall be a stand- and a_sembly of _l] other vehicles of
ard transmission, vehicle unless the tile category which will be distributed
manufacturer ha_ .reason to believe in cormmerce, unless such procedures
that the automatic transmission vehl- are required or permltted under this
tie emits a greater sound ]evnl, subpart.
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_"_ t41 FR 15544,Apr. 13. 19'/6,=.sa_nendedat the configuration shall be considered
4= FR 614$8,Dec,S.19"tT] verified: Provided. Lhat the manufae.

Lurer submit_ a repor_ pursuanL to
9205.55-7 Testing, § 205,55-4 with respect to such con.

(a) The manufacturer shall conduct flgurstion.
one valid test in accordance With the
test procedures specified in _ 205.5d. In _ 205.55-9 Production vertt3cation based
Lhe evenL& vehicle is LL_able to corn- on data from previousmodel years.
plete the emission teaL, the manufac- (a) Production verification of each
Lurer may replace the vehicle with a conflE_ration will be required at the
vehicle of the sRme confl_4ration a.s begirming of product/on of thaL con-
the replaced veh[c]e or a noisier con- figuration each model year except
figuration and will be subject to all that in certain instances, the Adminis.
the provLstons of these regulatioris, trator, upon request by the manufac-
Any replacement shaU be reported in Lurer. may permit the use of produc,
the production verification report in- Lion verification data for specific con-
eluding the reeaon for the replace- figurations from previous production
meaL. veriflcatinn reports. Cormlderatlons

(b) No maintenance Will be per- relevant to his decLsIon are:
formed on test vehicles except as pro- (1) The level of the standard in
vided for by § 205.55-6, In the event a effect for the model years in question;
vehicle is Unable to complete the emls- (2l Performance ba_ed on produc-
sion test, the manufacturer may re. Lion verification data for previous
place the vehicle. Any replacement re- years;
hlcl_ will be a production vehicle of (3) Performance ba_ed on data ob.
thesRme configuration as the replaced rained from selective enforcement
vehicle or • noisier configuration and Lesting during previous model years;
will be subject to all the provisions of and
these regulations, Any replacement (4) The number _,nd type of noise
shall be reported in the production emission design changes incorporated

S"_. veriflca.tinnreport including the in the new models.
Ij reasonforthe replacement. 14LFR 15544.Apr.to.lS'/s,a.samended at

(el In the event _ vehicle failsto 42PRgI458, Dec, S, lS'F/]
comply w[th the standards of this sub-
part when tested in accordance with _205,55-I0 Cessationof distribution,
the procedures specified [n paragraph (el If a category or conf[guratlon is
(a) of thissection,the manufacturer found to be nonconforming with these
may proceed in accordance with regulations by reason of failure to be
| 205.55-2(el of thissubparL properly verified, aa required by

§ 205.55-2. the Administrator may
_205,5_,8 Addblon of, changesto and de- L_uo an order to the manufacturer to

elation from a vehicle con(lguration cen_e to distribute in commerce vehi-
during the model year. eles of that category or configuration:

(aiAny change to a configuration Provided,however, thatsuch an order
_th respect to any of the parameters shall not be Issued if the manufacturer
stated in § 205,55-3 shall constitute the has made a good faith attempt to
addition of a new and separate con- properly production verify the caLego.
figurationor categoryto the manufac- ry or configuration.The burden of es-
turer's product line. tablishin_ such good f_Ith shall rest
(bl CI) When a manufacturer intro- with the manufacturer.

ducesa new categoryor configuration (b) Any such order shallbe Issued
to hLs product ]ins, he shall proceed In after notice and opportunity for a
accordance with | 205.55-2. hearing,

(2) If the configuration ¢o be added
c_. be grouped w/thin a verified eats, § 205,55-]l Labellng.complisnee.
gory and Lhe new eonf[&_Jratinn is call- (_) (1) The manufacturer of any ve-
mated to have s lower sound pressure hiLlS subject to the provisions of
level than a previously verified con- § 205.52 shall at the time of mannfac,
figuration within the same category, Lure, affix a permanent, legible label,
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"of the type and in the manner de. test procedures described In § 205,54 to
scribed below, containing the informs, determine whether such vehicles or a
Cion hereinafter provided, to all such manufacturer's test facility conform
vehlc]es to be distributed in commerce, to applicable regulations. It Is a condl.
The labels shall be affixed in such a tlon of the requirements under this
manner that they cannot be removed section that the manner in which the
without destroying or defacing them, Administrator conducts such tests, the
and shah not be affixed to any equip. EPA test facility itself, and the test
sent which Is easily detached from procedures he employs shall be bmed
such vehicle, upon good engineering practice and

(2l A label shah be permanently at- meet or exceed the reqtdrement_ of
lathed, in a readily visible position, in § 205.54 of the regulations,
the operator'scompartment. (2l The Administratormay specify

(3) Labelsfor vehiclesnot manurer- that he willconduct such testingat
tured solely for use outside the United the manufacturer's facility, in which
States shall contain the following In, case instrumentation and equipment
formation letteredin the EnglishJan- of the typerequired by theseregula.
gnagn in block letters and numerals, tlons shall be made available by the
which shall be of a color that con. manufacturer for test operations, The
trnatswith the background of the Administratormay conductsuch testslabel:

(it The label heading: Vehicle Noise with his own equipment, which shall
Emission Control Information: equal or exceed the performance sport-

(lit Pull corporate name and trade- flcations of the instrumentation or
mark of manufacturer, equipment specified by the Adminis-

HiD Month and year of manufacture: trator In these regulations,
(iv) The statement: {3) The manufacturer may observe

tests conducted by the Administrator
• " " This VehicleConforms to U.S.SPA RegU. pursuant to this section on vehiclesi _ lations for Noise Emiralon Applicable to produced by such manufacturer andMedium and Heavy Truci¢_.

,' The following acts or the causing thereof may copy the data accumulated from
bF any person _reprohibited by theNoise such tests,The manufacturer may in-

!! CoStal Act o! 1972:(Ai The removalor ten- sport any such vehicles before anddering inoperative, other than for purposes after testing by the Administrator,
of maintenance, rebair, or replacement, of (b) (1) If, based on tests conductedany noise control device or element of

I! design(listedin theo_er's manual)Incur. by the Administrator or otherrelevant
petaled into this vehicle in comp)Janee with lnforrnation, the Administrator deter-
the Noise Control Act: in) The use of this mines that the test facility does not

P vehicle after such device or element of meet the requirements of § 205.54-I
design has been removedor renderedJnon. (at and (b) he wil] notify the manurer.
erath,e, lurer in writing of his determination

(b) Labels for vehicles manufactured and the reasons therefor,
solely for use outside the United (2) The manufacturer may at any
States shall contain the words "For time within 15 days after receipt of a

l Export Only," notice issuedunder paragraph lb)(l)

] [41 FR 15544,Anr,'13, 1976, _s amendedat Of this section request a hearing con. '
42 _ g14_6, d1458, Dee, 5, 1977] ducted in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 554

on the issue of whether his testfacilI.
g20g,Sg-t2 Labeling.Exterior, [Reserved] ty wa_ in conforma_lce. St_ch notise

wilt not take effect until 15 days after
§ 208.86 Testing by theadministrator, receipt by the manufacturer, or if a
(el ill The Administrator may re- hearing is requested under this para-

quire that any vehicles to be tested graph, until adjudication by the hear,
pursuant to the Act be submitted to lag examiner,
him. at such place and time as he may (3) Alter any notification issued
reasonably designate and in such under paragraph (bl(l) of this section
quantity and for such time as he may has taken effect, rm data thereafter
reasonably require for the purpose af derived from such test facility will be
conducting tests in accordance with aecept:tble for purposes of this Part.

•.. ,
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(4) The manufacturer may request percent of the manufacturers' produc.
In writing that the Admlnistrator re. tlon verification test vehlcles to be
oonslder hls determination under tested during a model year 1£ the Ad-
paragraph tb)(l)of this section based m_lstrator determines It Is necessary
on data or lniorrnatton which indi. to test such vehicles at the EPA test
cafes that changes have been made to site in order to a._ure that a manufaa-
the test facility and such changes have furor has acted or Is actins in compii-
resolved the reason._ for disdualiflea- anee with the Act.
tlon, [41 _ ts544, Apr. iS, 19'/6, a= amended at

(5) The A_lnist_tor will notify the 42 F_ stsse, sl459. Dee. 5. 19_'/t
manufacturer of his deterrrtinatlon
azld _dl explallatian of the rea._or_ un- _ 205.57 Selective enforcement audItins
derlying It With regard to the requaI[- requlrements.
flcatJarl Of the test facility with_ lO

• working days after receipt of the man. _ 20s.57-I Te_t requesL
ufactursr's request for reconsideration (a) The Administrator will request
pursuant to paragraph (bi(4) of this all testing under _ 205.57 by means of
section, a test request addressed to the menu-

(c) (1) The Ad_ninistrator will lecturer.
_.s_urneall reachable costs D.ssociated (1) Except as provided bl paragraphs
with shipment of vehicles to the place (el (2) and (3l of this section, the Ad-
desl_ated pursuant to paragraph ta) mlnistrator will not issue to a manu.
of this section except with respect to: lecturer during any modeI year more

(i) Any production verification test- test requests than a number deter.
ing performed at a place other than mined by dividing the total number of
the manufacturer's facfllty a_ provided vehicles subject to this regulation
for in |."05.55-2(a)(3), or n_ a result of which the manufacturer projects he
the manufacturer's not o_,'ning or will produce during tiler model year
having access Coa test facility; by 25,000 and rounding to the next

.._.... fill Testing of a roe.sortable number higher whole number: Except, that
_ Of vehicles for purposes of selective ca- the Administrator may Issueone add/-

,_J forcement auditing under _ 205.57 or tlonal test request beyond the annual
testing of smaller numbers of vehlc]es, limit to any manufacturer for each
if the manufacturer has failed to es- tlme a hatch sequence for any catego-
tablish that there is • correlation be- ry, com'l_JratIon or subsToup thereof
tween its test facility _nd the EPA test Of such manufacturer's prodactlon Is
facility or the Administrator ha_ rsJectcd In accordance wlth _ 205.5"I-7.
reason to believe, and provides the (2)A.ny test recluest issued agair_st a
manufacturer a statement of such tea- categor'j', con/Iguration or suPcroup
son_, that the vehicles to be tested thereof which the Adrnh_istratar haa
would fall to meet the standard pro- reason to believe does not meet the
scribed in this subpart H tested _t the standard_ specified in § 205,52 will not
EPA test facilltY, but would meet such be couJlted against the afLqaal Itmlt on
standard If tested at the manufactur- test requests described in paragraph
er's test facility; (a)(1)of this section. Any such request

(ill) Any costing performed during a shall include a statement of the Ad-
period when a notice of noncon/or, ministrator's reason for such belief.
m_mce of the manufacturer's test fa- (3) Any test request, under which
clllty L_ued pursuant to paragraph (b) testing is not completed will not be
of thissection Is in effect; coanted against the annual limit oft

tiP) Any testing performed at place test requests described in paragraph
ether than the manufacturer's facility (alill of thiseectlon.
a_ a result of the manufacturer's fail- (b) The test request will be si_ned by
ure t5 permit the Administrator to the Assistant Administrator for En-
conduct or monitor testing as required forcement or his designee. The test re-
by this part; and quest will be delivered by an EPA En-

iv) In addition to any vehicles in- forcement Officer to the plant man-
eluded In paragraph (c)(1), ill, (ill, seer or other responsible official _s
(till, or (Iv) of this section, up to lO desi_nated by the manufacturer,
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(c) The test request will specify the the Administrator may approve more
vehisle category, configuration or sub- time based upon a request by the man,

- group thereof selected for testing, the ufacturer accompanied by a satisfac-
batch from which sampling is to begin, tory Justification.
the batch size, the manufacturer's (f) The Adminlstratsr may issue an
plant or storage facility from WhiCh order to the manufacturer to cease to
the vehicles must be selected, the time distribute into commerce vehicles of a
at which a vehicle must be selected, specified category or configuration
The test request will also provide for being manufactured at a particular fa-
situations in which the selected con- cllity if:
figuration or category is unavailable ill The manufacturer refuses to
for testing. The test request may In- comply with the provisions of a teat
elude an alternative category or con- request issued by the Administrator

,/Iguratlon selected for testing in the pursuant to this section; or
event that vehicles of the first specl- (2) The manufacturer refuses to
fled category or configuration are not comply with any of the requirements
available for testing because the vehl- of thlssectlon.
c]es are not being manufactured at the (gl A cease-to-distribute order shall
specified plant and/or are not being not be issued under paragraph if) of
manufactured during the specified this section if such refusalls caused by
time or not being stored at the spool- conditions and circumstances outside
fled plant or storage facility, the control of the manufacturer which

tdlAny manufacturer shall, upon re- renders it impossible to comply with
celpt of the testrequest,select and the provisionsof a teatrequestor any
test a batch sample of vehicles from other requirements of this section.
two consecutivelyproduced batches of Such conditions and circumstances
the vehicle category or configurations shall include, but are not limited to,
specifiedin the testrequestIn accord- any uncontrollable factors which
ance with these regulations and the result in the temporary unavailability
conditions specified in the test, re- of equipment and personnel needed to

, quest, conduct the required tests, such as

_ .}_ ie) (I) Any testing conducted by the equipment break.down or failure or ill.manufacturer pursuant to a test re- ness of personnel, but shall not in.
quest shall be initiated within such clude failure of the manufacturer to
period as is specified within the test adequately plan for and provide the
request:Except, that such Inltlatisn equlpment and personnel needed to
may be delayed for increments of 24 conduct the test-s. The manufacturer
hours or one business day where ambl. will bear the burden of establishing
eat test slteweather condltions,or the presenceof the conditionsand cir.
other conditionsbeyond the controlof curnstances required by this pare.
the manufacturer, in any 24-hour graph,
period do not permit testlng: Provided, (hl Any such order shah be Issued
That these condRions for that period only after a notice and opportunlty for
are recorded, a hearing,

(2) The manufacturer shall complete iqt _PR 15544, Apr. t3, 1976. a_ amended at
eml_lon testing on a minimum of five 42 F_R 61459, Dec. 5, 197'/; 43 FR 12326, Mar.
vehicles per day unleSS otherwise pro. 24. 1978]
vJded for by the Administrator or
unless ambient test site conditisns g 205.57-2 Testvehicle sample selection,
only permit the testing of a lesser (a) Vehicles comprising the hatch
number: Provided, that ambient test sample which are required to be tested
site weather conditions for that period pursuant to a test request in accord-
arerecorded, ance withthissubpart willbe selected

(3} The manufacturer will be el. in the manner specified in the test re-
lowed 24 hours to ship vehicles from a quest from a hatch of vehicles of the
batch sample from the assembly plant category or configurationspecified in
to the testing facflRy If the facility is the test request. If the test request
not located at the plant or In close specJfles that the vehicles comprlsing
proximity to the plant: Except, that the batch sample must be selected ran.
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dorrdy, the random selection will be (gl Unless otherwise {ndlcated in the
achieved by sequentially numbering test request, the manufacturer shall
all of the veh[ciss in the batch and select the vehicles desi811ated in the
then using a table of random numbers test request for testing,
to select the number of vehicles a_ (h) At their discretion. EPA Enforce-
specified in para_aph (c) of this see. ment Officers, rather than the menu-
tlon based on the batch size deslgnat- factur_r, may select the vehicles desig.
ed by the Administrator in the test re- nated in the test request.
auest. An alternative random selection tD The manufacturer will keep on
plan ratty be used by a m_nufacturer: hand all vehlcles in the batch sample
Provided, that such a plant, is up- until sceh time as the batch is _ccept-
proved by the Administrator, If the ed or rejected in accordance with
test request does not specify that test § 205.5'/-6: Except. that vehicles ecru.
vehicles must be r_aldom/y selected, ally tested and found to be In con-
the moJlUfacturer shaU select test ve- for_ee with these reguJatJol',s need
hicles consecutively. The provisions of OCt be ]¢ept.
§ 205,85 Ibl aJld tel shall also pertain i41 T_R15e44,Anr. 13, 197e._.samendedas
tO this section. 42 _ 9t4e9,Dec. 5, 1977]

(bl The Acceptable Quality Level is
10 percent, The appropriate s_JnpIlng §2o5,57-3 Test vehleis preparndon.
DIaus assocl_ted with the deslgnated la)Pldor to the offlclal test, the test
AQL are contained in Appendix L vehicle selected in accordance with
Table If. § 205.5'/-2 will he prepared in accord.

(el The appropriate batch sample ance with § 205,55-6.
size will be determined by reference to
Appendix f. Table I n_'ld II. A code 2 205.5'/-t Testing procedures,
letter is obtained from Table ! baaed [al The manufacturer shall conduct
on the batch size designated by the one valid test in accordance with the
Administrator in a tes_ request. The test procedures specified in § 205,54 of

._._ batch sample size will be obtained this subpart for each vehicle selected

_j from Table H. The batch sample size for testing pursuant to this subpart.will be equal to the maximum cumula. Ibl NO maintenance will be per-
I _ tire sample size for the approprlete formed on test vehicles except aa pro-

code letter obtained from Table I plUS vided for by § ."05.5'/-3. fn the event a
_J_ additional 10 percent rounded off vehicle is unable to complete the emis-
to the next highest nLtmber, sign test, the manufacturer may re-

(d) ff the test request specifies that place the vehicle. Any replacement re-
vehicles comprising the batch sample hizle will be a production vehicle of
must be selected randomly, individual the same configuration a_ the replaced
vehicles comprising the test sample vehicle. It will be randomly selected
will be randomly selected from t_e from the batch sample and will besub-
batch sample using the same random Ject to all the provisions of these regu-
selection plan _ in puragTaph ta) of lations.
this section, Test sample size will be
determined by entering Table ZL _ _05.57-5 Iteporting of the test results.

tel The test vehicle of the category, tel Within 5 worPJng days after com-
configuration or subcroup thereof so- pletlon of testing of _ll vehicles in a
looted for testing shall have been as. batch sample the manufacturer shall
sembled by the manufacturer for dis- submit to the Administrator a final
tributlon in commerce using the man- report wh/ch will include the informa-
ufacturer'9 normal production process t/on required by the testrequest In the
in accordance with | 205.55-5ial. format stipulated in the test request

if) Unless otherwise indicated in the in addition to the following:
test request, the manufacturer will ill The name, location, and descr/p-
_elect the batch sample from the pro- tlon of the manufacturer's emL_Ion
duct/on batch, next scheduled after re- test facilities which meet the speciflca-
celpt of the test request, of the catego- fleas of J 205,54 and were utilized to
ry or configuration specified in the conduct testing reported pursuant to
test request, this section: Except, that a test facility
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. that ha_ been deserlbed in a previous 141 FR 15544. ADr. 13, 197S,as amended at
submission under this subp0.r¢, need 42 FR 61459,Dee, 5, 1977_43 F_ 12396,Mar,
not again be described but must be 24, lSTSl
Identified as such.

(2) A descrJptlon of the random vehl- § 205.,S7-6 Acceptance and rejeclIon orbamhes,
tie selection method used, referencing
,'my tab]es of random numbers that (a) The batch from which a batch
"were _sed, name of _,he person in s_mpie is selected wil_ be _ceepted or
charge of the random number selee, rejected based upon the number of
tlon, if the vehicle test request speel- failing vehicles in the b_teh sample, A .
fiss a random vehicle seIee§ion, sufficient number of test sampiss wll]

13l _he following Information for be dr_wn from the batch s_mple untll
each noise emission test conducted, the cumulative number of failing vehi-

ill The completed data sheet re- cles is lessth_n or equal to the accept-
¢lulred by § 205.54 for all noise emis- ance number or greater than or equal
alert tests Including: for each Invalid to the rejection number appropriate
test. the reason for Inva_idation. for the cumulatlve number of vehicles

(ill A complete descrhotIon of any tested, The acceptance and re_ection
modlflcatlon, repair, prep_ration, numbers llsted In Appendlx I, Table If
maintenance, a_ld/or testing which at the approprJate code letter obtained
could affect the noise emlssi0n_ of the aeeordhlg to § 205,57-2 will be used In
vehlcIe and which w_ performed on determining whether the acceptance
the test vehicle but will not be per- or rejection of a batch has o_curred.
formed on all other production vehl- (b) Acceptance or rejection of a
cles. batch takes place when the decision

till) The reason for the replacement that & vehicle Is a falling vehicle Is
where a replacement vehinie was su- made on the last vehicle required to
thorlzed by the Administrator, and, If make a decision under paragraph (el
asly, the test resulf_ for the replaced of this seeUon,
vehicles,

_',-_ (4) A complete description of the g2oS.M-7 Acceptance and rejection of

SOtL'ld data acquisltior| eystem tf other belch _equenee,i. th_ those specified in §§ 205.54-tia) (_l The manufacturer will continue
and 205.54-2ia). to inspect consecutive batches unti]

(5l The followingstatement _nfl ca. the b_teh sequence isaccepted or re-
dorsement: Jeered b,-u_edupon the number of re-

This report Is submitted pursuant to Sec. jeered b_tehe_, A s_fflc_ent number of
tion 8 and section 13 of the Noise Centre] consecutive batches will be inspected
Act of 1972, TO the best oI - _ntil the cumulative number of reject.
(compcny name) knowledge, at] testing $or ed batches Is less than or equal to the
which dat_ _re reported herein wa_ c_ndu©t, sequence acceptance number of great-
ed in strict conformance with aepbeab]e or thai1 or equal to the sequence reJec.
reeul_tlonsunder40 CFR _05.1etseq.._ll Lion number approprlate for the CU-
the dat_ reported llereln are a true and so. mulatlve number of batches inspected.
curate representation M ouchtestins andall The acceptance and rejection numbersother information reported herein is true
a_d a=curete. I am aware o! the penaRles lis§ed In Appendix Z, Table HI at the
a_socl_tedwith vlolatlor_ of the Noise Con- appropriate code letterobtained ac,
troI Act of 1972 and theregu]atior_ there, cording to § _"05,57-2 will be used in
mlder, determining whether the acceptance

or rejection of a batch sequence has
occurred.

(authorized representat)ve) (hi Accoptaime or rejection of a
(b) All Information required to be batch sequence takes place when the

forwarded to the Administrator pursu, decision that _ vehicle Lsa faililng ve-
ant to this section _hall be addressed hlcle is made on the last vehicle re-
to Director, Noise Enforcement DIVI- quired to make a decision under pare,
sion (EN-38'D, U.S. Environmental graph in) of this section.
ProtectionAgencY, Washington, D.C, tel If the batch sequence is accepted,
20460. the manufacture willnot be required
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to perform a_ly additional testing on (e) Any knowing distributlon Into
vehicles from subsequent batches pur- commerce of _, vehlcta whish does not
sunni to the Initiuting te_t request, comply with the applicable stzLndards
(d) The Admirdstrator may terml. Is;_ prohibited ac_.

note testing earlier than required in i4l I_R t5544, Apt, 13, tS'/S,aaamended at
paT_BTaph tb) of thLs nsetJon based on 42 FP. 81460, Dec. 5, 19"/'/;44 T'R s429e,
a request by the manu/acturer cecum- Sept.19. IS'/St
pantad by voluntary cessatlon of dlstrl-
butlon In commerce, of vehicles from _205.57-9 Prohibition on distribution in
the category, con/l_ct_atlon or sub- commerce:manufacturer's remedy,
group In question manufactured at the tat The Administrator well permit
plant which produced the vehicles the cessation of continued testing
Under test: proutded_ That before rein. under _ 205.57-8 once the menu_ctur.
itlating dtstrJbutlon in commerce of er has tal_en the followlna actions:
vehicles from such plant o£ such veh|- (I) Subml_ tt wrftten report which
tie category, con-qgu_tloll or sub. identifies the reason for the noncom-
g/;oup, the mattLifac_urer must take pliante nf the vehicles, describes the
the action described _ t 205,5'/-9 in) problem and describes the proposed
I1)_dia)t2). quMlty control andor quality nsaur-
t41 _ tS_44. Apr. 13, lO'tS_aa amendedat en_e remedies to be taken by the meJl-
s2 l_ St46O, Dee. 5. 19171 ufacturer to correct the problem or

follows the requirementa fop an engi.
0=_05,$7-8 Continued testing, neering change pur_uitnt to |205.55-8,

(a) If a batch sequence is rejected In _d
accordauce with pg_graph (hi of (2) Demonstrates that the speetfi_d
§ 905._%7. the Adznini_trator may re- vehicle category, conflguraUou or sub-
quire that any or _Jl vehicles of that croup thereof has p_sed a retest con-
catesory, configuration of subgroup ducted In accordance with § 905.57 and
thereof produced at tha_ plant be the conditions specified In the In|flat
tested before dLstributlon In corn- test request,

'_._) merce. Ca) The manufacturer may begin
(b) The AdmInistrator will notHy tesling _nder paragraph (a)(2) of this .

the manufacturer In wrltln_ of his section upon submitting such report,
intent to require such continued test- and may cease continued testing upon
ing of vehicles pursuant to paragraph making the demonstration required by
(a) o_ this section, paracraph lai(2) of this section, pro-

_el The manufacturer may request a vided thnt the Administrator Ulny re-
hearh_g on the Issues of whether the quire re_u_nptlon of conthlued test_g
selective enforcement audit was con- if he determines that the manufactur.
ducted properly; whether the criteria er h_ not satlMled the requirements
for batch sequence rejection in of paragraphs (al (I) end (2) of this
| 204._?-7 have been met: end, the up- section.
propriateue_ or scope of a continued (b) Any vebtcle furling the pre-
testIng order. _ the event that a he_.- sc_bed noise emL_sion testa conducted
Ing is requested, the hearing shall puPauant to this Subpar_ B m_y not be
begin 11olater than 18 day_ after the d_tributed In cornznerce until ueens-
date on which the AdmInistrator re- saw adJustmenta or repairs have been
ceded the heaping request. Neither made eJ_dthe vehicle p_sses a retest.
the request for a hearing nor the fact (c) No vehicles of a rejected batch
that a hearing is In progress shall which are still in the hands of the
a/fec_ ._h_ repons/billty of the manLI- manufacturer may be distributed In
facturer to commence and coutinue commerce unless the mauu]acturer
testing required by the Administrator b_ dsmonstruted to the sat_faetlon
pursuant to parugraph (_) of thissec. of the Administrator thut such vehl-
tlon. cles do In fact eon/'orm to the regula-

(d) Any tested vehicle which demon, tines: Except that any vehicle that
strated conformance with the appllca- haa been tested Isnd does iu fact, con-
ble standacds may bb distributed Into form with these regulations may be
commerce, distributed in commerce.
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(4t PR t._fi44. Aer. to, Ig_0, as ameaded _t be infor_tlon of a geher_._ n_t_re. If
-i2_61460. Dec. 5,19771 such Jhformatlon does not receive

205.58 In.use requirements, broad dissemination todealers.(d) All inform_tloh Fequtred to be
._5.58-t Warranly. forwarded to the Administrator pursu,
to) The vehicle mahufacturer who IS ant to this 0ectihn 5hail be addressed

reql_ired to production vertly under to:
this part 5hall include in the owner's Director, Noise Enforcement DivLs_on IEN-
manual or lh other information sup- 30"t), U.S. Envlronmental Protection
piled to the _lltliT_te p_reha.ser the A_ency, .lhl M st, BW., W_hington, D,C,
foi]0wing statemeut; 20460.

• , NOlSZ_tglSSIO_SWAr._j,NIW i4| Pig 15044, Apr. 10, 1978;4t _ 1"/732,
Apr, 26, t_96._ amended _t43 I_R t2006,

cName of vehlcie manufacturer warran_ Mar, 24. love; ¢4 FR 67600,Not,. 27. 1970]
to the first personwho purchasesthis vehi-
cle ]_r purposes other than re_ale and to Q20&58-9 TomQerlng.each_ubs_quentpurchaserthatthisvehicle
aa manufactured bY (_ame of vehicle to) For each modelyearand lot each
m_nufacturerI,w_ deslclled, built and configuration of vehicles covered by
equipped to conform at the time it left this p_rt, the m_J_.ufacturer 5ht,ll
(name of manufaoturer)'_ control With all submit to the Administrator a list of
appl[¢aele U,_, ._PA nDLSI_control regula, those acLq _'hleh. 111the manu[aetur.tlOl_.

Tbt_ _utraht¥ coven th_ vehicle _a de. er's estimation, might be done to the
sl_ed . built and edulPped by ¢name of vehicle In u_e, on more than an coco.
maaufacturer), and IS not limited to any glens] basis, and result in ar_ increr_.se
p_r_Icul_r part, component or _y=tem of the in noise e_l_lona above the standards
vehicle manufactured by tname of manutac, prescribed irl § 205.52. The manufas.
turerl. Defects in thede=l_. _u_sembly,or In Curer should indicate, wherever possf.

i any part, component,or s_/stemoF the vehl. bie, the amount of this increase in¢t¢ _ mo.n_f_ctuted by Iname of vehicle
:'_'_ manuiscturerL which, at the time.l.t Jell _oIse tev_l,

' lname of vehicle ma-nufaeturerrs, control, tb) The above Information shall be
:_ ca_ed noise enll_lo_ levels to exceedFed. submitted to the Administrator wlthtner_l s_ndards, arecoveredby thLSwarreJ%y adequate time prior to the lntroduc.

for the life of the vehLsle, tinn Into commerce of each co_'lgura.
(el Not lgter than the date of sub- tton to allow for the development and

mission of the Droduct verification printing o! tampering lists, a.sprovided
report required by § 205,55-4, the man- in paragreph_ tel and (dl, of this sec.
ufasturer shall submit to the AdminLs. lion.
trat0r two t_.) copies of the written tel On the bmSis of the above Inlet,
noises emission warranty required by matron, the Administrator will develop
paraeraph _al of this section and two a llst of aeis which, in the gdmlnistra.
(21 copies of all other l_formatlon pro- tot's Judgment, constitute the removal
t,lded to the oltlmate Pnrehgser which or rendering InoDeratlve, other than
could reasonably be construed _ is- for purposes ot m_lntenance, repair,
_aetin 8 o_ thewarranty, or replaceme1_t., of llol._e control fie-

eel Not later than ten (101 days after vice5 or elements of deslgm of the vehi-
disSemination, the manufacturer shall tie. Thls llst shall be provided to the
submit two (2) representative copies of manufacturer and may be updated '
aB lninfmatinn of a general nature, er from time to time, The list shall be in-
modifieatlon.s thereto, which is pro. eluded in the statement to the ultl-
V_dedto dealers, zone representatives, mate purchaser as required by pars.
or other agents of the manu,'aeturer graph tdl(.") of this section, If the list
regarding the administration and ab. Is not proelded by the Administrator
plicatlon of'the noise emisston warran, within 30 days of the date on whinh
ty. Information regarding noIse orals- the information required in paragraph
glen warranty,claims which Is provided ta) of this section is submitted, the
to a dealer or representative In re. manufacturer.shall include only the
spor_e to e, particular warranty claim statement In paragraph tdlll) of this
or dealer inquiry is not considered to sevtton until such time as the list has
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been provided and the owner's m_.nu_l _205,_8-3 instrucdnns for mai,tenanee,
is reprinted for other purposes, useand repair•

(d) The manufacturer shall include (at (I) The manufacturer shall pro-
in the owner's manual lhe following vide to the ultimate purchaser of each
information: vehicle covered by chls subparc written

(ZlThestatement: instructions for the proper malnte-
T_MI'ICaINaWFCXNOZS¢CoN:rg0LSyST_I nfl.qce, use and repair of the veh[cis in

FaO*¢ZSZT_ order to provide reasonable _ssurance
of the elimination or minimization of

Pederal law prohlbiL_the Isllow[ng act= or noise emission degTadation through-
tbe caL_in_ thereof: (t) The removal or ten. out the llfe of the vehicle.
define inoperative by _ny her=onother th_ (2) The purpose of the [ilstructlonsfor purpose= of maincenanee rep_in or re-

" placement, ot any device or element ot is to Inform purche.sers and mechanics
design tscorporaced into any newvehicle for of those acts necessary to reasonably
the purpose of noJ=econtrol prior to Its sale a_sure that degl'adatiOh of noise e_ds-
or delivery to the ultimate purchaser or slon level Is elhlHnated or minimized
while it Lsin u_e,or (2) the useo[ the vehl- during the life of the vehicle. Menu-
tie after such device or element of deslg'n lecturers should prepare the hqstruc.
ha= been removed or rendered [noperaUve t[oru_ with this purpose in mind. The
by any person, instruellons should be clear and, to

the extent practicable, written in non.
(2l The statement: technical language.
Amon_ those acta presumed to constitute (3) The instructions must not be

t_p_rlng are the acca listed below, used to secure an uMalr competitive

Itnmedlately followLng tllis statement, advantage. They should not restrict
the manufacturer shall include the list replacement equlpnlent to orlglnaI

• developed by _he Administrator under equipment or service co dealer service.Manufacturers who so restrict replace-

_"_j paragr_.bh (c) of this section, merit equipment, should beprepared toi
(el Any act included in the list pre- make public any performanee speclfi-

'_ pared pu_uant to paragraph (c) of cations on such equipment.
this section is presumed to constitute tb) Per the purpose of encouraging
tampering; however, in any ca_e hi proper maintenance, the manu£actur.
which a proscribed act has been com. er shall provide a record or log book
mltted and It can be shown that, such whlch shall contain a schedule for the
act resulted in no increase in the noise performance of el] required noise
level of the vehicle or that the vehicle emk_ion control maintenance, Space
still meets the noise emLsslon standard shall be provided In this record book
of i 205.52, such act will not constitute so that the purchaser can note what
tampering, maintenance wa_ done, by whom,

if) The provisions of this section are where and when.
not intended to preclude any State or Col Not later than the date of sub.
local Jurisdiction from adopting and mission of the production vertifleation
enforcing its own prohibitions against report required by § 205,55-4, the man-
the removal or rendering inoperative ufacturer shall submit to the Admlnis-
of noise control systerms on vehicles tracer lwo (2) copies of the mainte-
subject to this part. nance instructions (including thq

(g_'/dl information required by this record book) required by paragraphs
sect/on to be furnished to the Admin- (a) and (b) of this section,
istrator shall be sent to the following _d) (I) The Adm/nlstratsr will re-quire modifications to the instructions
address: 1! they are not both necessary and tea-
Director, Noise Enforcement,Division [EN- sortable.

381). rJ,s. Environmental Proteetlon (2l The manufacturers may file a pe-
A_ency, 4st M St. SW.. Wa_hlngton, D,C. tltion for review of such modifications,
204d0. (3) The manufacturer's proposed

ltt FR 15Sit, Apr. t3, 1978,aa amended at [nstructisns shall be provided to the
43 FR 1232_,Mar, 24, 1998] consumer pursuant to §205.58-3(a)(1)-
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..... pending revlew of the proposed (2) Any ocher relevant information,
instructions by the Agency, lneludLng test data,

tel Information required to be sub. tel For the purposes of this section,
mitted to the Administrator pursuant noise emissions may be measured by
to this section shall he sent to the fo]- any test prescribed in § 205.54 for test.
lowing address: lng prior to sale or anY other test

Director, NoiseEnforcement Division tEN- which has been demonstrated to carte.
387L U,S, Environmental Protvctlan late with 'the prescribed test proce-
Agency, 401 M St,, SW,, Wa_hlngton, D,C. dure.
."0460, (d) Any such order shall hejssued

• [41 _ 15544, Apr. 13, 1976. a_ amended at only after notice and an opportunity
42 F_ 61456, Dec, 5, tg77; 43 _ 12326, Mar, for a hearing•

24, 19'/8] (e) All costs, including labor and

g 205,59 Recall of noncomplying vehicles, parts, a.ssociatr_d with the recall and

to) Pursuant to section tdtd)(1) of repair or modification of non.comply.
the Act, the Administrator may issue Ing vehicles under this section shall be
an order to the manufacturer to recall borne by the manufacturer,
and repair or modify any vehicle dis. (f) This section shall not limit the
tr/buted in commerce not in compll, discretion of the Administrator to take
once with this subpatt, any other actions which are author.

(b) A recall order Issued pursuant to ized by the Act.
this section shall be bssed upon a de- A_PEHD,xl
termination by the Adtnlnlstrator that T*.LEt,--S_# J=_¢o_ _,o_
vehicles of a specified category or con.
flguratinn have been distributed in _tc_o ¢_e_,_
commerce which do llOt confoYr/I to 4lea ..................................................................... A
the regulaclena. Such determination 0_o1_.................................................................... 8

16 to 25 ........................................................................ C
i/lay be based on: 26 mr_a_9.t ................................................................ D

(1) A technical analysis of the noise
emission characteristics of the catego.

,"___ ry or configuration in question; or

*_,_ TADtE If,_Samplh_g p/ares [_ inspectl_9 Dateless

T#tl un'_| Cumul6t_l aJlCh m_t_qctton ¢nlt;_
_m_Je _e _ II_ TeSl Mmpm nil 1lit M_kB

Na NO

A ...................................................... Iii ........................................... 0
B ..................................................... t_ ......................................... o

...................................................... 1El ........................................ 0

O.................................................,.,. ill ...................................... (_)
_0 ................................... ( ']

_d .......................................

51h.................................. 10 t

fllh.............................. Ig I
7_ ............................... 14 2

_qalCh i_lpgl_l not _nl_id i( I_1 Mmpl| lU_l,

TAO£E rJll--O_tct_ s_uonce plans

Nue_¢ o_ C.umul_L_

NO NO

2 B • 5
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ADcendix C.

The I_IC regulation promul_ated on October 21, 1974 by EPA

established noise emission standards for motor carriers en_nge_

in interstate commerce [40 CFR 202). The regulation itself does

not distinguish be'tween "haTd" and "soft" sites, although the

difference between these sites was explicitly recognized in the

Preamble to the regulation C39 FR 382129.

The Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety (BMCS) of the Depart-

ment of Transportation is responsible for ensuring compliance

with the IMC regulations. BMCS issued regulations establishing

measurement methodologies _or determining whether commercial

motor vehicles conform to the IMC emission standards (49 CFR 325).

The BMCS regulations explicitly distinguish between "hard ')and

"soft" sites. Table 1 summarizes the relationship between the

EPA emission standards (40 CFR 202) and the DOT enforcement

"_-_h standards (49 CFR 325). Note the 2 dB(A) differential between

'_,_ hard and soft sites.

I Table 1 - Current IMC Noise Levels

i EPA DOT EnforcementRegulatory Levels F dB(A)

I Test. Level dB(A) Hard Site Soft Site
Low Speed 86 88 86

High Speed 90 92 90

Stationary 88 88 86

The distinction between hard and soft sites is responsive

to the need for uniformity and consistency in the enforcement

activities of EMCS. However, this distinction has introduced a

degree of confusion since the IMC low speed and high speed levels,
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86 and 90 dB(A), are "soft" site, whereas the stationary test

! level, 88 dB(A), is "hard" site.

The three aligned IMC levels are explicitly stated as "hard"

site levels. This is intended to eliminate the confusion

associated with having the two operating levels as soft site

and the stationary as hard site. Table 2 summarizes the

relationship between the original and aligned levels.

Table 2

Original Levels dB (A) Aliqned Levels dB (A)

Hard Soft Hard Soft

i Low 88 86 83 81

High 92 90 87 85 !

Stationary 88 86 83 81 i

i i

.... . [O
All analyses in this background document are expressed in hard

site levels.
_E

]
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Appendix D Tire Noise

The issue of tire noise was specifically addressed by the

Agency as part of supporting technical analyses of various

technical issues associated with the aligned IMC levels. There

is a 4 dB(A) differential between the original low speed and high

speed IMC levels in order to account for tire noise at high

speeds. The Agency reviewed information on tire noise that has

become available since the original IMC regulation was

promulgated. The purpose of the review was to assess whether

this 4 dB(A) differential should be changed.

Two reports proved to be particularly helpful:

• "Tire Noise Data Bank," Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.,

Report 4411, June 1980.

"Empirical Model for Predicting In-Service Truck Tire

Noise Levels," U.S. Department of Transportation, Report

DOT-TST-76_5-5, July 1976.

The BBN report, prepared for the Agency's office of Noise

Abatement and Control, presents standardization noise

measurements for 88 sets of tires, including 35 truck tires. The

DOT report, prepared by the National Bureau of Standards,

prssenus information that can be used to predict in service noise

levels for various types Of tires (e.g., ribbed vs. crossbar) on

different types of trucks (e.g., straight truck vs. double axle

F



_-_ trailer). Both reports a_e technical documents and results are

_/ presented for so many combinations of tires, vehicles, and road

conditions that it is no single set of results or conclusions.

Review of data presented in these reports indicated that it

is appropriate to retain the 4 dB(a) differential. This is

particularly true because of the 55 mph speed limit that has come

into effect since the original IMC regulation was promulgated.

Tire noise is a strong function of vehicle speed and a reduction

in speed from 65 to 55 mph reduces the noise of a typical tire by

approximately 2.5 dB. Accordingly, the 4 dB(A) differential

between low speed and high speed tests has been retained.

i

/



APPENDIX E

ASSESSMENTOFENVIRONMENTALNOISE IMPACTBY THE

FRACTIONALIMPACTMETHOD

Adapted, in part, from Goldstein,J., "Assessingthe Impact of Transportation
Noise: Human ResponseMeasures,"Proceedingsof the 1977 NationalConference
on Noise Control Engineering, G. C. Mailing {ed.}, NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia,17-19 October 1977,pp. 79-98.
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APPENDIX E

ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONM[NTAL NOISE IMPACT BY THE
FRACTIONAL IMPACT METHOD

Because noise is an extremely pervasive pollutant, it may adversely

affect people in a number of different ways. Certain effects ae well docu-

mented. Noise can;

o cause damangeto the ear resultingin permanenthearing loss

o interfere with spoken communication

o disrupt or prevent sleep

o be a source of annoyance.

Other effects of noise are less well documentedbut may becomeincreas-

[
i ingly important as more information is gathered. They includethe nonaudltory
)

health aspectsas well as performanceand learnlngeffects. These affects are

documented in the EPA levels document, referenceE-I, which showsthe basis

J _ for assessing the impact of noise exposure on the affected population.

Distributionof Populationand Noise Expsoure

An integralelement of an environmentalnoise assessment is to determine

or estimate the distribution of the exposed population to given levels

of noise for given lengths of time. Thus, before implementinga project or

action, one should first characterizethe existingnoise exposure distribution

of the affected population by estimating the numbers of people exposed to

differing magnitudes of noise. Next, for each project alternative, the

distributionof people who would be exposed to the noise should be predicted

or estimated, The relativeenvironmentalimpactsof project alternativesmay

be assessed by comparing these population noise-exposure distributions.

Adapted, in pant, from Goldstein,J., "Assessingthe Impactof Transportation
_ Noise: HumanResponse Measures,"Proceedingsof the 1977 NationalConference

on Noise ControlEngineering,"G. C. Mailing (ed.),.NASA Langley ResearchCenter, Hampton,Virginia,17 19 October 1977, pp. 79 98.
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This concept is illustratedin Figure E-i which comparesthe estimated

distributionof exposurefor the population prior to inceptionof a hypothe-

J tica] project (Curvea) with the population distributionafter implementation

of the project (Curveb). For each of these two statisticaldistributions,

the numbers of people are plotted versus noise exposure (In the figure,Li

represents a specific noise exposure in decibels on an arbitrary scale),

The figure illustrates that the numbers of people at all comparisons of

populationexposure distributionsallow us to determinethe levels of noise

exposure is greater after the hypotheticalproject (curve b) extent of noise

impact in terms of changesin the number of people exposedto than beforeits

inception(curvea).

.f--_
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FIGUREE-1

_-" EXAMPLEILLUSTRATIONOF THE NOISEDISTRIBUTIONOF
POPULATIONAS A FUNCTIONOF NOISEEXPOSURE
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The intensity or severity of a noise expsosuremay be evaluatedby the

use of suitable noise effects criteria, which exist in the form of statistl-

caliy derived dose-response (or cause-effect) relationships. Using these

criteria, the probability or magnitude of an anticipated effect can be pre-

dicted statistically from knowledge of the noise exposure. Examples of

different forms of noise effects criteria are displayedin Figure E-2. In

general, dose-response functionsare plotted as simple linearor curvilineer

relationships, or combinations thereof. The statistical probabi]ity or

anticipatedmagnitudeof an effect for a given noise expsoruecan be estimated

using the appropriatefunction. As an example, using the linearfunctionin

Figure E-2, the incidenceof a specific response occurringwithina popu]ation

with a noise exposure value of Li as indicated by the veriticalarrowwould

be predicted to be 50 percent.

Environmental noise impact may be assessed by cross-tabulating indices of

_ both extent (number of people exposed) and intensity (severity)of impact.

Such an assessment method requiresan estimate of the impactupon the popula-

tions exposed at each given level, Li, the proportional impact upon the

exposed populationmay be seen by comparingthe number of peop]eexposedwith

the magnitude (or probability)of the anticipatedresponse, The datamay be

expressed by using an array or matrix such as the hypotheticalexamp]e in

Table E-I.
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-- TABLE E-z

5XAMPLEOF IMPACTMATRIXFOR A HYPOTHETICALSITUATION

Magnitude or P'roOabllity
Exposure,. Numberof peop)e of Responsein Percent

Li 1,200,000 4

LI÷I 900,000 10

Li÷ 2 200,000 25

LI÷3 50,000 50

Lt+n 2,000 85

( ..=

' FractionalImpactMethod

An environmentalnoise assessmentusuallyinvolvesanalysis,evaluation

and comparisonof severaldifferentplanningalternatives.Comparingmultiple

arrays of population impact informationis cumbersome,and consequently

evaluatingthe relativeeffectivenessof eachof the alternativescan become

complexand confusing. The comparisonscan be simplifiedby resortingto a

slnglenumber scalewhich is a measureof the noise impact,correctlyincor-

poratingboth attributesof extentandintensityof noiseexposure.

)
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The National Academy of Sciences,Cerlmitteeon Bioacousticsand Biome-

I_ chanics {CHABA),has recommendeda procedurefor assessingenvironmentalnoise

impact which mathematically takes into account both extent and intensity of

noise exposure (Reference E-2}. This procedure is called the fractional

impact method. It computes total noise impact by simply counting the number

of people exposed to each level, multiplying this population number by a noise

weighting, that is assigned to each noise level cocmmnsuratewith the inten-

sity of response to the noise exposure, and summing the results. This proce-

dure yields a single number value which properts to represent the overall

magnitude of the impact.

The purpose of the fractional impact analysis method is to obtain a

single number that defines the impact of noise upon the populationexposed.

This, in turn, facilitates trade-off studies and comparisonsof the impact

between different projects or alternative solutions. To accomplish this

objective, the fractional impact method defines a series of "partial noise

impacts" within a number of neighborhoodsor groups, each of which isexposed

to a specified level of noise. The partial noise impact of each group is

determined by multiplyingthe numberof peoplein the group by the "fractional

impact" of that associated with the noise exposure level of that group. In

the CHABA procedure,the fractionalimpact is proportionalto the probability

or magnitude of an anticipatedresponse based on statistically-deriveddose-

response functions. The total noise impact is then determined by simply

summing the partial impactsof all groups (ReferenceE-2).

In many cases, much of the noise impact is Found in large groupswhich

have noise exposure of moderate severity. Although people livingclose to

._.j! a noise source generallyare more severely impactedthan those livingfurther

away, the lattershould not be excluded in evaluatingnoise impact.

E-7



People exposed to moderate levels of noise experienceadverse impacts,

even though that the magnitude of an individual'simpact may be small. The

/ fractional impact method considers the total impact upon all people exposed

to noise taking into account that some indlvidualsincur greaternoise expo-

sure than others, ascribing more importanceto the more severely affected

population.

To summarize, these are two basic elements of impact assessment, The

impact of noise may be intensive (i,e., it may severelyaffect a few people)

I or extensive (i.e,, it may affect a larger populationless severely). Impli-
cit in the fractional impact concept is that the magnitudeof human response

varies commensuratelywith the degree of noiseexposure,i.e., the greaterthe

exposure, the more significantthe response. Anothermajor assumptionis that

a moderate noise exposure for a large populationhas approximatelythe same

noise impact upon the entire community as would a greater noise exposure upon

1 \_,-J_/a smaller number of people. Because the weightings which produce these

i results are not infalible information regarding the distribution of the

population as a function of noise exposure should always be developed and

presented in conjunctionwith use of the fractionalimpactmethod.

Mathematical Relationships for the Fractional Impact Method

The function for weighting the intensityof noise impact with respectto

general adverse reaction (annoyance)is displayedin Figure g-3 (Ref. E-2).

The curved (or nonlinear) weighting function is arbritrarilynormalized to

unity at Ldn : 75 dB. For convenienceof calculation,the weighting func-

tion may be expressed as representing percentages of impact in accordance with

the following equation:

( _.364 x I0"6 DO 0"I03 Ldn] (E-l)
_' W(Ldn) =

_.2] _00'03 Ldn] + _.43 x i0"4] _00"08 Ldb]
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A simple linear approximationthat is also normalized to unity at Ldn = 75

._ dB can be used with reasonableaccuracy in cases where day-nightsound levels
I

range between 55 and 80 dB. This approximation is shown as the dashed line

in Figure E-3, and is defined as:

W(Ldn) = i 0.05 (Ldn -55) for Ldn > 55 (E-B)

0 for Ldn < 55

Using the fractional impact concept, an index referred to as the Level-

Weighted Population (LWP)"may be derivedby multiplying the number of people

exposed to a given level of traffic noise by the fractional impact associated

with that level as follows:

LWPi= W(Ldni)XPi (E-3)

where LWP i is the magnitude of the impact on the population exposed at

Ldni, W(Ldni) is the fractionalimpact (weighting)associatedwith a

I CD noise exposure of Ldni, and Pi is the number of people exposed to Ldni.

Because a noise impact situation is characterized by a distribution

I of people to different levels of noise, the of the totalexposed magnitude

impact may be computed by determiningthe partial impact at each leveland

summing over each of the levels. This may be expressedas:

LWP = z LWPi = _ W(Ldni)X Pi (E-4)i i

The average severity of impact over the entire populationmay be stated

in term of the Noise Impact Index (NIl),definedas follows:

NIl= LWP (E-5)
Ptotal

"Terms such as Equivalent Population (Peq), and Equivalent Noise Impact (ENI),
.... have often been used interchangeablywith LWP. The other indicesare concep-

L tually identical to the LWP notation.

E-IO



In the case of general adverse response, NIl representsthe normalizedper-

-'_--, centage of total population who describe themselves as highly annoyed.

Another concept, the Relative Change in Impact (RCI) is useful for

cmparing the relativedifferencebetweentwo alternatives. This concepttakes

the followingform. when expressedas a percentchange in impact:

(LWPi - LWPj) (E-6)RCI = 100
LWPi

where LWPI and LWPj are the calculated impacts under two different condi-

tions.

A quantative example of the fractional impact method is presented in

Table C-2.

©
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APPENDIX F

NATIONALROADWAYTRAFFICNOISE EXPOSUREMODEL
' !

This appendix contains a detailed discussion of the National Roadway

Traffic Noise Exposure Model. The discussion begins with a general overrun,

then proceeds to the date groups, the calculations, and assumptions that

underlie the model and its process for connecting noise expsosureto impact.

The model accounts for the distribution of population throughout the

United States, and matches each person to all the roadways within his own

population/density cell, predicting his total noise from these roadways.

The logic flow after model proceeds from vehicles, to roadways,to propaga-

tion, to the noise level experienced at each residential location in the

I f...United States. The analysis continues with the sorting of all person/noise

I _._Jpairs, and the conversion from noise levels to impact estimates. These impact

estimates are then summed into total, nationwide impact.

• I Full details and expansions of this discussion are inlcuded in the

I single volume documentation report of the National Roadway Traffic Noise
ExposureModel (Reference F-l).

I. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL

The model consists of two parts: The General Adverse Response part and

the Single Event Response part. These two parts of the model appear side-by-

side in Figure F-I, to emphasize their similarity.

Both parts of the model start with user-defined input, keyed as _ i in

the figure, For example, such input can include the potential emission

_limits for newly manufactured vehicles as they are typically operated.



Both parts of the model then mathematically combine this user-defined input

.f_wi_h large• quanti_ites of additional data that reside within tilec.J,n,)uter

program. These additionaldata inlc_de noise emissions of other vehicles,as

we]l a3 traffic data, roadway configurationdata, noise propagationdata, and

residential population data."

Both parts of the model then combine these data to predict the particular

noise levels of interest, The General Adverse Response part predicts the

oay-night noise level,Ldn, averaged over a ful] xear. In a parallel

i ': i manner, the Single Event Response part predicts both Sound Exposur_. Level,

Ls and the single-event Equivalent Sound Level, Leq(T), for each vehiclepassby on a typlca_da_/during the year.
: !

,©

• ¸ !
t

I "-_'" The remainder of the discussion _vil]not distinguish between user defined
J input and input data that resides within the program. See referenceF-I f.)r
j further details.
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r

FIGURE F-1 THE NATIONAL ROADWAY TRAFFIC NOISE EXPOSURE MODEL

I
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As discussed previously, the yearly-average noise level correlates

' well with nolse-induced annoyance in and around the ho_ -- that is, with

a person's general adverse response. On the other hand, the noise from

individual vehicles, not averaged into the _Pient noise background due to

other sources, often predicts additional impact due to particularly noisy

or isolated .single events.

As shown in the last module in Figure F-1, the model converts the com-

puted noise levels into measures of estimated impact. The General Adverse

Response part of the model estimates the extent to which people in the United

States will de highly annoyed by traffic noise experienced at or near their

homes. The Single Event part estimates the potential of a single noise source

_--_. (in this case buses) to awaken people from sleep, to otherwise disrupt their

',_ sleep, and to interfere with people's speech at home, both indoors end out-

doors,

In summary, the flow in Figure F-l progresses from user-deflned input,

through the data and mathematicswithin the computer program, to the predicted

noise levels -- and then estimates potential noise impacts. The two parts

of the model estimate two different aspects of noise impact: yearly-average

and single-event. Both aspects are estimated nationwide.

Overview of the Noise Exposure P._edictions:General Adverse Response

Figure illustrates the manner in which noise predictions are made

For the National Roadway Traffic Noise Exposure Model, for General Adverse

Response. The figure is keyed (_ through Q to coordinate with the detai]ed

_ discussions to fol]ow.
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This predicative procedure is best explained by starting with key

Qwhich addressesthe predictednoise exposureFor PersonQl. As shown in

Figure F-2, noise exposuresare predicatedfor Person#2, Person#3, etc.

f'_ essence, the mode] statisticallypredicts the noise for every person

_,n the United States -- a ig74 total populationof 216.7 million persons,

and rising.

Rather than predicating the noise exposure of each individual, the

computer groups people into homogeneousareas by city size and population

density. Similargroupingsoccurthroughoutall blocksin FigureF-2 , though

they are not indicated. The conceptsinvolvedin the predictionmodel are

clearerwithoutthe detailsand approximationsof grouping. Thesedetailsand

aoDroxlmatlonsare postponedfor now.

In essence, then, the model statistically predicts the traffic noise

environment experienced by everyone in the United States. The model does

._'_ke into accountpopulationgrowthfor futureyears.

The noise level at Person #l emanates from a]...._]the roadways within

his hearing. (Key (_) in Figure F-2 . Each roadwayalsohas specifiedas

inbut its averagedaily trafficand its averagemix of vehicletypes. Each

roaowayalso has associatedwith it a largerange of typicalvehiclespeeds.

Although vehicle speeds vary on each roadway from moment to moment, the

=rogramconsiderstheir averagespeed for any given mile of roadway. The

fractions of the total roadway mileage at each of five speed ranges are

specific input used within the computer program, for each roadway.

In addition,each roadwayhas a specific]ane width,a specificnumber

of lanes, and a specific clear-zone width. The latter is generally the

ight-of-way width. It enclosesthe regionwithinwhioh no one lives.
..$
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Roadway noise, close by the roadway, is dependent upon vehicle speed,

average daily traffic, traffic mix, lane width, number of lanes, and clear

I-_ zone width. As this noise propagates outwards from the roadway to the

person of interest, it is influencedby a number of propagation parameters.

Two principal parameters are the distance between the person and the roadway,

and the shielding that intervenes between the person and the roadway.

These two parameters ere specified for each person/roadway pair -- in group-

ings, as mentioned above.

KeyQto Key(_he noise level at each person's residence dependsFrom

upon the source strength of each roadway, and upon the propagation of the

noise from the ro_way.
i
L

In addition to the above parameters, roadway source strength also

depends in part, on a number of other factors. As noted in Key Q each

• roadway contatns a sertes of vehfcle types. Each vehtole type operates in

four _ode5, numbered in the Figure. These'modes are: acceleration, decelera-

tion, cruise and Idle. Each vehicle spends a definite fraction of its time

in each of the four modes. These fractions are specified for each operating

mode and separately ?or each vehicle type. Then each mode fraction is split

into the five speed fractions specific to that roadway (Key Q again).

The final entries at Key Q are
the noise emission levels. These

dlf?er for each of the four operating modes, and for each of t_e flve speeds.

These emission levels are a user-defined input, and are keyed therefore as []

In the Figure. 5peoifioally, the user defines the noise emission levels for

new vehicle sales in any given year. Then the computer adds those ve_icles

-- to the ones already on the road, and depletes the general population of

vehicles by those vehlcles that retire from service.
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The noise emission values put into the model constitute the mechanism

; by which we can investigate consequences (impacts) of a potentia] vehicle

; _ noise emission regulation. The model is applied for successive years, as

more and more of the ouieter vehicles are introduced into service, The
!

i year-to-year effect on predicted noise imoact is a direct measure of the
I
i
j effectiveness of a regulation. (Figure F-2 does not indicate this year-to-
}

! year application.)

In practice, then, Figure F-2 flows from top to bottom, For the regu-

I fated vehicle type, emission levels corresponding to the regulatory levels

I are entered, separately for the four operating modes and separately for

1
the five speed ranges within each operating mode (except Idle), As shown in

i

i Figure F-2. sixteen values of emission level are entered for each vehicle
I

i type,

: i _ These emissions are combined with the fractions of time spent by that

vehicle type in each mode/speed, to obtain that vehicle's contribution to

I the traffic noise, The computer carries out these calculations for each!
I vehicle type on that roadway. Then all vehicles are combined for Roadway #i,
I accoroing to the average daily traffic and vehicle mix,

This process is repeated for each roadway type.

Each roadway's noise is then propagated to each person's residence, At

each residence the noise levels from all roadways are combined into one total

noise level.

This entire process is repeated for all persons in the United States

,j (approximated by residential population density information),as shown to the

right at Key _ in Figure F-2.
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Figure F-3 l)lustrates noise pred'tction flow chart for the Single

[vent Response portion of the model. Differences between Figure 6-10 and

Figure F-3 are few, Put important. Here, only one vehic]e type or class is

S-_xamined at a time, since only its passby noise is assessed.

Key Q data requirementsare identicalto the GeneralAdverseResponse

portionof the model.

At Key (_ , only the averagedaily traffic for that vehicletype is

required,rather than the full trafficand vehiclemix. Also at Key (_ ,

buildingnoise isolationvaluesare needed to propagatethe noise from out-

doorsto indoors. These buildingnoise isolationvaluesare specifiedinp_:ts.

The major differences between the Single [vent and General Adverse

Response portions of the model occur at Key (_ , For each person, the

single-event equivalent sound level, Leq(T), is computed for indoors, both

_.._/ly and night, and for outdoors, day only. These predictions then apply to
the fractlonof timethe averageperson is at home day/nlghtand indoors/out-

doors. In addition, the sound exposure level, Ls, is computed for indoors,

both day and night -- and then applied to the fraction of time that person is

asleep,eitherday or night.

Key (_ summarizesthe typesof noisecalculatlonsmade.

Overviewo? Noise ImpactEstimates:GeneralAdverseResponse

The flowchartfor noiseimpactestimatesof the GeneralAdverseResponse

portico of NationalRoadway Traffic Noise Exposure.Modelis presented in

Figure F-4 . The Figure is keyed (_ through (_) , to coordinatewith the

discussions.
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,,,_L_p _ oT moou_es, _ey _ aup1_¢ates the bottom set in Figure

F-2, It consists of all the person/noisepairs for the entireUnited States,

as predicted by the model.

J_ At Key Q , this very large set of person/noise pairs is sorted by

--_ noise level. For ex_ple, all the persons in the U.S. exposed to an outdoor

E Ldn of 55 dB are grouped together in this sorting process. The next

set of Poxes (top of Key _ ) results.

The top of each module in Key Q contains all the persons exposed to

that particular noise level. Noise impact is calculatedby multiplyingthe

number of people exposed at each noise level by the fractionsnext shown in

the Figure (middle of Key Q ). These are the fractionalweighting values

used to represent the number of people expected to be highly annoyed by that
)

particular noise level. (See the subsection entitled "HEALTH AND WELFARE

CRITERIA - GENEPJ_LADVERSE RESPONSE"for explanatlonof the fractionalweight-

i ing values.) These fractions are essentlallyzero at 55 dB, and increase to

I nearlyunity around 75 dB.
!

' ®! To complete the mathematics at Key , the number of people exposed

L times the appropriatefraction or weighting equals the Level Weighted Popula-

I tion (LWP) for General Adverse Response (equation8) for each noise exposure

I band. For example, if 28,000 people are exposed to an Ldn of 50 dB, then
q this number of people, times the fraction 0.25, yields an LWP of 7,000. This
1

number shows that not everyone is impacted to the same degree primarily

because some may be less susceptlb]e to noise intrusion. These fractions

summarize,therefore, the variabilityamong all persons in their reactions to

the same noise level.

As _he final step in the impactestimate (Key Q), the expected impacts

at each exposure level are added to obtain the total expected impact in the
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UnitedStates. The resultingnumberis the totalLevelWeightedPopulation

(LWP). It combines population and noise level into a single impact value.

Also at Key 0 in Figure F-4 are the impactestimatesfor the remain-

der of the 4G-yeartime stream. As more and more of the quietervehiclesare

introducedinto service,the estimatedimpac_shoulddrop. The change in this

impact from year-to-yearis a directmeasure of the regulation'sbenefit.

To rerun the program for subsequent years, additional nolse emission

valuesmust be entered. The computerwill then add thesequietervehiclesto

the ones alreadyon the road, and will deplete the generalpopulationof

vehiclesby thosevehiclesthat retirefrom service. These sales and deple-

tion rates residein the computer. In addition,the model also accountsfor

changesin UnitedStatespopulationeachyear.

Overview of Noise Impact Estimates: Single Event Response

_-, Figure F,S illustratesthe logicflow that providesimpactestimatesfor

_"'Y; the Single Event Responseportionof the model. OifferencesbetweenFigure

F-4 and Figure F-S are minor. Here, each personis exposednot Just to one

noise level,but to a seriesof single-eventnoise levelsthat occur over a

typical24 hour period. In other words, each person is paired with many

noise levels,each predictedas describedearlier. After sorting,then, the

tabulationof Key _) is not of persons,but is of noise events. A single

person will be exposed to many noise events, all sorted by noise level.

The fractionsin Key Q are the fractions(or probabillty)of these

singleeventsthat are expectedto actuallyimpactthe personwho is exposed.

The measuresused representthe potentialto awaken peoplefrom sleep, or

otherwiseto disruptsleep,or to interferewith one's speechcommunications.

:..j_,; (See the subsection entitled "HEALTHAND WELFARECRITERIA - SINGLE EVEN1

RESPONSE"for explanationof the fractions).

............................ F-I_
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separately,

If, DAT_ GROUPS

As mentioned earlier, the computerprogram groups much of its data.

......_h grouping occurs throughout all modules in Figures F-2 and F-3 though

groupingis not indicatedin eitherflgure,

The groupingof data withinthe modelappearin Table F-l for:

The 14 vehicletypes

The 4 operatingmodes

The 5 speedranges

The 6 roadwaytypes

The 9 populationgroups

The 4 population/densitygroups

The 33 population/density"cells"

The 40 years of the time stream
! 7-',

Vehicle types v_re selectedbased on thoseused for all EPA studiesof

roao.aynoise. They are stronglysuggestedby similarityin noise emission

within a type, due to similarityin engineeringor operationalcharacteris-

tics.

Operatingmodes are based upon extensivevehlc!_noise tests and appro-

priate data reductionmethods (ReferencesF-2 to F-l). Speed ranges are

based upon these sametests.

Roadway types are the functional categories of the Federal Highway

Administration(ReferenceF-S).

Populationgroups are based on the data base assembledby the Federal

-")hwsy Administration(ReFerencesF-5 to F-?))andwere refinedusing1970census

F-15
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• ' .......... TABLE c- t DATA GROUPS WITHIN THE MODEL

PARAMETER GROUP NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION

Vehlclt Car/8/autometic Pliuangorcar. 8 cylinder, gill,
Typ_t iutometic

C&r/811utomatic Passengqrcar, 8 cyrincflr, gill,

_ automatic
] Car/mJnual Pauongercar. E or 8 cvIinder,

-.,_," g||r re|nUll

Car-LWauto Pa.eng@rcar a=qalight truck,
4 eyffnder, gel, automatic

Car-LT/mlnuaf Pa.engor car and fight trulik,
4 cylinder, gill, mlMuilt

LT Light truck,6 and E liy_Jndar,glul
Cilr-kT/dietal PIsHnglr car ilnd Irght truck,

diel01
MT M_gdlumtruck, r,_o ixla

(GVWR 1O,O00 Ib)
I HT HHW tru=_, throe or more axl¢l

(GVWR 26,000 fbl
Int@rliJty13ul JntllrcityDuE
Trimit bul Transit hUl
S¢t_oolbus School bus

UnmeetMO Unmodlfl_i motorcycle
Mod MC Modifi_ motorcylile

Op_Bratlng AccelnraUon Accelerationfrom zero to speed"S '°
MO=_I O=cill¢r=tion Oe¢_faratlonfrom sp_ad"E" tO zero

Crul_ Ctuiz_ at speed"S"
Kill ldlo

,_ 51:eo¢l 20 mph Lnl than 25 mph
I' Riln_l| 30 mgh 5¢twaen25 and 36 mph

40 mph i]etween3§ and 4fi m_h
50 mpl_ Eo_ean 4S an{I 55 mrm

: 60 mgh Mote than 56 mph

ROIChNÁ¥ Intilrltlte PBrFHWA definition
' Typ_IS Highweyl

' Freewayslind Per FHWA definition
Ex!oteuwayt

Mljor Arterials PerFHWA definition
Minor Artertllll Per FHWA definition
CoJl_0ts PerFHWA definition
Locgl _OlClllnd PerFHWA definition

Stre_s

Populltton Population over 2M
GrouPs 1M to 2M

50OK to 1M
2OOKto SCQK
100K tO 2OOK
50K to lOOK
2EK to §OK
5K to 25K
Rurll cereals
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DATA GROUPS WITHIN THE MODEL (CONTINUED)

GROUP NAME TYPEDESCRIPTION

1. High Morethan4 499 g_oplePer
squiremile

2. Modium-to-High 3,000 to 4,498 peopleper
squaremile

3. Low-to-Medium 1,500to 2,999 peopleper
iqu_lremile

4. Low Le. than1,500peoplepar
s_u=romile

1 Popul=ltionover2M, highdensity
2 Same,medium-to-hi_il dlnllty

3 Same,low-to-medium density
4 Same,lowdensity

5 1M to 2M, highclonlity
6 Sam=,medium-to-hi_ d|nlJty
7 Same, Iow-tOmmlldium _l_nlity

S Same, row density

9 500K to 1M, host1donsity
10 Same,medium-to--high donlity
11 Same,low-to-medium doniity
12 Same,lowdensity

29 5K to 25K,highdensity
30 Same, medium--to-high density
31 Same, Iow-to-qlledlum density
32 Same, lowden=try

33 Rural,lowdamity only

1974 Forpredictionof future impact
1975
1978
1977

2o13
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data (Reference F-8). Population density groups were also based upon these

same Federal Highway Administration and census publications,

.....' These two latter groups are then combined into pop/density "cells"

shown next in Table F-I. Thirty-three of these pop/density "cells" result,

I since the rural population group is paired with only the Iow-denslty group.

These pop/density "cells" contain among them the entire U.S. population and

also the entire U.S, roadway mileage. They therefore provide the structure

} for matching each person in the United States with the roadways that produce

i the noise at his residence.
[

I Lastly, Table F-I shows that calculations are performed for all years

I withinb a 40-year time stream. A baselineyear is selected._ For thatyear,

i

all data (such as traffic counts, roadway mileage, population densities) are

explicitly put into the computer program. Then for future years, these

(_ _)data are factored upward, if appropriate,to account for growth.

The data groups within Table F-I interrelatewithin the model in complex

ways as discussed in the following more detailed discussions.

)

"" For this analysis, much of the data was entered for 1974. These data
\._ were applied to later years after suitably adjustingfor growth.
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m

Oetails of Vehicles (Figures F-2 and F-3 , Key _).

The model contains 14 vehicle types, listed in Table F-!. For each of

these vehicle types, the model uses for computation a set of noise emission

levels (ELs) that reflect operating modes, speed, and selected years.

Noise emtsslon levels may also be entered for the regulated vehicle of inter-

esm (orothervehicletypes,if appropriate).

A vehicle's emission level is a measure of its total noise output.

Technically,it is the noiselevelmeasuredat a positionperpendicularto the

side of the vehicleand at a distanceof 50 feet.

The vehicleemissionlevelis a functionof vehlcletype,operatingmode,

and vehiclespeed.

£mission levels, f(ve_i¢letype,o erat mode, (F-I)

|_peed' _ear)
L--_5 L_beseyear + 4 user-chosenyears

Eduation0-1 shows the functionalrelationshipbetween emissionlevels

I and the parametersupon which emissionsdepend. In other words, the noiseemissionsvary for eachof the 14 vehicletypes;for each vehicletype, noise

variesfor each of the 4 operatingmodes;and for eachmode,noisevariesfor

each of the 5 grouped speeds. Since the idle modehas only one speed (zero),

thisfunctionalrelatlonshipyieldsX6 emissionlevelsfor each vehicletype,

for a total of 224 emission levels.

These 224 emissionlevelsare used to describethe averageemissionsof

each typeof vehicleoperatingon roadwaysin specifiedyears.
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The complete set of emission levelsused within this regulatoryanalysis

f'_'_ appear in Table F-2 (Reference F-9), Each of the noise emission values in
y

this table representesan energy-averagelevel. The energy average represents

a time average of the tlme-varyingemissions for vehicles accelerating and

decelerating. In addition,each energy average emission level is derived from

a level-average emission level and a standard deivation, _', of the level

about that average. It is assumed that the scatter of levels among a11 the

vehicles of each vehicle type is Gaussian, and thus the energy-averageemis-

sion level is computed as (Reference F-tO):

Energy-averageEL o Level-averageEL + 0.115 :r2 (F-2)

Again, as indicated in equation F-2, sixteen emission levels are defined for

(_eacb vehicle for each of four selectedyears.

In each year of interest, the model adds new vehicle sales to the vehi-

cles already on the road, and depletes the general population of vehicles by

those that retire from service. Only the new vehicles added each year are

built to the reducedemission standard. For example, new trucks added for the

years 1975 through 1977 would have ig74-value noise emissions, while those

introduced during 1978 to 1986 will have reduced noise emissionsas shown by

the 1978 column. Trucks added in later years would have the reduced noise

emissions given in the 1986 column unless the model were operated in a mode

that assumed otherwise.
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._._.,-_ " TAUL[F-2

fiASELIHEV[tl]CL[ NOISECNISStONUAIAA
(Source: Reference F-9)

Type I: CarlB-CyltnderlAotllmdt Ic Type ;t'_ Car/6-Cylil)dor/A,L(_,dt ic

AcceIerat Ion mode _ AcceleraLIon Node

#

Years> ' 1974 ' ' ' ' ' Years> ' |074

0-20 MPli ' 59.60 ' J ' ' 0-20 NPII ' 60.60 ' '
0-30 * 61.50 ' ' ' O-30 62.50 ' '
0-40 ' 63.10 , , ' ' 0-40 63.90 _ ' '
O-SO ' 64.90 ' ' ' ' 0-50 65.50 ' ' ' '

e J0-60 _ 66.00 ' * , o 0-60 ' 67.10 ' ' ' '

I J

Deceleration Node ' DeceleroLIon Mode
I J

Years; ' I974 * ' ' ' ' Years> 1974 * '

-n ' _0-0 HPtl ' 50;50 ' ' ' 20-0 MPII' 50.50 '
' 30-0 ' 56.10 ' ' ' ' ' 30-0 ' 56.10 ' ' ' '

40-0 ' 60.10 ' ' ' 40-0 ' 60.10 ' ' '
' 60-0 ° 63.20 ' _ ' ' ' 50-0 ' 63.20 ' ' '
' 60-0 ' 65.60 ' ' ' ' ' ' 60-0 ' 65.00 ' ' ' ' '

I o I J

Cruise Node Cruise Mode
6 I 0 0

<25 MPH ' 59.00 _ ' _ ' C25NPII ' 59.80 ' '
• 25-34 ' 62.40 ' ' 25-34 62,40 ' ' '
' 35-44 ' 66.40 ' ' ' 35-44 66.40 ' ' '
' 45-54 ' 69.50 ' ' ' ' ' ' 45-54 ' 69.50 ' ' ' ' '
' >55 ' 72.00 ' ' ' ' ' ' >550 ' 12,00 ' ' ' ' '

6

' Idle Nude ' " Idle Node
• i * i

' Years> ' 1974 ' Years> 1974 '
'........................................... ..... ...I '..................................... ..... .......... J

' ' 46.00 ' ' ' ' 46.00 ' '

*Levels at 50 feet froJn vehicle



_+.+) l,_t+. -2 co,t, )

Type ]: Car/6-Cylinder/Ha,lue) [ype 4: C_r alld LlyhL Truck/4-Cylinder/A.Ll..,itic

Acceleration Hodu ' ' Acceleration Mode
0 i

Years> ' |974 ' +Yoars> 1974 '

O-20 ItPII ' 60.30 + ' 0-20 HPlt ' 62.90 '
L1-30 ' 02.50 ' ' 0-3() 64.30 '
Q-40 ' 64.00 ' ' J 0-40 65.40
O-50 ' 65.60 ' ' ' ' 0-50 66.60 ' ' +
0-60 ' 67.20 ' * ' ' + 0-60 ' 68.00 ' + ' ' '

I I

Oecoleratlon Modu _ _ 0ecoleratlon Mode
J i I

' Veers> + 1974 ' ' ' _ Years> + 1974 ' ' '

20-0 i4Pll + 50.50 ' ' ' ' 20-0 MPtl ' 50.50 ' ' ' +
30-0 ' 50.10 + ' 30-0 56.10 ' ' '
40-0 + 60.10 ' ' ' 40-0 60. IO ' . .

pa 50-0 ' 6).20 ' ' + ' + 50-0 ' 0].20 ' ' ' '
I,+ 6C1-0 _ 05.00 ' ' ' ' ' 00-0 ' 65.60 ' ' '

I J

Cruise Hode + Cruise Hode
I s

<25 flPll + 55.60 ' * + ' <25 flPH ' 59.00 ' + + '
25-34 ' 62.40 ' ' ' 25-]4 ° 02.40 ' + '
35-44 ' 50.40 ' ' 35-44 ' 55.40 ' + ' '
45-54 ' 09.50 ' ' _ ' ' 45-54 ' 69.50 ' ' ' ' '
>55 ' 72.00 ' ' ' ' ' )550 ' 72.00 ' ' ' '

J

' Idle Hode IdleMode '
J iI I

+ Years> ' 1574 + ' _ + Years> 1974 '

' ' 45,00 ' ' ' 46.00 ' '



_2rAOLEI- ,(cont,)

Type 5: Ca¢ end Light Truck/4-CyllnderlManudl Type 6: Li�llt Tr.ckl6-Cyllnder

0

' Acceleration Node ' ' Acceleration Node
i oJ I

' fears> ' 1974 ' ' Years> ' 1974 ' '

' 0-20 _ll _ 62.60 ' ' J 0-20 HPll ' 63.30 * '
' 0-30 ' 64.60 ' ' ' ' ' 0-30 ' 65.10 ' ' '
' 0-40 ' 65._ ' ' ' 0-40 ' 66.50 ' ' '
' _50 ' 67.30 ' ' ' ' ' 0-50 ' _.20 ' '
• Q-60 ' 65,70 ' ' ' ' ' ' 0-60 ' 69._ ' ' ' ' ' '
'...............................................--.--.' '...--.................. .... ......... ...... .... .... e
¢ ' is

' Deceleration Mode ' Deceleration Modo '
¢ i¢ i

' Years> ' |974 * ' ' ' Years> 1574 ' '

' 20-0 _11 ' 61.70 ' ' ' ' ' 20-0 MPtl ' 53.40 '
' 30-0 ' 57.30 ' ' ' 30-0 59._ ' ' ' '
' 40-0 ' 61.30 ' ' ' ' 40-0 ' 63.00 ' ' '
' 50-0 ' 64.40 ' ' ' ' 50-0 ' 56.10 ' ' ' '
' _-0 ' 67._ ' ' ' ' _-0 ' 50.70 ' ' ' ' '

a 1o

Cruise Mode ' Cruise Node '
J 1o l

' Years> ' 1974 ' ' ' ' Years> ' 1974

<25 _ll ' 61._ , , , , , (2 5 MPII ' 62.70 , , ,

' 25-34 ' 63.60 ' ' ' ' ' ' 25-34 65.30 ' ' '

' 35-44 ' 67.60 ' ' ' ' ' 35-44 ' 69.30 ' ' ' ' '

' 45-54 ' 70.70 ' ' ' 45-54 72.40 ' * ' '

' >55 ' 73.20 ' ' ' ' ' ' >550 74._ ' ' ' ' '
'........................----..... ..... ............_..I '-...-..................................... ...... ....J

i Idle Mode I Idle Hode
I ii i

' Yeers> ' 1974 ' ' ' Years> ' 1974 '

' ' 46.00 ' ' 46,_ ' '



/ Type 7: Car and Light Truck/Olusui Type (]: Medium Trucks '..... -............................................. L;_L
g

Acceleration Rode Acculerat ion Mode
0 u

' _eors;, ' J974 ' ' ' ' ' Years> ' L974 ' 1918 * JgLL6 '

' 0-20HPll * 65, 30 = ' J ' ' 0-20 RPd ' 75.10 ' 75.10 ' 74.B0 '
• 0-30 ' 66.70 ' ' ' 0-30 75.50 ' ?5.60 , 15.30 '

0-40 ' 6/.50 ' ' ' ' * 0-40 ' 76.20 ' 76.20 ' 75.90 ' '
' 0-50 * 50.40 ' ' 0-50 ' 76.80 ' 75.80 _ 75.60 ' '
' 0-50 ' 59.40 ' ' ' ' ' ' 0-60 ' 77,70 ' ?7.70 ' 77.50 ' ' '

J i I

' Deceleration Hade ' Oeceier_t.ion Mode
I I i o

' Years> ' 1974 ' ' ' Years> ' 1974 197fi ' 1986 '

' 20-0 RPll ' 52.30 ' * J ' ;_0-0 MPII ' 65.00 ' 55,60 o 65.50 *
' 30-0 ° 57.90 ' ' ' ' ' ' 30-0 ' 70.00 ' ?O.OO ' 69.80 ' '
' 40-0 ' 61.90 ' ' ' ' ' ' 40-0 73.00 * 73,00 ' 72.70 ' '"rl

z ' 50-0 ' 55.00 ' ' ' ' 50-0 75.10 ' 75.]0 ' 74.90r_
q_ ' 60.0 ' 67,60 ' ' ' ' ' ' _0-0 ' 75.80 _ 7t_.80 ' 76.?0 ' '

J o i

' Cruise Mode ' _ Cruise Mode '
I i o o

'--------------..----.-.-.....--......................' '.............._..........._............. ..... ........ J

' Years> ' 1974 + ' ' Years> 19/4 1978 1906

<25 MPll _ 51,50 + _ , ' <25 MPil' 17.20 ' 77.?0 ' 70.90 ' +
+ ' 25-34 ' _94.20 ' ' ' 25-34 ' 77.20 ' 77.Z0 ' 75.90 ° '

' 35-44 ' 50,20 ' ' ' 35-44 7fi.,]O ' 78.10 ' ?7,90 ° '
' 45-54 ' 71,30 ' ' ' 45-54 80.20 ' 00.20 ' _.00 '
' >55 ' 73.80 ' ' ' ' ' ' >55 ' 81.70 ' BI.lO ' 81,50 ' ' '

I I

' Idle Mode Idle Mode '
I a p i

'.-----..................................... ...... ...I I 6

' Years> ' 19?4 ' _ ' Years> ° 1974 ' 1970 ' 1986 ' '

' ' 45.00 ' ' ' ' ' 54.00 ' 54.00 ' 54.00 '



IAgLf_]:- 2 (C_mL.)

iype 9; Iluavy Trucks Type 10: Intercity Iluses

AcceleraL Ion Mode ' AcceleraLion Node
I

.........-....................... ..... . ..... .......e a....... ........... ....... ...... ..... ..... . ..... . ....... I

Years> ' 1974 ' 1978 ' 1906 ' Years> 1974
.....--.................----..........................' ................................... .... .-......* ....... t

0-20 MPII ' 02.70 ' 7fl.90 ' 75,90 ' ' O-2ONPII ' a1.60 ' '
0-30 ' O2.t]0 ' 79.10 ' 76.30 ' O-30 ' 02,OO ' '
0-40 ' 03.00 ' 79.60 ' 77.[0 ' ' ' 0-40 ' I]2.30 ' ' ' '

.0-50 ' n3.40 ' _]0.40 ' 78.40 ' ' ' ' 0-50 ' 112.60 ' ' ' '
0-60 ' 04.00 ' 81.50 ' BO.lO ' ' ' ' 0-60 ' 02.80 ' ' ' ' '

o z

' DeceleraLlon Hode * ' D_cei_r_t.JofTHQde
e i i

' Years> ' L974 ' L978 ' 1906 ' ' _ ' Years> ' 1974 " ' ' ' ' '

' 20-O NPII ' 73.90 ' 70.20 ' 67.50 ' ' ' 20-0 NPH' 68.10 ' '
39-0 ' 77.30 ' 73.90 ' 71.40 ' ' ' 3D-0 ' 71.40 ' '

r_ ' 40-0 ' 79.60 ' 76.50 ' 74,40 ' ' ' 40-0 ' 73.80 ' '
cn ' 50-0 ' 81.40 ' 78.60 ' 77.00 ' ' ' 50-0 ' 75.60 ' ' '

' 60-0 ' a2.70 ' 80.40 ' 79.10 ' ' - ' ' 60-0 ' 77.10 ' ' ' ' '

' Cruise Hode ' ' Cruise Mode '

Years> ' 1974 ' 1978 ' 1996 ' ' Years> ' 1974

' <Z5idPII ' 83.60 ' 79.80 ' 17.00 ' <25 MPII ' 76.00 ' +
' 25-34 ' 03.40 ' aO.O0 ' 77.70 ' 25-34 ' 76.Q0 '

35-44 ' 04.20 ' BI.50 ' 79.90 ' ' ' ' 35-44 ' 71J.40 ' ' '
J J * I i' 45-54 ' _5.70 ' _3.7D ' 92.60 ' 45-54 ' B0.20 ' '

' >55 ' 06.80 ' 85.50 ' 135.00 ' ' ' ' >55 ' 131.70 ' ' ' '

Idle Hode Idle Mode
o

' Ye,zrs ' 1974 ' 1979 ' 1996 ' ' ' ' Ye,zrs> 1974 '

' 63.00 ' 60,00 ' 57,00 ' ' ' 62.00 '



.... Type ll: Transit 5uses Type 12: Scht_oltlltsus

Aceelerat Ion Mode Accelerat ion Mode

' Years> ' 1974 ' Years> ' 1974

J 0-20 MPtl * 81.00 ' ' ' ' 0-20 NPII' 17.60 '
0-30 ' al.O0 ' ' ' J 0-30 ' 7U.IO ' J
0-40 ' 01.10 ' ' ' ' 0-40 ' 10,40 ' '

' 0-50 ' 61.20 ' ' ' 0-50 ' 70.50 ' '
' 0-60 ' ' 81.50 ' ' ' ' ' J 0-50 ' 79.40 ' ' ' ' '
'........--..............--....... ....... ..... ....... .i I......... .......... .................. ............... ...J

I i

Decelerat.lon Mode ' ' Deceleration Mode
I

Years> ' 1974 ' ' ' Years> ' 1974 '

20-0 HPII ' 63.70 ' ' ' ' ' ' 20-0 MPII' 63.70 ' ' '
30-0 ' 67.fl0 ' ' ' _ ' 30-0 67.60 ' ' '

m 40-0 ' 70.rio ' _ ' ' ' 40-0 ' 70.60 ' ' '
_a 50-0 ' 72.90 ' ' ' ' ' 50-0 72.90 ' ' '

i
o_ 60-0 ' 74.70 ' ' ' ' ' ' 60-0 ' 74.70 ' ' ' '

i e I

Cruise Mode _ Ci'eisn Mode
i 0 I J

'................................. ...... . ...... .....g '......_................. ................. ....... ....... I

Years> ' 1974 ' ' ' ' ' Years> ' 1974

' (25 MPII ' 73,00 ' _ ' ' <25 MPil' 73.00 ' ' '
' 25-34 ' 73.00 ' ' ' ' 25-34 ' 73.00 ' '

z
' 35-44 ' 75.00 ' ' ' 35-44 ' 75.00 '

I I
' 45.54 , 78.]0 , , , , , , 45.54 ' 78.10 '

6 I s 6' >55 ' 79.50 ' ' >55 ' 79.90 ' '

I o

' Idle Mode ' Idle Mode
i a J

' Years> ' 197"4 ' ' ' ' ' Yeers> ' 1974

• ' 50.00 ' ' ' 50.00 ' '



TA_LEF-2 (coot.)

lype I3: UnanodlfiedHotorcycle_ Type 14: Nodified Hotorcycles

= =

Acceleration Node ' Acculerat Ion Hode
=

' Years> ' 1974 ' |901 ' 1903 ' 1986 ' Years> ' 1974 '

' 0-20 RPII ' 73.30 ' 71.50 ' 68.50 ' 66.50 * 0-20 RPII ' 87.50 ' *
' 0-30 ' 74,90 ' 73.10 ' 70.10 ' 58.10 ' ' ' 0-30 89.10 ' '
' 0-40 ' 75,40 ' 73.60 ° 70.50 ' 69.50 ' ' ' 0-40 ' 09.50 ' '
' 0-50 ' 75.70 ' 73.90 ' 70.90 ' 68.90 ' _ ' 0-50 ' 99.90 ' '
' 0-50 ' 75.90 ' 74.10 ' 71.10 ' 69.10 ' ' ' 0-60 ' 90,10 ' ' . ' '

#

Dece|eratten Rode _ ' Decelur_tlen Mode
I =

' Years) ' 1974 ' 1981 ' 1903 ° 1986 ' ' ' Years> 1974

' 20-0 RPII ' 61.50 ' 59.70 ' 56.70 ' 54.70 ' ' ' 20-0 RPO ' 76.70 '
' 30-0 ' 65.90 ' 64.10 ° 6l.lQ ' 59.18 ' ' 30-0 ' 00.10 ' °"rl

/ ' 40-0 ' 69,00 ' 67.20 + 64.20 ' 62.20 ' ' 40-0 ° 83.20 ° ' '
"_ ' 50-0 ' 71.40 ' 69.60 ' 66,60 ' 64,60 ' ' ' 50-0 ' 85.60 '

' 60-0 ' 73.40 ' 71.60 ' 68.60 ' 66.60 ' ' ' 60-0 ' 87.fi0 ' '

=

' Cruise Rode ' Cruise Rode
J I

years> , 1074 , 190[ , 1983 , 1906 Years:, 1974 ,

<25 HPII ' 66.90 ' 65.10 ' 62,10 ' 60.10 ' ' <25 RPtt ' 81.10 '
25-34 ' 71.30 _ 60,50 ' 66,50 ' 64.50 ' ' 25-34 ' 05.50 '
35-44 ' 74,40 ' 72.60 ° 69,60 ' 67.60 ' ' 35-44 ' 80.60 '
45-54 ' 76.00 ' 75.10 ' 72.10 ' ?O.lO ' ' ' 45-54 ' 91.10 ' '
>55 ' ?0.90 ' 77.10 ' 74.10 ' ?2, IO ' ' ' >55 ' 93.10 ' ' ' ' °

4

Idle Rode ' Idle Rode '
= J

Years> ' 1974 ' 1981 ' 1983 ' 1906 0 ' Years> ' I9?4

' 58.90 ' 50.20 ' 55.20 ' 53.20 ' ' ' 72.00
m 6



...... Thesaie's'rate and the vehtcle depletion rate are discussed further in

the following subsection.

In addition to noise emission levels, the model considers the fraction

/_f time each vehicle spends in each of the Four operating modes. These mode
J

fractionsdependalsoupon the roadwaytype,as shownin equationF-3.

. [ ponly lO ! _4
Frac_lon of

time in mode _oadwaytype) perating

•f(vehlole type, mode, (F-3)

!
/ _only 2

It should be noted that the mode fraction does not vary for all 14

vehicle types, but is the s_me for severalof them. Similarly,it does not

vary for a11 of the roa_ay types,but regroupsallroadwaysintotwo groups

for this purpose.

The functlonalrelationshipin equation 0-3 yields 80 values. These

values are contained in 14 _ables, three of which are inc]uded.hereas

Table F-3. Speciflcally,Table'F-3documentsthe modefractionsfor the three

bus vehicletypes. The remainderof the tables are contained in Reference

F°l. This informationcontainedin all 14 tableswas extrapolatedfromRefer-

ences F-3andF-4.

.... Oetailsof Roadway(FiquresF-2 and F-3 Key Q)

The model contains@ roadwaytypes,as listedin TableF-l. For eachof

t_ese roadwaytypes,themodel containssix specificpiecesof data:

o Fractionof mileageat eachspeedrange

o Averagedaily traffic

..... o Trafficmix

F-28
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TABLE F-3(cont.) Mnde Fraction (Percentof "fime)in Operating Mode: hbtercityBuses

J i ! I J t

' ' OPERATINGMODE ' ' i '
i | I I 6 l

AcceIeratlen Deceleratlon Cruise Idle Total

Roadway
Type

M-I M=2 M_3 M-4

J J I i I

I 5.00 5.00 85,00 5.00 I00.00

J
2 5.00 5.00 R5.O0 5.00 IOO.O0

0

3 5.00 5.00 85.00 5.00 IO0.O0

4 13.00 I/.O0 55.00 14.00 iO0.O0

5 13.00 l/.O0 56.00 14.00 100.00

6 13.00 17.00 56.00 14.00 ]00.00
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o Lane width

o Number of lanes

o Clear-zone width

) In actual fact, each roadway has a large range of speeds associated with

it. Although vehicle speeds vary on each roadway frommoment to moment, the

program considers only the average speed For any given segment o? roadway. In

other words, within each population area the program distributes all the

mileage of a given type of roadway intothe fivespeed groups, based upon that

mileage's average speed. Resultlngis the fractlon o? roadway mileage in each

of the five speed groups for each populationarea.

These fractions of mileage contain only those miles that pass through

occupied land areas. Other mileage is exc]uded before distribution into

speed groups. This mileage exclusion was computed using Figure A.2.2 o?

Reference F- 1 .

/-'_\

vJ Next, the program multiplies these mileage fractions by the total

mileages, to ootaln the number of miles of that roadway type in the given

speed group on a natlonalbasis.

J5 I _6
Number of miles In J.
a given speed group - f(speed group,roadwaytype, (F-4)

populetion,populatlon
density)

_4 L9

This allocation of roadwaymileage by speed group is also a function of

the two population groups shown in equation.F-4. These populationgroups are

discussed further below.

F-32
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.......... _4l-Ull| +111_ eglILUI+#I_I r_ld_lonsnlp _t_lQS _O values for each spee<:l

group, for a total of 1080 values. The complete set of values fs contained

in a set of 20 tables (Reference F-l,Table A.3.2), two of which are included

here in Table F-4.

.......> A partial summaryof these 20 tables appear in TableF-5. ?here the

total roadway mileage through occupied land is split by populatlon and

roadwaytype. Informationconcerningspeedoroupingand groupingby popula-

tion density is not presented in Table F.5, although included in the 20

tables.

Next,the programcontainsaveragedailytrafficfor eachof the roadway

types,

Averagedaily I
traffic - (roadwaytype,placepopulation, (F-5)

yearJ
>base year + 8 selected years

k

I .,'-'_ For the baseline year, this functionalrelationshipyields 54 values

J (ReferenceF-B).These appearin TableF-6.
IV)

1
h

Each of these trafficvalues is then furtherdivided by vehicl_type,

) The resultingtrafficmix appearsin TableF-7 (ReferencesF-llto F-15).

l
* only8 I • 6i |

1974 Trafficmix = f(vehlcletype,roadwaytype, {F-6)
population)

_only4

These data are sufficientto define vehiclemix for the baselineyear

1974. To predictfuture-yeartrafficmixes,however,a breakdownof vehlcles

by their year of productionis carriedout. This"breakdownresideswithin

. j the computerprogram,and appearshere as TablesF-8 and F-9 (see Figure
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.............. TABLEF-4

ROADWAYMILEAGEDA_'A
AVERAGETRAVELSPEED20 MPH

IO,,l

._,. HIGHPOPULATIONDENSITYAREAS

K-I 2 3 4 5 6 Al]K

J - i 0 3 16 41 37 94 191
2 0 1 21 /1 71 172 342
3 O 1 4 11 12 31 59
4 0 3 17 45 42 119 225
5 O 5 24 58 61 149 291
6 0 B 29 67 69 171 341
7 O 1 0 14 15 33 69
8 0 3 27 59 63 140 292
9 0 0 0 8696 6159 215859 230716

ALL J> O 28 144 9064 6529 216768 232533

ID • 2

MESIUMTO HIBHPOPULATIONOENSITYAREAS
i

K=I 2 3 4 5 6 A11 K

._) ',f-" J = 1 B 78 438 1089 989 2494 5090 I
2 1 19 59 201 203 491 974
3 1 6 31 84 95 242 459

: 4 7 69 360 963 886 2514 4799 ,
5 2 23 110 273 283 699 1390
8 1 18 99 229 233 5/9 1159
7 1 10 97 210 228 504 1050
8 1 16 154 336 364 804 1675
g O O O O O 0 0

ALL J> 20 239 1348 3381 3281 8327 16996

J ] • Populatlonover 2 milllon(M) K _ = IntersCateHighways

J 2 • 1 M to 2 M K 2 • Freeways and Expressways

J 3 • 500Kto 1 M K 3 = MajorArterla]s

J 4 • 200Kto 500K K 4 - MinorArteria]s

J 5 - lOOKto 200K K 5 - ColleCtors

J 6 • 5GKto lOOK K 6 - Local Roadsand Streets

J 7 = 25K to SOK'

..j_ 8 = SK to 25K" 9 • Rural
F-34



........ FAIILEF-5 Di_Lrib.LIollo[ IteddPIlle,_Oe.Awrage DailyTrdttic(_llr)_J_dl)dlly
V_l,l¢le Hiles Traveled {OVHT) by Place Size (d) rind iloddw_yType {g)

IIOAI)I_AYTYPE

' 0]'1i[0 E'HAY ' HAJ00 HiNOII
' iATEOSFAFE d EXP'I_A? ' AIITEIIIALS AOTEOIALS' COLI,ECIP_{5' LI)CAI.

>2H ' APt ' 74.066 ' 66,470 ' 10.768 ' 0,315 ' 3,703 ' 1.129
8VHT ' 149,502,260 ' 116,256.038 ' 105,071,248 ' 131,369,445 ' 48,626,682 ' 95.114,063

to ' AOr 60.228 ' 32.548 ' 17.397 " 6.890 ' 3.496 ' 656
2H ' DVMF _ 112.566.132 ' 49.760.706 ' 09.698.932 ' /0.490.662 ' 36.035.760 ' 42.42_1.760

50OK' Hlles 1,471 ' 739 ' 4,034 ' 6,320 ' 1,190 ' 41,456
[o ' ADT 46.997 ' 34.036 ' 16.350 ' 8.045 ' 3.760 ' 612

'_ IH ' DVHT 60.414.569 ' 25.152.604 ' 65.992.206 ' 50.844.400 ' 27.034.400 ' 31.801.152

i __ 200K ' Hlles '. I 743 ' 1.070 ' 5.566 ' 8,560" 7,807 ' " 50,2[2 '_o ' AOF 40.367 ' 20.812 ' 16.029 ' 8.470 ' 3.812 ' a39 '

'_ 500i_ ' DVHT ' 70,359,581 ' 31,001,712 ' 09,217,414 ' 75,579,430 ' 30,103.364 ' 48,073,428 1

lOOK_ HiIos ' " 854 ' 003 ' 3,851 ' 5,502 ' 5,714 ' 36,697 '
to ' Aor ' 32.190 ' 22.904 ' 14.004 ' 7.301 ' 3.207 ' 649 '

20OK' OVNT ' 27.490.260 ' 10.456.152 ' 57.352.943 ' 40.170.102 ' 18.701.018 ' 23.816.353 '

50K ' Hlles 512 ' 600 ' 3.335 ' 4.445 ' 4_534 ' 29.2_14'
to ' ADr ' 21 913 ' 19,971 ' 12.376 ' 6.057 ' 2,017 ' 645 '

lOOK' DVNT ' l .219.458 ' 11.902.600 ' 41.273.9E0 ' 26.923.365 ' 13.225.678 ' 18.000.11)0 '

25K ' Hlles ' 307 ' 447 ' 4.282 ' 5.377 ' 5.828 ' 33.454
to ' AGT ' 23.251 ' 16.875 ' 11.304 ' 6.430 ' 2.484 ' 631

' 50K ' OVHT ' 9.230,647 ' /.543.125 ' 40.745.208 ' 29.197.110 ' 14,476,752 ' 21.109.479

' 5K ' Hflos ' 099 ' 1.099 ' 9.652 ' 12.124 ' 13.130 ' 75.431
' to ' ADT ' 18.205 _ 13.244 ' 0,922 ' 4,265 ' 1.946 ' 495

25K ' DVHT ' 16.367,144 ' 13,343,016 ' 86,115,144 ' 61,507,620 ' 25,550,900 ' 37,338,345

' ' Hiles ' 31,744 ' 85,716 ' 155,547 ' 435,517 ' 307,0L7 ' 1,942,733

i Rerd|i APT ' 13.700 ' 4,623 ' 2.523 ' 899 ' 370 ' '30
[IVIIT ' 434,992,800 ' 396,265,068 ' 392,445,081 ' 307,174,613 ' 113,929,290 ' I90,307,834

HoLe: ADT-DVHT/HIlesIs tile derived quality.



TABLEF-6

AverageDai_yTrafficIADT)
By RoadwayType (K)and PlaceSize(J}

BasellneYear1974

K-_ Z 3 4 5 6

J-] 74886 66470 18768 9315 3783 1129

2 60228 32548 17397 6898 3496 656

3 46997 34036 16359 8045 3760 672

4 40367 28812 16029 8470 3812 839

f 5 32190 22984 14984 7301 3287 649

6 21913 19971 12375 6057 2917 645

7 23251 16876 11384 5430 2484 83]

8 18206 13224 8922 4255 1946 495

9 13700 4623 2523 889 '370 98
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........ TABLE :-/

PercentageVehicleMix in TrafficFlowby Place Size
and FunctlonalRoadwayClassificationBaselineConditions

URBA/IPLACESSIZES: Over 2M; IM-BM;500K-IM

/_ VEHICLETYPE ROADWAYTYPE (INDEXK)r
I

..... Light Vehicles 87.52 87.62 gl.B2 90.52 90.Sl 95.76

MediumTrucks 2.11 2.11 3.05 4.31 3.61 1.16

Heavy Trucks 9.17 9.17 4.03 3.11 3.82 0.99

[nterclty Buses 0.03 0.03 0.03 O.O0 0.00 0.00

Transit Buses 0.08 0.08 O.O8 0.54 0.54 0.54

School Buses 0.00 O.O0 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02

Unmodified
Motorcycles O.B8 O.B8 O.B8 1.32 1.32 1.32

Modified
Motorcycles 0.]2 0.12 0.12 0.18 0.18 0.18

URBAN PLACESSIZES: Over20OK-SOCK;IOOK-BOOK;5OK.lOOK

VEHICLETYPE ROAONAYTYPE (INDEX K)

_ 1 2 3 4 5 6

Light Vehicles 87.64 87.64 91.84 90.7l 90.70 95.98

MediumTrucks 2.11 2.11 3.05 4.31 3.61 1.18

Heavy Trucks 9.17 9.17 4.03 3.11 3.82 0.99

Interctty Buses 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

TPanstt Buses O.04 0.04 0.04 0.30 0.30 0.30

School Buses O.O0 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.08

Unmodifie_
Motorcycles O.B8 0.88 0.88 1.32 1.32 1.32

Modified
Motorcycles 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.18 0.18 0.18

_ TOO'TO0']ou.uu _

NOTE: Som_columns do not add up go exactly 100 because of rounding

]{"__Cate Highways K 4 • Minor Ar_erlals

13_l2 Freeways and Expressways K B • CollectorsMajor Artertala K B , Local Roads and Streets

J
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- ............. IAUL__-/ (cont.)

PercentageVehicleMix in Tra?ficPlow
by Place51ze and runctlonalRoadway

URBANPLACESSIZES: 25K*SOK;5K-25K

f-'_VEHICLETYPE ROADWAYTYPE (INDEXK)

_'_' i 2 3 4 S 6

LightVehicles 87.67 87.67 91.67 90.34 90.33 95.61

MediumTrucks 3,11 2.11 3.05 4.31 3.61 1.16

HeavyTrucks 9.17 9.17 4.03 3.11 3.82 0.99

Intercity Buses 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00

TransitBuses 0.05 O.OS 0.05 0.21 0.21 0.21

School Buses 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.52 0.52

Unmodified
Motorcycles 0.88 0.88 O.BB 1.32 1.32 1.32

Modified
Motorcycles 0.12 0.12 0.12 O.1B O.1B O.1B

_ lO0.O0_ _

RURALAREAS

j'_ ROADWAYTYPE(INDEXK)
v

1 2 3 4 5 6

Light Vehicles 79.67 79.67 85.78 88.27 93.33 96.74

HediumTrucks 2.74 2.74 3.80 4.39 0.56 0.41

Heavy Trucks 16.1B 16.16 8.99 S.14 3.91 0.65

Intercity Buses 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00

TransitBuses 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

School Buses 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.70 0.70 0.70

Unmodified
Motorcycles 0.88 O.BB 0.88 1.32 1.32 1.32

Hodlflecl
Motorcycles 0.12 0.12 0.12 O.1B 0.15 O.lB

TO_ TO_ TO_ 1"_ _ TO_

NOTE:So_ columnsdo not add up to exactly lO0 becauseof rounding r

)
J F-38 ;
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TABLEF- 8

Baseitne Year (1974) Vehtcle Population
by _del Year and Vehtcle Category

.... 4odeT Ltqht [nterclty Transit School
Year Vehtcles Trucks Buses Buses Buses _torcyeles

1974 13,959l'_B24 447,576 1,479 12,571 58,226 518,315

1973 14,599,524 457,770 2,246 8,706 47,511 579,971

1972 13,145,920 387,705 1,886 4,819 38,378 522,226

1971 11,107,210 281,879 1,084 3,319 28,263 443,740

1970 11,003,084 274,759 13,905" 42,057* 184,460" 437,103

1969 11,161,141 291,911 443,380

1968 10,274,987 229,451 408,177

" " -_'967 8,581,706 211,166 - 340,911

1966 8_461,220 211,814 - 336,125

1965 7,397,575 185,276 293,871

.......".... 1964 5,151,096 152,266 204,629

1963 3,658,626 121,684 145,340

1962 2,348,827 97,573 93,308

1961 1,187,288 69,094 46,317

1960 883,563 70,227 - " 35,063

1959 506,559 59,871 - " 20,129

1958 2,100,082" 370,391" 83,436*

*Population fncludes a11 vehfclee In thts model year and oTder,
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TABLEF-9

OistribuCion of Vehicle Population by Vehicle Type
forMode]Years1974and Earlier

Vehtcle* Fraction of Vehtcle Category Population

....... Type] 0.4673
Type 2 0.1420
Type 3 0.0167
Type 4 0.0168
Type 5 0.1603
Type 6 0.1 514
Type 7 0.0005

Total

Type 8 0.6146
Type 9 0.3854

Total

Type 10 1.0000
Type 11 1.0000
Type 12 1.0000

Type 13 0.8800
f--_ Type 14 0.1200

Total

" See Table0-2
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A-4.2 of' Reference r-1 derived From References F-13 and F-14 Table ._-8 pro-

vides vehfc]e information tn six vehicle groups, while Table F-9 further

_ubdtvtdes these groups tnto the total of 14 as Illustrated in equation
F-?,

I '1' i ,17
1974 vehtole mtx- f(vehJcle type, _odel year) CF-7)

The average daily traffic is also derived For future years. First we

account for new vehtcles sold each year that increase the average dally

traffic.

Vehtcle sales = F(vehicle type, ) (F-a)

This functional relationship Illustrated by equation F-e r_presenta

growth Factors relative to sales tn 1974 (see Figure A-4,2 ot Reference_-lfnr

/'-_ro_Ch factors of veht¢]es other than buses, derived from ReFerencasF-13and
v

r-J.4. For future years, the. average daily traffic ts also depleted as shown by

equation F-9 by those vehicles that retire From service (Reference_F-13and

F-14,

Percentageof _only 2 t---_20
vehicles rettring r• f(vehtcle type, vehicle age) (F-s)

Examples of thts depletion rate are contained In Appendtx G of Reference F-1.

Table r-lo presents vehicle population by type for each year. Thts table

takes into account vehicle sales and depletion rates.

In summary, average datly traffic flow plus vehicle mix starts at the

1974 values (baseline) For each roadway (equations F-5, F-e, and F-7), Datly



traffic flow grows according to new-vehicle sales (equation F-s}, and fs

depleted by the number of vehicles rettrlng (equation_-g), As the traffic

changes in this manner, all new-vehicle sales consist of noise-regulated
• ...... vehicles -- where such vehicles have been specified (equationPo]).

For the Single Event Response part of the mode], the average daily

traffic flow and vehicle mix is used in the same manner as above. However,

the noise tmpact From only one vehicle Wpe at a time is computed°

The basic roadway configuration appears in Figure P-6. A roadway ta

shown to the left, with the adjacent land extending to the right.

Each roadway type consists of a definite number of travel lanes, of

definite width, then a clear zone of definite width, and then occupied

land.

i , Lane width = ?(re (P-lO)
V

, _only 2
Number of 1

travellanes - f(roadway'type) (P-ll)

_6 _g

[ { 1 i (P-z2)Clear-zone width • f(roadway type, popu at on size,
population density)

I ,+

Lane widths are 15 feet For interstate roadways and 12 feet for a]1

other roadways. The numberof travel lanes is two for all local roadwaysand

?our for all other roadways. The clear-zone widths are more complicated

functions, as indicated in equation_-12 . The clear-zonewidths used in the

model appear in Table _-ii; The definition of the clear-zone distance Is
.,,

_.j based upon the best information currently available (ReferencesF-S, P-? and

F-16).



TAOLEt_-Jo

VEIIII;LE POPULATIONIIY TYPE

' IyI_E 0 I 2 ' 3 * 4 5 6 7 ' I) 9 J 10 _ IX., 12 13 I ]4 I AL L TYPE5
i

Cylinders I 0 6 5&O ' 4 4 6&O ,'

Ee,Q|ne ' Gas Ga_ Gas ' Gas ' 0a5 Gas Diese]'
, # e e

Trans- J Auto- Auto- M_n- ' Auto- ' Man....... ' .....................
in|ssfo,I * matic nl_LI¢ ua| * m_t|c ' ua]

'VEil, Type>' PC PC PC ' PC&L T , pC&L T LT TRK' PC&LT 'I4ED 111K'tlVY TRK' ]C 5US' Tit 5US'5C0 OUS'UH HTCY'MD MTCV'

' UNIT _ HILLION5 ' TENSOF TIIOUSAND5 * HILLIONS '

V_Ize"

1974 50.50 17.53 2.]0 7.76 20.13 , 15.01 0.06 2.4l 1.51 2.00 5.05 35.60 4.35 0.50 J34.59

]900 05.13 21.41 E.69 11.]5 22.Y4 , 25.85 0.11 2.87 1.00 ].63 0.90 49.14 4.44 0.61 150.41
a

1905 57.21 20.03 3.fi9 23.04 25,74 ' 32.23 0_16 3.38 _ 2,12 2.10 12.34 02,55 5,76 '. 0.79 157.9]

1000 45.50 35.04 4,78 37.58 29.40 34.04 0.19 3,70 2.37 2,43 14,16 ' 67,43 7,00 1.00 204.17

]995 42.44 41.52 5.00 47.]3 33.21 41.35 0,23 4,10 2.02 2.72 15,37 ' 70.]3 9,40 1.15 276,4]

2000 45.73 46.60 6.2E 52,82 33,21 41.35 0.23 4.61 2.09 3.01 16.4Z , 77.51 10.53 1.44 750.]0

3005 50.45 51.44 6.07 50.31 40.57 45.64 0.25 5.09 3.19 3.31 17.40 ' 75.50 1].30 1.04 275.52
J

2010 55.69 56.70 7.50 64,37 44.78 50.37 0.28 5.62 3,52 3.60 15.54 ' 70.19 11,61 1.55 303.[0



FIGURE P-6

ROAD|4AY TRAFFIC NOISE EXPOSURE OF LAND AREA

/ SOUND LEVEL AT EDGE OF CLEA,I ZONE

A

, " I T _ j.SDUND LEVEL ATTENUATION

,.__. ua_ "_/ WITH DISTANCE>1
dSWAND_I- _

.,M_ ,_," /De;a-°/ A.,""
,_,," z / _tt_--°°,/ 4_'-

_/;_ / .
"/ r-

DISTANCEFROM ROADWAY

r=.

NOTE: LAND AIIEA AND POPULATIONIS UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTEDON IIOTII SIDESOF IIOAI]WAY.



• '_Jear-zones consist of the area between the roadway pavement and the

adjacent, occupied land. These clear-zones include parking lanes, end

sidewalks, In all but the rural population group, clear-zones also include

front yards of residences -- but only along arterials, collectors, and

_. local roadways. For interstates and freeways, clear-zones include the

right-of-way adjacent to the roadway pavement.

Details of Propagation (Figures F-2 ariaF-3, Key _'_)

Propagationof bus noise from the roadwayinto the adjacent occupied land

is influenced,in part, by:

o Oistance

o Ground effects

o Shielding

For persons close by e roadway, the roadway appears relatlvely straight.

The roadway also appears "inflnitely long" to nearby persons. Both these

S-"_. approximations are made for a11 roadway propagation calculations in the

'_...Jmodel. Therefore, the only geometric quantity of concern is the perpendi-

cular distance between the person and the roadway.

The model utilizes a random process to determine the perpendicular

distances between all roadways and all persons. In essence, the model distri-

butes people randomly over a we11-definedland area (lying wholly outside the

clear-zones for each roadway), and then the distribution of perpendicular

distances is calculated. The details of this distance calculation are

presented in the following subsection.

Once the distance between any person and roadway is determined,then the

noise propagation can be measured in terms of this distance, the attenuation

characteristicsof the interveningground (the clear-zone), and the shieldlng

___ provided by interveningbuildings.
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To determinegroundattenuationthe model assumesa noisedivergenceof

3 dB per distancedoubling from the roadway (llne sources),and 6 dB per

distancedoublingfor individualvehiclesas theypass by. In addition,the

_--%lelassumesan excessgroundattenuationof 1.5 dB per distancedoubling
"_,,¢/

over absorptiveclear-zones.

F-e_nly 2 Conly 2
Ground attenuation= f(roadwaytype, populationgroups) (F-13)

Such excessattenuation Is assumedfor:

o Interstate roadways plus freeways and expressways for place popula-

tion groups over 25,000 people

o Major and minor arterialsplus collectorsand local roadways,for

placepopulationsoverEO0,O00people

Average shieldingdue to interveningbuildlngsis assumedto depend only

the widthof the clear-zone,and the populationdensityas illustratedin

,_uatlon

Building shielding - f(clear-zonewidth, (_-z4)
populationdensity)

L--,B
The buildingshieldingand groundattenuationfactorsare combinedwith

the 3 dB or B dB per distancedoubling. The resultingpropagationcurvesare

providedin FigurasF-7 and F-e. FigureF-? appliesto roadwaylinesources

(wherethe source is made up of a streamof vehicles),and is used in the

GeneralAdverseResponsepartof the model. FigureF-e is for individual

vehicle point sources, and ts used in the Single Event Responsepart of the

model, Attenuation values extracted from these curves are used by the

;_.computerto calculatethe propagationof the noiseinto occupiedland,start-

_.j_g at the edge of the clear-zone. (SeeReferencesF-Z,F-Z7and F-ZBfor more

detaileddiscussionsof the propagationratesused.)
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The Single Event part of the model accounts for building attenuation so

that indoor noise can be predicted. To estimate indoor noise levels from

outside noise sources, the sound attenuation offered by building walls and

/_') windows is calculated, Although dwelling walls effectively attenuate sound,

windows generally provide poorer sound insulation from exterior noise. When

windows are open the difference between indoor and outdoor noise varies from 8

to 25 dB; with windows c)osed, the attenuation varies From 19 to 34 dB, end

with double-glazed windows, noise may be reduced as much as 45 dB. Average

differences between values for open window and closed window conditions are 15

dB and 25 dB respectively (Reference F-_e).

The analysis assumes an attenuation value of 15 dB for the suburban

single-family detached and the suburban duplex dwelling areas (assuming window

open condttions), and e value of 20 dB for other dwellings to accmunt for the

attenuation of outdoor noise by the exterior shell of the house (assuming a

mixture of windows open and closed). These attenuation values represent an

average between summer and winter, and new construction and old construction.

Building noise I P g { b4
isolation • f(populatton, population density) (F-15)

The building noise Insulation values used in the computer analysis are

presented in Table F-z2.

of Receivers {Figures r-2 end F-3 , Key._)Details

First, each person in lthe United States is assigned to one of the 33

pop/density "cells" of Table F-z. These ce]ls are defined by (1) the total

population in the citytownarea where that person lives, and (2) the popula-

tion density in his neighborhood within his city/town/area. These assignments

•_ to pop/density cells reside within the computer program, and appear here in

_J Table _-zl. The land areas of each of these pop/density cells also appear in
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................ •............ _, ,4.., .......... *_ ,_, ...,_. : • ,, ,_, ,_... , ,, ,_., _ • .............. . ............ •....................

j !" / TN]LE F-12 ....

Building Exterior Noise Reduction (in decibels)
by Place Size (Index J) and Populaiclon Densiicy Area (Index ID)

4 0 I I 0 I a I I I

' Popu]aiclon ' ' ' ' PopulaL|on Place Size. Index J ' '
' 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 J 5 ' 6 ' 7 ' 8 ' 9

' Densi Icy
' Area Over ' IN = 500;< b 200K * ]00K ' 50K _ 25K _ 5K ' Rural

Index, [O 2N _ 2H _ IN _ 500K _ 200K _ lOOK _ 5OK : 25K _ Areas

' I Itfgh Density 20,0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.P 20.0 20.0
I

' 2 Hedlun; to 2D,O 20.0 20.0 15,0 15.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 15.0
' litgh Density "

!
L. ' 3 Nedfum to 20.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

' LOWDensity
l

' 4 Lo_ Density 20.0 15,0 15.0 15.0 15.0 ]I.O 15.0 15.0 15.0
l



TAIILE F-13

DISTRIDUTIOIi OF POPULATIONAND LARD AREA BY PLACE SIZE
(INDEX J) ANDPOPULATIOXDENSITY CATEGORY(INDEX ID)

7...........l ;..... _..... ;...................................3 4 5 ;...........6 ;...........7 ;..... _..... ;........... ; ..... 9 "
]H * 5(]OK ' 2001{ ' lOOK ' 50K ' 25K * 5K ; Urban '

' Psrameter ' >2H ' -214 J -IH ' -50OK , -2001{ ' -1001{ ' -501{ ' -251{ ' Total ' Aural

' 1 _ Population * 5.61 * 2.10 0.36 1.51 * 1+16 1.07 ' 0.47 ' 1.85 a 14.23 ' 04.10'
• * Araa * 134.2 * 272 * 03 * 215 * 279 4 329 * 50 * 220 * 1570.2 ' 3,476,930
, ' pt ' 64,711 ' 13.451 ' 9,360 ' 9,35Q _ 5.031 ' 13.091 ' 13.091 ' 16.980 ' - ' 10.0

• 4 2 ' PopulAtion ' 22.20 ' 4,00 ' 2.04 10.43 ' 2.93 ' 2.12 ' 2.90 ' 4.97 * 51.03 O.D
I 5 i I a I z . J . JArea 3570 775 480 4558 1305 1119 0.95 1261 13970,0 0,0

J ' p* * 12,63A ' 9,092 ' 6,957 ' 3597.0 ' 3,304 ' 2,063 ' 8,500 ' 10,601 * - '

I i I i i I t o I ¢ I | ¢•._ ,c 3 P_pulAtlon 21.5_ 11,13 0.40 6.75 0.114 4.53 3,51 0.46 71.20 0.0
_' ' Ar_a ' 0350 ' 5000 ' 4420 ' 5790 ' 5265 * 4195 ' 2230 ' 4527 ' 39012,0 ' 0.0
----'_-- ' p* ' 6,107 ' 5,014 ' 3,842 ' 2,264 * 2,011 ' 1,612.0 ' 4,690 ' 6,271 ' - '

' _ ' 4 ' Population ' 0.0 ' 5.35 ' 5.30 _ 0.0 ' 0.0 ' 0.0 ].92 ' 2.70 ' 15.27 ' 0.0
J i 6 J J _ I 4 0o0 ¢ J i *Area 0.0 4039 4504 O.O 0.0 2769 5020 17202.0 0.0
' ' ' p" ' - ' 2,505 ' 2,336 ' - ' - ' - ' 2.147 ' 1,673 ' - *

5 I * i 6

' Total Pop.l_lon 49.40 ' 22.66 16.09 ' t8.70 ' 10,93 7,71 ' 8.00 ' 17.98 ' 152.52 ' 04.10
i Torsi Area ' 12064.2 ' 10215,0 ' 95fiI.O ' 10503.0 ' 6050.0 ' 5539.0 ' 5953.0 11020.0 ' 72574.2 ' 3476010

To_41popul_tion - 216.7_),_tlllon
Total land ArAA - 3 549,512.2 square miles
p* • PopulAtlon/(Araa) (Area /:Actor , Adjusted Population Density In PeoplAper 5qu_re Hfle



the table. The model distributes the 1974 U.S. population of 216.7 million

people over 3.549 millton square miles.

f_ In Table F-13 , population densities have been computed by dividing the

""'"Population" by occupied land area. This occupied land area excludes bodies of

water, airports, roadways themselves (including their clear-zones), parking

areas, and open spaces. The conversion from total area to occupied area is

termed the "area factor" within the model, It Is the fraction of total land

area that is occupied. By this distribution, the average population density

is 2,099 people per square mile for urban environmentsand iB people per

square (nilefor rural environments(see Figure A.2.2 of Referencep-z).

i The data in Table F-z3 are based upon 1974 populations. For future

years the population densities are assumed to increase as population grows.

Population I =g yCr'"--" growth factors = f" I t"• {popu a 1on, ) (F-Z6]
L

The functional relationship of equation O-IG yields the 81 growth factors,

presented in Table F-Z4. Growth factors were derived from the Bureau of

Census' (Series I) assumption of an immigration and fertility rate based upon

historical trends.

As discussed above, each person is assigned to one of 33 population/

density cells. Each cell also contains a definite mileage value for each of

the six roadway types (see Tables F-4 and P-S). The total mileage within each

cell is used to compute the noise level to which persons in that cell are

exposed.

To compute this noise level, the distance between people and roadways

'-j'must be estimated. This estimation is done statistically,since the precise

distance distributions are not known.
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" _ ....... _" fA||l E 1_'--] 4

PtqJuidLJon GrowLh F_c[ors hy Place Stze

AI_EA TYPE iJ |

I I I. l I I I
I Z I 3 i _ l b l t, I 7 U l '_ ! ALL

................ J ...... 1.... L ...... 1 1 .__:. ..... 1 ...... 1_._
I I i I I I I

@LA rF 51Z[. [JV[k IOUO- I §CC- | 200- | iO0- | 50- | _§- 5- |
lrlOuSAtIO$ 2000 2000 i fOOD I §00 i Zoo | IOU I 50 25 I J_U/_AL

............. 1 L L ....... L ...... 1 ............... 1 1

Ve:AI_ VARJAIILE VUP I ¥L" AJCl/PIJ@ _ IJASEL I NEI

Icn |gT_ 1.00 l.O0 1,1)0 1.o0 l,OC l,OO l,OO 1,00 1o00
kn

l_i;U I.OU Io07 l.O/ 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.0_ 1.02 lolZ

lgD5 lotb 1.1_ 1ol4 1.0_ t.O_ 1.04 l. Ote 1.0_ 1.22

l_gO 1.,_2 1.22 1.22 l.Ob I .O5 L.D:= 1.05 1.05 l,.tl

lgg5 1o2'_ 1.2'_ 1.29 J°O? 1 .O? 1.07 1.0"1 1.07 1.39

200U l. Ji_ J,.Jb l.J6 hOt_ 1.00 l.O0 l°O'_ I°0_ 1 ._,il

lO0_ l*_-I l°kk 1._,_ 1.10 1.10 1°10 1.10 i.lO 1,51

2,010 1o :JO Lobl 1._1 1.12 1 • 1.2 1• 12 I. 12 1° IZ 1.£,_

•| 20l_ 1,55 l. Sb l. Sb 1.1._ 1°13 1.13 1.1_ l.l] 1.10



First the cell's occupied land area is divided by the roadway mileage

.tth_n that cell to determine the area allotted to each roadway mile. This

area is then split in half and placed on each side of a one mile length of

_oadway, beyond the clear-zone. The far edge of this portion of land area is

shown as the cutoff distance in Figure r-s.

All persons within the cell are then randomly assigned a particular

roa_ay mile. They are then distributed uniformly on both sides of that one

mi|e of roadway, between the edge of the clear-zone and the cutoff distance.

This assignment determines each person's "primary" roadway -- in essence, the

roadway closest to that person's place of residence.

Statistically, this random distribution of all persons, over a wel_-

defined area, determines each person's distance to his primary roadway.

Each person is also affected by noise from other roadways within his

_-"_ell. These are called "secondary" roadways. To compute secondary-roadway

noise exposure the distance between the receiver and these roadways is also

determined statistically.

The assumption is made that each secondary.roadway distance is greater

than the cutoff distance computed for the _'primary" roadway. In other words,

it is assumed that each person is within the cutoff distance For one and only

one roadway, his "primary" roadway. All others are Further away. This cutoff

distance then provides a minimum distance for the random distribution of

personsecondary-roadway combinations.

The maximum distance between persons and roadways obvious]3 depends upon

the shape of the land area that comprises that person's cell. If the cell is

......._ar-circular in shape, then the maximum distances are not extreme. On the

"_other hand, if the s_ape is very long and narrow, then the maximum distances

could be huge. Thus the approximate shape is assumed to be rectangular, and
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is bisected by the secondary roadway of interest. The length of the rectan-

gular area is equal to the total length of the secondary roadway in that

cell, The rectangle's width is the cell's area dlvtded by the rectangle's

, length, so that the total cell's area is included in the rectangle.

With this cell shape, then, all persons are distributed randomly within

the rectangle, outside the cutoff distance. Statistically, this random

distribution of all persons, over a well-defined area, determines each

person's distance to each secondary roadway and considers the total mileage

for each roadway type withinthe cell.

The rectangle mathematics are then repeated for all other secondary

roaaway types, until distances to all of them are determined in this random

manner,

Out of this statlstlcal process comes a full list of each person's

_"_ distances to all roadways in _Is cell. His distance to his closest roadway

_ is less than the cutoff distance,while his distances to all other roadways

is larger than this cutoffdistance.

|

Consequently, what is computed is the Joint probability distributionof

the set of all distances between each receiver and all roadways within his

pop/density cell. For computationalefficiency,the computer determines the

noise level distribution insteadof the distance distribution. And it deter-

mines this in 3-decibel increments,rather than in infinitesimal increments.

For the General Adverse Response part of the model, the average outdoor

day-night noise level, Ldn, is the measure of noise exposure. This is

calculated for each person at his place of residence. On the other hand, for

....- the Single Event Response part of the model, several different noise level

values are calculated, as presented in Figure F-3. These measures are:
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..... b_n_le_eventequivalentnoise leveltLed(T):

o Indoors, day and night

o Outdoors, day

Sound exposure level,LS:

....... o _ndoors, day and night

The single-event equivalent noise level, Leq(T), is used to measure

speech communication interference. The sound exposure level, LS, is used

to measure sleep interference. To relate these noise levels to potential

impact for a typical 24 hour day a person's activities over that 24 hours

must also be allocated between indoors and out'doors,and separatelyfor day

and night as illustratedin equation r-zT.

F-.6fraction of F"_2
activity times • F(locatlon,time of day, activity) (F-17)

This activity allocation Is addressedat Key 3 in FigureF-_ and it Is

j-_etailed in Table F-z5 Persons are located away from home, or at home
_-/_outdoors, or at home indoors. Then separatelyby day and night, each person

.spends his time at the activitiesshown to the right of the Table.

Separately_ then, by these activity groups, the average person's time

has been fractioned as in Figure F-9 (See Appendix B of ReferenceF-lfor a

more _etailed discussion.) These activity fract(ons are a composibe of

separate fractions for distinct groups of persons within the U,S,: (%)

employed men, (2) employed women, (3) housepersons, and (4) other persons

(persons younger than 17, persons older than 6B and not employed,persons in

Institutions, and unemployedpersons).

' •

As Figure F-9 indicates, even during the _aytlme a small portion of

..--the)population is sleeping. This potential da1_ime sleep interference is
\--_ccounted for in the impactestimates.
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TA8LE F-15

ACTIVITY GROUPSFGR THE SINGLE EVENTRESPONSE

PERSON's TIME OF
LOCATION DAY. ACTIVITY GROUP

Away from home Day and Night Working

Travelling

At home, outdoors Day Walking

Outside-home leisure
! activities

At home, t.dcors Oay Sleeping

Other indoor activities

SuCh as TV viewing,
enjoying other media,
other leisure or semi-
leisure activities,

I , ) home and family type
i __j activities, and eating

t Night Sleeping
Other indoor activities

such as TV viewing, "
enjoying other media,

i other leisure or semi-
leisure activltes,
home-and-family-type
activities,and eatlng

) m" ,,m.,, m.
t r

!
i
)

NOTE: Day is the period between 7 am and I0 pm,
Nlgnt is the remainderof the 24-hours, I0 pm to 7 am
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AVERAGE DALLY ACTIVITIES OF
THE UNITED STATES POPULATIONTOO -

I I I L J I I I I j ]
SLEEPING

90-

k _,_-- EPA DAY_. EPANIGHT ./ /

E0--

o=
¢3
_3
UJ

70-

60-

OTHER ACTIVITIES 173.77%1

O E0-u_ SLEEPING(83.E7%

40

.... ' jy I_,_4

>

_ 30- --
ml

20 -- TRAVELING (6,52%1 _
OUTSIDE HONE (0.87%)

_m m mim_ _m _ _ _m '_1_m

OTHER ACTIVITIES
(12.91_)

10-- -

' TRAVELING 11.28%1 WORKING (14.70_1

0 ' i' I'_WORKINGI(2'251%) ' I
22 0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

t HOURS OF THE AVERAGE DAY

FIGURE F-9 AVERAGE ACTIVITY PATTERN FOR THE U.S.POPULATION
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SomeEquations of Importance

The discussto_ above focused upon the data that are used in the noise

exposure calculations. Presentedhere are some equations(simplificationsof

f-_ thosethat appearin Reference_-l)of importancein this noisepredictionwith

..... some furtherassumptionsconcerningtheir use withinthe model.

The General Adverse Response part of the _del yields the day-night

aoise level,Ldn, at eachperson'shon_:

• _-_fl0 LOn/103 (F-i8)Tots] i0LdnllO a11 roads" r
r

Each read 10Ldn/lO, )"_-60Ldn/l_

• all_lanes" _ 10

.o, ](at clear- oLeq/$O d
zone edge) daytime

hours d

night
._-_ hoursn

-- °o°.
ZSOvehicle tms
combinations
t, m, s

where Ldn • day-nightnoise level,in declbels

Leq • hourlyequivalentnoise level,in decibels

A • buildingattenuation÷ distanceattenuation,
fromedge of clearzone to receiver,in aecibe]s
linesource

Op • distancefromtravel-lanecenterlineto edgeof pavement,fl

0c • distancefromtravel-lanecenterllneto edge
of clearzone, ft

t • indexover14 vehicletypes

m • indexover4 operationalmodes

} s • indexover 5 vehiclespeed ranges
-_j

(for14x4xS-280vehiclecombinations)
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.......................... combination

S = speed for each combination, miles per hour

Lo • energy-average emission level (at 50 ft) for
each combination, in declbels

,/_ = ground attenuation constant for clear zone
/....... "T = 0 for hard ground

• 0.5 ?or absorptive ground

The Single Event Response part of the model yields two measures of the

noise at each person's home. The ?Irst of these is the sound exposure

level, Ls:

Single-event

where Ls = sound exposure level tn decibels

A • same as ?or F-18 (also .ltne source)

Op = same as ?or F-I8

_-, Do • same as for _-18
i

S • speed ?or this vehtcle, miles per hour

• same aS for F-_B

The second measure of single-event noise is the single-event equivalent

sound level Leq(TI.. .

' Stn_]e-event

loLeq(T)/lO =F_ lOLs/lO (F-20)

where Leq(T ) • single=event equivalent sound levelover duration T, tn decibels

T • duration o? event, between I0 dB-down
points

O = total distance from travel ltne to
receiver, ft

1 _ _'-62
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$ • speedfora vehicle,milesperhour

Ls • sound exposure level, in decibels

The input data to these equations are detailed in the sections above.

In addition, the following assumptionsare inherent in the structureof these

equationsthemselves:

o Each person sees each roadway as indefinitely long and straight.

o The distance between vehicles is the same for acceleration, dec-

eleration and cruise operationalmodes.

o A sing]e average speed for each roadway segment is sufficient to

predict that roadway's noise levels.

o 87 percent of the total traffic passes during the daytime (7 am through

10 pm), and the remaining 13 percent passes during night -- for the

General Adverse Response only.

o Traffic is distributed equally amongall traffic lanes.

'_ o Roadway median widths are mlnlmal, compared to the totaI width of the

roadway.

o The slngle-eventnoise is computedwithin the 10 dB down points,during

the passby of each vehicle.

o Single events are counted in the analysis only if the maximum noise

)evel during the vehicle's passby exceeds the backgroundnoise. To

avoid underestimating intrusion, this background noise is assumed to

be very low: 55 dB (A-weighted) outdoors and 45 dB {A-weighted)

indoors. Essentially, these background levels are very long range

goals in urban areas, and are Far below the levels that now exist.

However, they do reflect the desires of states and municipalitiesfor

a quieter environment, and they assume that ambient levels will, in
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the future, be loweredby coordinatedfederal, state and local efforts.

To a first approximation,this background noise is that due to noise

/_ sources other than transportationsources -° for example, building

ventilationnoise, both indoorsand outdoors.

Oetails of Noise-levelSorting (Figure.sF-4 and F-5, Key (4_

As a result of the noise level predictions, all persons in the United

States are paired with their respective noise levels. These person/noise

pairs are then sorted by noise level. The sorting is done concurrently

with the prediction procedure.

Details of Conversion from NoieeLevel to Impact (Figures F-4 and F-5, .Key

Exposure to a particular noise level does not necessarily mean that

person is fully impactedby that noise'(althoughmay be partially impacted).

__. Therefore, the number of persons exposed at each noise level is multiplled

'_._)by certain "impact fractions"or weigntings.These fractions are close to zero

for low noise levels, and then increase with noise level, until they reach

unity.

For particular effects o? noise on people, the weightings differ. The

fractions result from a large number of attitudinal surveys and laboratory

studiesof the effects of noise on people.

For the General Adverse Resoonse portion of the model, the fractional

weighting is derived from equationF-2which is an approximationto a quadratic

equation that is the best fit to a large number of attitudinalsurvey results.

The weighting values along with noise level and population information are

used in equatlon_-3_ythe model to compute Level Weighted Population within

_,.__Jeachnoise level band.
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For the Sing]e Event Response portion of the mode], the cur_en_

estimatesof weighting values are presented inFigures F-ZOand F°11 (for speech

interference) and Figure F-Z2 (forsleep Interference). These

'/_ weightings are also used in equatlonF-_alongwith noise level and population
I

information.
' i

For sbeech interference, the noise descriptor is the single-event i

equivalent sound level, Leq(T). For sleep interference,it is the sound

exposure leve],LS.

- Details of Total Nationwide Impact (FiguresF-4 and F-5.. Key (_)

After impact is estimated for each noise level separately,then the

total nationwide impact is added over all noise levels. This process is

overviewed in Figures F-4 and F-5 and is detailedhere,

The General Adverse Response depends upon a full year's worth of noise

at the person's home. It is assessed from the predict:ion of yearl.v-average

Ldn at the residences of all persons in the U.S.

The Slngle Event Response depends upon an average da_.'sworth of noise,

1 and the number of intrusive single events that potentiallyoccur duringthe

m

F

day or night. It also depends upon the activitiesof peopleduringthe day

and night, indoors and outdoors. (See Table F-15),

The estimationswithin the model do not accountfor personswhen they are

away from their homes (first group in Table F-15). Omitted are 20.53 percent

of the population during the daytime (7 am through10 pm) while these people

are travelingor working away from homo, $imilar]yomitted are 3.06 percent

of _he population during the nig,ttlme (See Appendix B of ReferenceF.1).
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LEVEL OF CONTINUOUS NOISE CAUSING INTERFERENCE (dB)

FIGUREF-Zo NEIGHTINGFUNCTIONFOR INDOORSPEECHINTERFERENCE(RELAXED
CONVERSATIONAT GREATERTHAN1 METERSEPARATION,45 dB
BACKGROUNDIN THEABSENCEOF INTERFERINGNOISE)

FROMREFERENCEF-2o
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LEVEL OF CONTINUOUS OUTDOOR NOISE CAUSING

_'J INTERFERENCE ILeq), dB

FIGUREF-lZWEIGHTING FUNCTION FOR OUTDOOR SPEECH INTERFERENCE
(NORMAL VOICE AT 2 METERS)

FROH RETER.ENCEF-20
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AS shown in Table F-16 the model estimates speech interference while the

average person is outdoors, or is indoors but not sleeping. It estimates the

two types of sleep interference while the average person is indoors sleeping.

One activity group in Table F-15 is unique -- the group for people

outdoors walking. For these "pedestrians," speech Interference is not

evaluated at their residences, but rather is evaluated at the edge of the

clear-zone for each pedestrian's primary roadway. In essence, this represents

speech interference while that person is walking along streets tn his neigh-

oorhood. Speech interference is also estimated outdoors during a person_s

outside leisure activities around hts home.
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TABLE F-16

LOCATIONSOF ACTIVITIES

Sleep Interference

J Disruption People Indoors at home
day/night

Awakening People Indoors at home
day/night

Speech Interference

Indoors People indoors at home
not sleeping

Outdoors - People outdoors at home

Pedestrians Walking outdoors at the
edge of a clear zone
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